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The Boming Star.
Where the bidden wound is healed,
And life’s vain parade is o'er;
‘Where no trnmpet stirs the echoes
Of the wood, the vale,or hill,

‘Where the sun-blaze never scorches,
‘Where the sea winds never chill,
He has gone; the distant nations

Bow with us to mourn his loss;
Gone, the leaderof thg people,

Early for his Master’s name;

‘Where the Christian household gathers,
In Christ’s beauty, one by one.
He has gone, and distant nations
Bow with us to mourn his loss;
Gone, the leader of the people,

Gone, the soldier of the cross.

~~ — Youths’ Companion,

our Psalmody

!

These

questions are suggested by the course of
There

was an Ecumenical Council of the Roman
was

followed by a Pan-Anglican Council at

work.

‘She is

a

evangelistic

mightily

church with a remarkably

progressive

unprogressive

and

for

Lambeth, and that too by a Pan-Presby-

great

Roman Catholic Ecumenical Council was

to decree the Infallibility of the Pope.

The Wesleyan Ecumenical Conference
follows very closely this great example;

. Methodism”

and

foster

‘‘love

for

doctrine and usages”;

nay

more, * the religion of Methodists ought

eal Congress is talking over questions
interest

to all

educational

of

institutions,

the receipts of telegrams daily and the
fear is awakened with each item of un-

favorable news that recovery will not be

possible, while the brave bearing of the
sufferer and the continuance

tional

strength and

hope

that a valuable

of coustitu-

vigor lead to the
life may

yet

be

THOMAS GOADBY,
>
-o-re

INDIA LETTER,

MIDNAPORE, Aug. 27, 1881.

The Semi-annual Meeting of the Santal

school-masters

was held at

Bhimpore

during the first weekof the month.

fourteen hundred pupils,
educational standpeint,

From a purely
the outlook is

truly cheering, but our work is not mere-

ly educational.

their children, and

end of all our efforts, the salvation of
these rude denizens of the forest, Not-

the family life and

habits of Methodists should be regulated
a

view

to

that

end.”

HE

F HAE

%

‘We seel®as the ultimate

withstanding all the rose colored views of

It is very refreshing in these days of

professed optimists we believe these poor

tional spirit sg vigorous and strong
among our Wesleyan. brethren. Perhaps
it tendsto extravagance and is opento

pardon, and peace and sanctification. We
also believe that the religion of our Lord

itudinarianism

I hope all our

preachers

may

yet

set

to find the denomina-

people to be sinners in desperate need of
Jesus Christ aloce is able to save and

the charge of exclusiveness, but at all sanctify these lost men now reveling in
events
it is not incompatible with large sin. Mr. Burkholder and I with our
usefulness, gfeat enthusiasm, growing nitive helpers havgdone what we could
and exténding influence, and a parish as to lay this thought on the quickened con-

‘wide as the world with heaven annexed.

onous drug.
The church letters read in Q. M.

Con-

sciences of these Santal young men.

We

our oldest member—the founder of the
church and the deacon—has, thank God,

Ing emigrants go but the
church goes too.

Methodist

Of the twelve hundred

of tokens

for good ‘among

the Santals,

but for some reason that we can not

fathom these are not fortheoming. Indeed
millions of the human species, twenty- 80 far from recording strong accession’
three millions ‘belong to Methodism, to otr Santal communigg, I am obliged in
#0080
Reg

would mark this poing, but these

are

{'y

respect to the matter of obtaining lifemembers to our Benevolent Societies.
In
reality none but life and annual members

have a right to vote, or are eligible to office in these organizations. "The conditions upon which persons may become
members are not precisely the same in all
the Societies but may be easily learned.
It is important that this matter receive attention, for otherwise it is quite possible
that we may some time come together for
our annual meeting and find no quorum of
members.

We

earnestly

hope that all who have paid the required
fee, with the intention of making themselves members, or for whom it has been
paid in any way, will see to it that their
names are enrolled as such. And we suggest that every church whose pastor is
should at once begin the work of making
him such, and go on as fast as they may be
able, until that work is completed. It
would, doubtless, be well

celled, if possible, by secular papers, by
fraternities, associations, assemblies, and

officials, not necessarily Christian in their
profession, some of them wholly civil and

for

each

Resolved, That while we bow in
ble submission to the will of Him

humwho

tion of his intellectual

many

his

worth,

perfect

his

Christian

So at a meeting of the Knights of Pythi-

society

know whether or not he was a member of
this or that society. It is
SOMETHING

DESIRABLE

To know just where we stand in respect
to our work.
This was evident to all who
listened to the reports presented by the officers of our societies at the Anniversaries.

Partial statistics are of little value.

"We quote here one of a series of resolutions passed unanimously at Cleveland,
at a meeting of governors or their representatives of all the States :

the Brahmins
whetted by them.

and not have
They are the

A

MAXDARIN'S REASONS.—The Manda-

rin teacher of our former missionaries to
China, and husband of the first baptized
female convert, gave a thoroughly unvarnished statement of his ‘reasons for not
embracing Christianity:
(1) He had a
hope that he might some day obtain an of-

idols.

(2)

He

would

have

to:

give up ancestral worship, which would
subject him to persecution, even to blows.

(3) He would have to close his store on
the Sabbath, which would offend his cns~
tomers, and seriously injure his business.
— Sabbath Recorder.
9

NEW

YORK LETTER. NEw YORK, Oct, 15, 1881. °
DEATHOF DR. HOLLAND, EDITOR OF THE
CENTURY.

The

sudden

death

of Dr.

Helland,

editor of The Century (late Scribner's
Monthly) carries the sadness of a personal
loss into more hearts and households than
any other death that has taken place in
this country

for many

years;

excepting,-

of course, the unparalleled mourning for
a murdered patriot President. It has not
been so little expected at any time in the:
last five or six years, as now.

The

last

time 1 met him, his appearance and his
answer to ‘ greeting expressed excellent
health, in strong contrast to previous in-

terviews in the last few years.

He spoke:

with much satisfaction of regimen that
to issue to all-its members an inexpensive
and that be
certificate of membership, so that no one had relieved his complaints,
|
believed
would
have
completely
averted
would be obliged to say that he did not

ex-

do, indeed, give us some

They

information, but

fail to give what we most want, which is a
full and correct account of what we are
doing in the different departments of work
in which we are engaged.
Take our Mission work for an illustration. Unless the
Financial Secretary can secure full and
correct reports from the different State organizations, and from other bodies among
us which may be doing something in this
work, no

report

which

he

can

construct

will give us * the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth.” There will al-

them if it had been thought of before.
The new editorial offices on Union Square:

gave him great pleasure, and attracted:
him to do his work there in preference tohis private study, to an unusual extent.
On the afternoon before his death, he left

the office in usual health and spirits.
‘The evening and the night were unmarked by any premonition of illness. In the
morning, he was conversing with his
wite and about to rise, when he was seiz-

ed with the dread oppression of breathing
that announced the struggle of the heart:
in the grip of death. Medical aid was
hastily summoned, but the arch enemy's
grasp this time was sure. Before help
could arrive, Dr. Holland was gone.
Beyond his own immediate eircle, Dr.

Holland had hosts of friends. Taking all
respects into view, he was perhaps the
most popular author of his time and

as, at the same time and place it was re|
solved, that, «“ We mourn the loss to our |
oun
y 3 10
[10
ON1V
O3U
IIIS
WOTEKES
a
5alv
shame.
His efior; to drive the deacon, |
that is of uncertain value. Our work will |
destroy his house and appropriate his country of a man whose purity of charachardly ever equalled in magnitude, but
be belittled in our own eyes, and in the
he was also personally endeared by his
lands has proved a failure. The case ter, and goodness of heart, will ever remain fresh in the memory of all.” These eyes of all “who look to our published re- amiable excellences to thousands who
has been dismissed from the courts and
are specimens of the utterances from all ports to find out what we are doing. The
never saw him. To the numerons writers:
our brother established more firmly than
over our own and other countries, from same thing appears in connection with the
with whom he came into relation asever in his former rights.
He seems trureports
of
our
Sunday-schools.
Who
does
the school children of our land,to the Kings
editor
of the magazine, he was ever
ly thankful to God for his goodness and
not know that we have more than two
and Queens of the best governments
now I trust the little church at Babaigahundred and fifty such schools? Less than genial, appreciative, and if possible helpacross the—waters. There is universal
ful,
dia will begin to look up. Our next Q.
that number sent in reports to the Correand hearty recognition of Christianity,
His public and literary influence was
M. has been located there. It will be
sponding Secretary for the past year.
such an endorsement as the world has What could he tell us about the extent of
earnestly given to purity, temperance and.
held in February and it will, I doubt not,
never before given. President Garfield's our work? He could tell us what a few
the highest public good. In this respect.
prove a blessing to the church.
Let us
religion was no secret thing, nor cloak to schools had done, and in one case, at least,
and in extraordinary honor and emolusthank God and rejoice.
crime, nor a thing to. be subordinated to what was done in an entire Association,
his career was one of the mest"
ment,
Of our three Orissa churches, Balasore, any worldly interest nor office whatsoever.
but we want to know what the whole de- successful, satisfactory and complete thats
Jellasore and Santipore, I have no spe- In him we have proof that Christianity
nomination is doing. So also, in regard
cial news to communicate. As Mr. Col- may consist with, and may be maintained to our Year Book. It is never complete his friends could have coveted for him.
Dr. Holland, therefore, leaves- 2: gap™
dren has taken up the quill, I hope he in spite of, the humblest conditions, the in the department of Quarterly Meeting rewill keep your readers informed about practice of law, the political life, and ports. Brethren, ¢ these things ought not that will nat easily be filled. Who will
the work in that the older and better while serving the country in any of its so to be.” We should be glad to be ¢¢ per- be his successor as the editor of The :
Century, is a question perhaps of as much
tilled sectionof our field. At last ac- offices of trust, even to the chief magis- suaded of better things of you,” and hope
in the long run, as that of a importance
counts all of our fellow-workers in the tracy, and we have the people acknow- that another year will show a marked and
For The successor to a dead President.
south were in good health. Miss Craw- ledging this fact; and admiring its exhibi- gratifying improvement in this respect.
and is:
great:power,
a
already
is
Century
ford has had fever to fight within and tion. It is most gratifying proof that the
with
youth,
of
vigor
cumulative
the
Elk
River,
Minn.
in
yet
without, numbers of her flock being cause of truth, God's church, is steadily,
far
greater
things
before
it
than
behind.
At
a
recent
meeting,
the
Home
Mission
down with it at a time, but still keeps up certainly, rapidly even, pushing forward
Board, by its sub-committee,”passed the Concerning the suceesser Lhave no in- wonderful courage and writes as cheer- its campaign to ultimate victory.
following
vote :—‘‘Whereas,Rev. M. H. Tar- formation, nor the shadow of an intima- fullyas if she was living in Utopia inLet it not be overlooked that it was
box
has
presented
to this Board the claims tion ; yet I have a guess of my own; which.
stead of Patua, which is just now pretty chiefly Garfield's Christian character that
of our interests at Elk River, Minn., and
1 should be much surprised as wel¥ ay
thoroughly saturated with 'miasmatic gave him his distinction. He had indeed
we are satisfied that money expended
sorry
to find mistaken ; for it is based on
poison, owing to the excessive rain and a remarkable physique, and typeof mind:
there under his direction will be wisely
pre-eminent
fitness no less than on sugthe flooded fields.
My sister Id® has But he was young and of necessity his used, therefore,
.
gegjive
circumstances,
If I were asked
been with us a few days this month, and career
had been comparatively brief.
‘Resolved,
That we hereby commend
to
name
the
living
literary
man who im
speaks hopefully of her work at Balasore, He had superiors in scholarship, “in effec- him to the sympathy and benevolence of
my
opinion
unites
the
mest
genius for
for which she has recently succeeded in tive statesmanship, and as a soldier and our churches, and ask them to help him in
securinga large monthly grant in aid general. He, on becoming president an- raising funds for that interest as they may popular divination and adaptation with
be able.”
high and “generous principle and sound
from Government, This will enable her nounced a good policy, but every feature
Rn
In behalf of the Committee,
Christian
faith and
understanding, I
not only to extend the work among ‘the of it had been announced by his predecesG. C. WATERMAN.
should name without hesitation the Rev.
women and children, but also to give sors in the presidency, and by statesmen
Dr. Charles S. Robinson, pastor of the
Items.
:
her native teachers a better training tor and journalists not a few. People loved,
Memorial Presbyterian church, Madison
their important duties.
MouAMMEDANISM.—From the East we
and trusted him, not so much for what he
Avenue, and Mr. Roswell Smith, the conget
rumors
of
a
great
movement
in
MoJellasore is not the only spot infested had done as for what he gave proof of betrolling founder and proprietor of the:
with fever. Our-own district, particular- ing able, willing, determined to do, as hammedan countries for the advancement
magazine. Of this church Mr. Smith and!
of
Islam
at
the
edge
of
the
sword.
As
the
ly the parts situated along the river beds, opportunities offered. It .was not his
Dr. Robinson have been the two pillars
French
war
ia
Africa
brings
the
Moslem
is full of fever now, and in some places
made him what he
from its foundation. Their intimate and:
immediately in conflict with one of the brotherly friendship
the mortality is great. In this station we
«is weil known, and
Western powers, there are evidences nottheir thorough accord in those exalted
have had more fever cases this month, I
ed of a deep and wide-spread feeling of un- views and convictions that should control:
| believe, than in any previous month of goodness pledging the devotion of those easiness and hate, that at any time may a great popular organ of instruction, cans
my residence here. Just now poor Mrs. capacities to the highest good of his coun- bring on a flerce and desperate conflict not be doubted.
VipL
+>»
Lawrence is very low, having been con- try and the race. From an early period with nominal Christian powers. It is eviThe State of Georgia has set a good’
| fined to her bed for more than a week. he exhibited rare , breadth of intellectual dent that Turkey indulges in no illusion as
Others of our circle: have been very, vision, and genius of ready and thorough to the fate that awaits her, and is silently example to the United States Congress.

been completely confounded and’ put to

| “shaky,” but keep about ang, at work.
Among the natives weé've had cases
enough to fill & small

hospital.

Jacob,

discrimination, fruitfulness

of invention,

preparing

for the worst.

The commander

courage and executive ability; but to’ of the believers is called on by the chiefs
these he added personal purity, fidelity to of the faith to unfold the flag of the proph-

the native pastor and his whole family

conscience, veneration for the Divine Be-

et against the ‘infidel.

have been down with fever together, and
nearly allof my Bible School students

ing, and a passion of love lor humanity
as such, everywhere. These intellectual
and moral qualities all blending in happy

things.— Watchman. _ *
“Tue BRAHMIN INTELLECTUALLY. — Dr,

heroes, determined
Others run at the
foe and hide under
all respect for the

rainbow of promise, gave him a charac.
ter at once unique and of rare excellence,

- The history of Methodismis the history long and pray and work to see them all
too. Some of these young men have
of a success which hardly John Wesley become true teachers of righteousness.
himself could have anticipated, There is
It would give ‘me great joy to speak fought fever and stood at their books like
40 part of the world where English-speak-

I
]
It was onr chief object to call attention
to the wonderful emphasis everywhere
placed npon the moral and Christian
character of President Garfield. It would
be expected that preachers, College professors, all workers in moral reform,

At Venice an International Geographi-

to be transmittedto and reproduced in

with

temper-

BAKER.

virtues, and
hey

:

remain it

BY O. E.

It was apparent at the recent Anniversaries that we have, of late, been remiss in

qualified

with

learned men of India. The queen of lan~
guage, the Sanscrit, is their peculiar possession,
Its almost boundless literature is
splendid field for their mental training.
They have clear, vigorous, and rapidly
acting minds.—Journal and Messenger..

| worship

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

legally:

mingle
his wits’

42.

fice, in which case he should be obliged to

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

not a life member of all these societies,

‘Rajah’s vassals, himself a drunkard and
his Rajah no better,—has been vexing

should be such ‘‘as to attach them to among these jungle people and perhaps
Methodist

our

ance battles over again in this Q. M., and

DECEASED PRESIDENT.

doeth all things well, in this hour of our
supreme sorrow we record our apprecia-

We
was urged that the training of children now bave upwards of sixty village schools
may

OUR

He is much respected by his own people, |

are having to fight some of

J.L.P.

ore

the Gospel.

and if he wasn’t puch a slave to wobacco
he might accomplish more good.
We

of a life so

pure and so perfect.

moving from village to village, rexamin-

publishing

fol-

days are now dawning.
The wicked
wretch who, encouraged by some of the

and all tendto the furtherance of Methoi. Among
the number of adherents |
w braces two worlds, this and the next; and

inspiration in the memory

a Christian life again. He is one of our San-

ing schools and

a mother,

low in her footsteps, and
Ay our beloved brother, so suddenly deprived of
companionship so sweet, find comfort and

as well as. for
electrical dis~

fallibility of Methodism. The subjects
discussed are all of a practical nature,

spirits in heaven.”So that Methodism

dren, bereft of so devoted

living

ference were cheering, particularly that
Electricians in~ session, andit is to be from Babaigadia: This church has been
hoped they will devise plans for making sorely tried byiSatan and his servants,
telegraphic communication with all the but I hope the worst is over, and brighter

for it seems virtually decreeing the in- spared to the world.

that this stateof things

hope,

At Paris there is a Congress of

world cheap and easy,
utilizing some recent
coveries.
w

grant to his church many daughters like
Angie Lewis Penney and may her chil-

conducted by Dula, who did his part well.
Many of your readers will be glad to
know that Dula is now, we

weal

Christian womanhood in promoting these
benevolent enterprises. May the Lord

er and Tuphan Chakdar, and the regular
missionary meeting on Saturday evening

this,

:

who like her, delight to toil for the

of these suffering heathen in my native
land, bas convinced me as naught else
could how mighty is the influence of

and delegates both, "and the three day’s

themselves right on the tobacco question.
¢¢ Meta Lander’s” recent papers in the
Independent have put this dirty tobacco
with the pale cast of thought” and the habit in a true, strong light. Our Mis*¢ currents ” of her vigorous life are *‘turn- sion has
a rule against licensing or oredawry” so as to ‘‘lose the mame of daining men who use this filthy and poisworld,

in it. Twenty years’ acquaintance with
the beloved wife of my dear classmate,
and
with a few more women of our church,

exercises were cheering. The sermons
were preached by Bros,T. W. Burkhold-

interested in his work, which keeps him

earnest, zealous

amid magnificent exhibitions of maps
terian Council in Philadelphia. We have
from
ail nations.
now an Ecumenical Wesleyan Conference
In Berlin Orientalists are conferring
holding its meetings in London.
Indetogether and a brilliant company of
pendency can hardly care to imitate the
scholars has been assembled. Prof. Max
action of these gréat churches, for its
Miiller,
representing England and esvery genius is Independency. But there
pecially Oxford, says, how little, comparmight surely be in America some day a
ed with what it is competent to do, Oxford
Pan-Baptist Council, only, by the way, it
bas yet done to encourage
oriental
must not be called by that name ; for might
studies, and in. everything practical innot unlearned brethren imagine that the
terests predominate over scientific. It is
first part of the designation referred to in the interest of commerce and governthe vessel these Baptists employed in ment, not of science, that Indian and
their ecclesiastical and riwualistic obsery- Chinese languages are taught at Oxford,
vances? It would be » motley assemblage ;
and an Englichman who wishes to study
there wonld be *¢ Particular,” and ** Gen- Egyptology, or Babylonean, Assyrian, or
eral,” !* Regular,” * Free,” ‘‘ Freewill,”
Persian Antiquity must go to some poor
“Strict,” “Open,” ‘‘Seventh-day,” ‘‘Brethuniversity of Germany or France.
ren,” *‘ Christian,” ** Cambellite,” ‘‘HardThe public feeling in England is still
shell,” ** Colored,” *‘‘ Russian,” *‘Gerstrong with respect to your President and
man,” *Datch,” * Swedish,” and many
other varieties. But at all events there his noble wife. Day by day we ask,‘‘how
is Garfield?” . The placards atthe Railwould hardly be wider diversity in act
than the ' Ecumenical
Conference of way stalls and at news shops announce

direct issue of the last

reminded of Dr. Sutton’s remark when
‘some brethren expressed fears of un-

of ‘simple,

Europe.

:
ENGLAND, Sept. 17, 1881.
Shall we ever have a Fan-Baptist Con-

The

me with singular freshness and- force as
I write. It was because she loved our
Mission herself that she strove and succeeded so admirably in interesting others

fHoongy gets braced up wonderfully here

tal School Inspectors and seems thoroughly

Congresses
are occurring now all over

ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE.

That

the primal fact of a sinful nature inberited and dominant in the world. One's

Methodism ; and with this exception the
chief record of Wesleyanism is a record

action.”

Pra

Rome.

touch, ple.
Tell it to the young men of our nation,
The sudden death of Mrs. C. F. Penney to students at law, at ‘medicine, in any
of Augusta, Maine, brings sincere griet to and every vocation,—tell it to them with
all our hearts. She was one of those some degree of the emphasis ‘the world
who loved the Missionary cause, and bas authorized,—that positive, openly
worked for its promotion with a hearty pronounced, scrupulously defended and
good will, wherever she was known.’ exemplified Christianity, is the highest’
The church in her native State will miss commendation, and qualification for sucher heart and hand in its missionary cessful manhood.
movements. Her words of hearty interest in our work in India come back to
MISSION WORK.

Mission.

perchance, she may be all the better
equipped the less she is ‘‘sicklied o'er

Gone, a pligrim from the road,
Gone, a royal soul to glory,
Gone, a soul redeemed to God.

at

the

soundness in relation to Mr. Noyes’ views

broad fields of the

And the daylight die in fragrance
Mid the burst of peacefu! song.
;
Gone, & soldier of the battle,

events during the past few years.

friends of

healing

front as the chosen leader of a great peo-

who ‘ went about doing good.”"

Such defections bring “out very clearly

of human depravity, now forty-six years
ago.
‘ Let him alone,” said the Orissa
Missionary, ‘‘once he gets to India, he’ll
be all right on the doctrine of total depravity.”
The Midnapore Q. M. held its August
session with us here. The five churches
in the District were represented by letter

culture and creed. Possibly in this she
may be well content. Other churches
and other men will do the thinking that
shall shape and dominate the Christianity
of the fature ; let Methodism do the work
that is imperatively needed now on the

Where the bond is never severed;
Parting, clasping, sob and moan;
Midnight watching ; twilight weeping;
Joyless noontide, all are done.
There, the morn shall wake in gladuess,
There, the noon the joy prolong,

If so when and where?

prayers of the

prostratihg- Lincoln, and finally pressing him to the

And with all these and more, we

some days sigh for His

‘in their behalf most earnestly bespeak the

In the

'| but they are the hymns of the youth of

‘Where the mother finds the son,

CHILWELL COLLEGE,

fevers.

For

South among the colored people and the
great West, it was claimed that Methodism had accomplished great things. ‘The
simplieity of her borders, the vigor of her
evangelizing movements, the freedom she
allowed to physical development and her
faithful ministry to the poor had given
her in America an unrivaled hold upon
the popular heart.” One weak spot in
Methodism however was revealed.
She

still hold their position'in

Gone, the martyr, in the flame;
‘Where the son shall find the mother,

Church

r
was said.

ed almost nothing to the Christian thought
and culture of the world. Her hymns

Gone, the hero of the battle;

Catholic

Meth-

or even of the second order; she had add-

Gone, the youth who dared the conflict

ference?

all such we would hope and toil on, and

has produced no theologian of the first

Gone, the soldier of the cross.

©

now reaping the bitter fruits of sin.

ancy, and a ministry, male and female,
seeking ‘the regeneration of the world.
Such was the drift of the speaking at the
Conference in London, and it is largely
true in fact. It would be well perhaps
if other denominations would kindle their
languid and dying zeal at the flaming fire
odism.”
Of America much

Gone where prayer is no more needed,
Gone where pain is felt no more,

’

schools, churches, class-meetings, itiner- |

century and a halt—** Ecamenical

PRESIDENT.

>

may

its share in

of this great religious force of the last on some of these points, and I'm often

"WEDNESDAY, OCT. 19, 1881.
OUR DEAD

in distant lands

main helps in these fearfully

justice to write of several very discouraging defections from the faith.
Mr.
the work.
The
moral influence
of Burkholder refers 'to such in his sec‘Methodism has been powerful in England tion of an Annual report issued from the
in purifying and elevating the tone of press a month or more ago. Seme whom
national life; and among all nations we had long loved and trusted have gone
Methodism is at work by missions, sadly astray from the true path, and are
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: NO

not to lose a lesson!
first approach: of the
the bed-clothes. With
vis medicairiz nature

we find arsenic, iron and

quinine the

proportion, as they several colors in

the

French papers be-

a felony for any person to attempt ‘to
persuade others into bigamy. or pelyga-

my.

The bill makes it unlawful in any

tFay uneasiness in regard to the state of address to a public or private assembly

Scudder asserts that there is no intellect
in the world superior to that of the Brah-

ranking him, in a little time, with ten of

mins.
Hemmed in by caste, and shackled
by the restrictions of a false religion, he
has not influenced the world as'he would

the highest order,—~with Washington and

if set

early attracting attention and supporters,

By a vote of 34 to 5 the Georgia Senate:
passed an anti-Mormon law, making it

free.

But

even

now

no

man. can

to counsel’ or encourage the violation of
the laws of the State forbidding polyga- °
my. It is made a penetentiary offense for

not less than two years. - This will'proba~
bly stop the incursions of Mormon emissaries, which have been quite commonsin
that State. All the States should follow

the example of Georgia in this legislation,
and Congress should pass such a:law ap»

plicable to the Territories.
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If this law is good for the priests, it is
good for the people as well; if for one
class, then for all classes. Every consideration by which it should have force
with them, makes it proper for us. We
do well to heed the plain “and unmistakable teachings of God's Word on a sub-

For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

NADAB

ject like this, and the lesson is timely

ABIHU.

AND

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

Nadab and Abihu. Lev. 10:1-11,.
or. Korak’s punishment. Num. 16: 1-35.
Saul’s punishment. 1 Sam. 13:1—14.
"Disobedience punished. Isa.42:18—25.
Apanias’s sin. ActsB: 1-11.
Elymag’s punishment. Acts 13:4—12.
Final punishment.

8.

I. Presumption and irreverent disobedience deserve prompt and severe
punishment.
II. God will vindicate his honor in
one way or another.

2 Thes. 1-12.

Leviticus

for

I

hidden burdens of private grief.

The

Torics— The sin committed;

~eent inflicted; A prohibitory law.

Wine and strong drink work

the

in the

,offered

on which

on

occurred

sacrifices: were

tabernacle.

had

Aaron

four sons, the two oldest of whom enjoyed
especial

favor,

having

been with

“father and Moses'in the® mount.

If one

was right and the other

tion of him

who

was

in the right, for if

‘hey could net understand Christ's doc-

their

“Among

matter, he was a friend to both;
day God is a friend to all, even

wretch,

--Bre

GLEANINGS.
(From

Rev.

E.

S. Atwood.)

Whatever other reasons may have influenced Nadab and
Abihu to offer
¢ strangefire,””

they had ro,

it is quite

ste

evident

end to serve.

presence,

Quite

likely

they

his

When

we

forgiveness,

seek
his

his

special

‘blessing of strength and courage, in the
right

spirit, he

gives them,

but

in

the

complex affairs of life which we as a
race bring upon ourselves by breaking
| God’s laws, all of the consequences can

that

In

the exercise of the orderly courses of their
ministry they were
employed in a subordinate capacity, and attracted no especial
attention.

Guiteau.

so toto the

imagined

the duties of the priests was that of burn-

not

be averted.

God

is a friend

parasites—he helps us through the spiritual

disposition

of the heart;

we

must

learn and determine upon the right way
for ourselves; here lies individual re-

sound

of

thunders,

telling

How sweetly solemn

the work of giving it something "good to
tell!

Oh!

1 can notbe careless now;

I

can not deliberately do evil. As I cast
an impulse into the eternal years, I will

do it considerately; I will do

it in the

strong manliness of love, in the sweet
thrill of a great hope, in ‘the sure confi-

dence that it will bless
now, and

all

that

shall

There was a spirit of it.

the part of some.

I think it was Wesley who said that

if

be were to die to-night, he would preach

reconciliation of a great, loving, sorrow-

as arranged. At half past ten,he would call

been

the class-meeting

brought about through prayer. The life
we asked for was not preserved, but we
havein his death what his life could not
reconciliation,
have secured,—not b

the whole work

to that

stricken pation

but a pation knowing no
the

or South, united by

death

has

were not

chastening

rod,

are poisoning her politics and threaten:
ing her existence.

purified,

wiser and humbler.
S-O

Solemn resolve!
Wonderful quickener of my soul!
What if I were to die toearth.

Oh

forests,

lie down

and wake

Thus not in solemn reve-

sround

fields,

there

shall be

On this side

the

gathering

of these beauteous days of good from out

«I will live to-day ail were to die to-night.”

I gaze fondly

do

as if he

to die, and then

the grave

REV. E. M, COREY.

night!

day

Yes, better still than that.

0-6

HOWTO LIVE.
BY

of the

upon his bed to sweetly sleep

up in heaven.

learning in sorrow and shame what evils
America rises from her knees

as usual, he would

rie should we wait for death, but in the
whole use of the moments in-work for
others, in doing what was our duty that
day in the Lord.
.
Then shall I die, *“ As one who wraps
the drapery of his couch about. him, and
lies down to pleasant dreams”.

party, no North

and

om old
sky,

1

the past like angels over my pale form,
and they shall bring to all who now are
softly weeping, the haunting memories of
the blest ‘ever pointing upward” out of
death, into life. - Over on that beautiful
shore, I shall not simply dream, I shall live.

that by the adoption of a new method spousibility.
shall see you no more! Oh green mead:
Jesus shall say tome ‘Well done,good and
ing incense on the golden altar in the they would establish a reputation for
ows, lovely clouds on yonder horizon,
I
do
not
say
that
every
thing
that
hapenter thou into the joy
daily
the
when
time
atthe
place
holy
originality and become popular favorites. ‘pens is right; some events are all wrong, and sweet blue depths above! 1 am faithful servant,
yonder in the blue
Away
Lord.”
of thy
sacrifice was burning upon the brazen Egotism, vanity and a desire for personal
Wrong about to depart from you.
but all are overruled for good.
aye, beyond the
sun,
the
beyond
depths,
altar in the court outside. This duty was profit, were the motives that led them in" But the Christian should have so studFirst,
events are the culmination of evil.
of the immidst
the
in
stars,
sparkling
assignedto Nadaband Abibu at this time, | to the-sin that wrought their ruin.
“this is natural; second; this culmination ied the thingsof .the coming life, the ‘maensity of the creation of God; I shall]
and in discharging it they used strange
. Some of the lineal descendants of these is necessary to show the danger, when home of the saints, the faceof Christ, the
wonder and adore, at rest, in peace, in
or common fire instead of the sacred fire ancient priests still minister at the altar.
evil exists; third, we are to ‘profit by raemories of loved ones gone, that he glory. * What will it be to be there?”
from the great altar, and so incurred the
When a man makes the house of God these lessons and thus learn what the nat- would prefer to go over yonder.
fear to die I will muse on
displeasure of Jehovah, and were pun- the arena for persond! display, when he
I may die to-night. Who knows? No, I will not
ure of our petition may be.
this wonder of my life, careless of the
ished as related in this lesson.
cultivates eccentricities
and . extravaSome evils we must endure, others we Chuist said, * In such an hour as ye think downfall of this earthly tent, fondly im1. ‘The sin committed. The sin of gances of manner and utterance, and must not;
those which
we are not not the Son of Man cometh”; ** Watch”;
of
uses them to attract a crowd and make obliged to.endure we should pray to es- « Blessed is that servant whom, when his agining what may be that ** building
Nadab and Abihu was great, as is evident
God,
the
house
not
made
with
hands,
eterfrom the suddenness and severity of their himself famous, he is offering ¢ strange cape from; for instance, if I had acquired Lord cometh, he findeth so doing.” If I
patience
punishment. Itis not easy however to fire,” even though 'he occupies the fore- a habit of stealing, swearing and lying, should die to-night, I will meet my God. nal in the heavens,” waiting with
shall
hour
my
when
go
to
happy
it,
for
detérmine just what constituted the sin most pulpit in the land. He only is the and had fallen into corruption, I should 1 shall behold the Mighty One, ** who inn;
come.
1
tremble
with
expectatio
committed by them.
¢ No law is found true priest who endeavors himself to pray for deliverance from this, and habiteth Eternity.” I shall then go over
I
am
listening
for
the
voices
of
heaven
; I
reach,
and
to
help
others
to
reach,
com|
in the Pentateuch to forbid the burning of
not for patienceto bear it; this is the -with him all my life. What will I think
I.am
angels.
incense by means of common fire. Only munion with the Father of spirits. God nature of the evil of which Guitean is about it under such august survey? Will am hoping soon to see
the time when I shall
for one occasion was the High Priest looks down into every pulpit, and into a symptom and the nation should pray that . life th
ki
hamed,
; dreaming of
God. Everlasting glory!
of
city
the
see
shall
oF
ashumed,
15
Make
Sion
l
i
f
e
every
miuister’s
heart,
and
judges
every
3
commanded to fill his censer with coals
for deliverance from it. But for the evils I be glad to show it to my Judge?
dim! glittering and
grew
to
never
Light
prayer,
and
criticises
every
sermon,
and
from the great altar. See Lev. 16: 12.”
He is infinitely noble, benevolent, lovwhich we must suffer through others’ cae happiness!
unspeakabl
robes!
spotless
—Cook.
Some have supposed that their estimates the worth or worthlessness of lamity or wrong doing, we must pray for ing. ‘He will be delighted if he finds
myself in
delight
I
shall
when
oh
when,
sin consisted in burning incense at an the service offered, according as he finds, strength *o endure, as was true of Gar- that I have been like him. He died for
:
thee?
or
fails
to
find,
a
singleness
of
purpose
to
amauthorized time;
others that - they
oO
60
field in his own case, and as is true of his his children. He will be sweetly smiling
awere under influence of wine or strong honor him the sovereign motive that family and the nation in relation to the if he sees that I have been willing to do
PEW AND PULPIT SERIES.
originates and regulates it all.
«drink ; and others, still, that they were
circumstances of his death. In such en- the same. He strove to win over his
—Monday Club Sermons.
making a vain display of their official
BY PROF. J. W. BARKER.
enemies.
He
will
write
his
approval
durance is purifying discipline.
0-0-6
rank and duties, seeking to attract atten4-0-6
down
after
my
name
in
letters
of
light,
if
Do not bow down like a bullrush unCONCERNING MEETING HOUSES.
ition to themselves rather than to honor
der depressing circumstances ; look above that has been my disposition and deed.
! SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
It
is
not strange that men can not see
«God in the humble and helpful discharge
He
humbled
himself
and
became
the
serit all to the stronghold of human weak¢ From National 8. 8. Teacher.)
«of the duties of their office. Whatever
“eye to eye” in the multiform avenues'of
vant
of
all.
He
will
clasp
me
to
his
ness for strength adequate to the necessiKo-kun-hua, the professor of Chinese
orthe sin was, it seems to have involved
ty and it will make a giant of you. Do bosom, if I am thus recorded. *¢ If ye business in this life. With different
in trying to give a
many respects, surrounded
in
+ ¥he elements of disobedience and pre- at Harvard University,
ganisms,
love
me“
keep
my
commandments.”
If
not be fretted with anxious fears because
sumption, both of which must have been definition of what it was to be a Christian, your difficulty lasts, and lasts as though it then it is shown that I have obeyed that by different conditions, urged on by vaand biased, of course,
offensive to God, and mischievous in their took a Bible from the hands of a young
were everlasting; look beyond the din parting word, with all my heart, my Sa- ried necessities,
Why, this
by different systems of early culture, it is
effects upon the people. The services Chinese convert, and said:
viour
will
place
a
crown
of
glory
on
my
and strife to the Giver of patience,—payoung man, he believe this book very $30
he worship of the Almighty
head. How that crown will sparkle with no miracle that there are so many difftienee
gz
—subdifferent
upon
much—oh
very
much.”
And
what
better
erent opinions
«were of too sacred a character to be
is over, and it will make a giant of you, everlasting light!
considhuman
for
presented
~¢rifled with. Neither the men, chosen to evidence is there that one is reste though a martyr.
jects
Is this
all true? Yes, that is the best
Be not over-timid.
is, that 'there
The wonder
e
eration.
~conduct them, or to assist in them, were Christian than that a man believes,
Our great purposes in life are interrupted of it. Dying is but the opening of the
Vi
been found, or vouchsafed to man
has
allowed to engage in ordinary occupa- Bible * very much ” ?
door
into
heaven.
Am
I
afraid
to
die?
by small events which occur, enlarging
tions. They were a class set apartto this
Dr. Schaff says that it will be a bless- as we proceed, just as the river, which Surely that is strange. If I am afraid to any power capable of producing harmoservice; the garments they wore and the ing to have a version of the Bible which héars the hollow sounding sea all the die, there is something wrong.
I do not ny among the different forms of earthly
wessels they used were
peculiar and + will require much learning and more way back to the silent mountain pool, love God, for if I did, I would desire antagonism. Ope lesson may be easily
sacred. It was gross presumption and a presumption for any preacher with little has its song-hushed, its current checked, very much to be at home with him. No learned ; and if faithfully committed, will
exert great power in working the ulti:
flagrant violation of the divine law to use Greek and less Hebrew to attack in the
its way impeded, first by mosses and husband who from long” wanderings on
mate and genuine happiness of mankind.
fhem
otherwise
than as
appointed. pulpit, to the disturbance of the devotion
moaning
seas
returns,
and
with
quick
pebbles, then by swales of long slimy
“Though we may not be able to decide of the congregation.” We are afraid we grass, and huge boulders, by turns and step comes to meet his loved ones at This is the special lesson. There can be
just what the form of their sin was, its never shall have
such a. version. The dams but the river finds its way to the home, can tell the deep longings of holy entire unity of purpose, without corres“of action. All renature is plain. We are’ clearly taught preachers with “little Greek and less
The child wail- sponding uniformity
ocean somehow : so as we move on, if our saints to be with God.
+ the meoessily of reverence, purity, and
Hebrew ” are the ones whe never fear to plans are thwarted God’s will not be.
ing for the dead mother, longing and ligious or moral organizations have one
purpose. That purpose is the improve<atréict obedience to the law of God, and
attack anything. Buzzing flies have no
¢¢ It is not all of life to live, nor all of sobbing to be with ber again, more nearly
ment of human society and the hu‘warned against vanity, presumption, and conception of sanctity.
death to die”, under the whole, is a mys- tells how Paul,storm-tossed,broken,dying
The
quarrels
in
diff
the irreverent use of sacred things.
Quite apropos to the recent lessons, terious and sublime significance, which if daily, + desired to be with Christ, which man race.
TI. The punishment inflicted. This
Our Bible Teacher says: * Moses in the we can not fully comprehend we can see is far better.” Why do I wish to remain erent societies, in the history of the
was instant death; apparently as by a basket of rushes in the edge of the river it in God's hands, ‘* Until the day break, on earth? Do Ilove its fleeting, transi- world, have seldom. been the result of
stroke of lightning, the fire flashing out was a child wailing to be found.” eis a and the shadows flee away.” Working tory - things, its storm-distressed woods, different views of the essential principles
of reform.
Generally, the tenacity to
from the shekinah resting upon the taber- symbol of multitudes of children who un- then in his confidence, having our pur- its fleeting clouds, its uncertain riches,
, and insisting upon
forms
and
ceremonies
rnacle. From the fifth verse we learn consciously are on the very verge of pose his, the minor events of life may its pesishing stubble, ‘its disappointing,
entire
uniformity
in
this respect, have
thet neither their bodies nor their cloth- danger. If searching eyes are not on the mar and scar you, retard and check your tasteless froth, its treacherous friendproduced
most
of
the
trouble
in civil or
1ing were destroyed. Their sin was a look out for them they will be lost. They course, for the time silence you, but they ships ? “Fr the things which are seen
ons. I suppose the vareligious
organizati
. grievous one and deserved a swift and should be rescued so quickly that no one need not vanquish you; look through and are temporal, but the things which are
questions and queries in regard to
~gevere punishment.
It was important to of them can utter the plaintive reproach: beyond them all to God, and you may be not seen are eternal.” No I will love rious
uses” have been the source
meeting-ho
*
teach the people at the outset the sacred + It seems to me that you've been a long possessed.of such a courage as shall something better, truer, more substanMy
of considerable unpleasantness.
tial.
2
:
«character of the services connected with time a-comin’.”
make a hero of you.
taught the
world,”
this
of
not
is
kingdom
If I wish to remain on earth becauseit
~Jehovah’s worship; not even the priests
In a religious meeting in Liverpool, a
Since these things are so we see that
Divine teacher. So the reai kingdom of
~could trifle with them or neglect God’s poor working man lately said: ¢ I'used prayer is effectual in securing the desired «is his will that I should stay; because he
ess is something entirely inderighteousn
.commands concerning them. The pa- to be an ¢ odd job Christian,” but now I object when that is best, or, in other % maligned and I can bear witness
pendent
of
meeting houses. It is so diffi:rentage and position of these men aggra- am working full time.” It is the ‘ odd words, when that is what we need ; other- against those who speak wickedly eoncult,
sometimes,
to unite the earthly and
‘vated their guilt; so did the place and job Christians,” in the Sunday-school and wise it is effectual in
being edacational. cerning him, testifying in his favor; bethe
spiritual,
so
hard to submit, in all
circumstances in which the sin was comout of it, that do so much poor work. No
Some say that knowledge makes us mis- cause I can help him to find his lost
our
business,
to
the
dictates of those pursheep;
because
I
can
lead
others
to
serve
mitted.
good workman is an ‘‘ odd job” work- erable, but the contrary is true. Chriser and higher principles of action, that
him
by
living
a
holy
and
blameless
life
tian faith is based upon it. If you want
JIL. A prokibitory law. The term man.
Pap
more faith read the Bibl8 more and pray before them; because I thus can show trouble and jargon are sometimes the
~¢probibitory law ” has come to be ap-re >
result of even well-intentioned activity.
more. Prayer shows the weakness of all my love for him, I have motives which}
plied quite generally, in modern ‘times,
The fewer words, the better prayer.—
There
is but one opinion in regard to the
are
pleasing
to
God.
But
if
T
dread
to
buman fortifications, enabling us to see
“and in our country, to laws forbidding the Luther.
propriety and necessity of houses for didie
because
I
aml
worldly
I
am
undone.
‘ourselves
as
God
sees
us.
Prayer
brings
.sale of intoxicating drinks. = Here is such
To know one great book well is to our will into harmony with God's will, If I love the things of time too much, I vine worship. It may be true that ‘* the
«a law against the drinking of wine and
have a key to all libraries.
am sour and angry when I think of dy- groves were God's first temples;” and
reconciling us to his overruling.
- strong ‘drink with good reasons for its
that they answered an excellent purpose
Talents
are
best
matured
in
solitude;
Prayer endears us to the object prayed ing.
-observance attached to it. ‘The HeThe last day on earth! I would desire in primitive times, Indeed in more modbrew ‘word here rendered strong drink is character ' is best formed in the stormy for, and if he is a martyr leads us to
been sanctified
think of the causes of his martyrdom so that that day should smile with love on ern days, the woods have
used
asa general name for intoxicating billows of the world.— Goethe.
,
by
divine
worship
and
made
the joyous
thoge
about
me.
Why
not
then
make
to"In general there is no one With whom that we may eradicate them. Thus we
‘drinks, including wine. Bat it is more

+frequently employed as il is here, 10 de«mote

strong drinks

of any kind

life drags so disagreeably as
him see that by our prayers and by them
who tries to make it_shorter.— Ri
alone—though what we pray for is not
~ Learn to say No! and it will be of/more. given us—more imporiant realizations

except

swine made from the grape.”-- Bible Comymentary. The priests were forbidden,
, under a death penalty, to use these drinks
whileen duty, that a manifest difference
might be made between the holy and the
‘unholy; between the clean and the un«clean ; and that they might by their ex-

use to you than to be able to read
—Bpurgeon.

Latin.
:

are secured.

;

day smile‘with.Jove?

I shall not regret

it if other days are given to me.

By ho-

ly walk with God go-day, I shall make
most of the day.

Days of evil stand not

Christ reveals the fact that all men are
God's children. He proclaimed a new

1y a proper one at that time ; the reasons

name of God—the

for which it was made were important.
«as

Father: and a new

the world, and

always

those who have

his

age. as to.Jewish,
priests of that.

A

the world.”—F', W. Robertson.

selves, because he would have us fully

with

those

who are anxious that the starving be fed
with the bread of life. Deacon M. hasa
lot which he would cheerfully donate for

the new church.

It seems a generous

is worth several
church built in
a modern plan,
well, upon that

thousand dolmodern stylé,
would indeed
lot. It would

be an ornament to the neighborhood.

It

would enhance the value of Dea. M's other property in the vicinity. It would
moreover be convenient for many prominent members of the church. All these
are well enough, but they are, by no
means, primary considerations. If any
persons are’'to be especially benefited in

the location of the meeting-house, it is
those to whom distance forms a real barrier, and who need most

the opportuni-

ties and blessings of a house of prayer,
and praise.

A few thousand dollars can

not, for a moment, be named in contrast
with the richer blessings of salvation's
proclamation. The convenience of those
who say and pray largely, is hardly to be

considered.

It is

to the

wandering

sheep, that the gospel is seat. Then locate the house where its light shines

brighest,
and where the needy
best accommodated: "7,

can be

Construction comes next; and here may
Le a diversity of opinions. Indeed this ques-

tion has well nigh stopped many

a wor-

thy enterprise in this direction. - First of
all, it is best not to go beyond the

you have at command.

It

means

is scriptural

as well as entirely proper.” What mun
of you goingto build a tewer,**Sitteth
net
down first and counteth the cost.” It is
not parsimonious to build

only as you

have means to.pay. If the world favors
a man who through system and effort
pays
too
that
have

promptly all his bills, God and man
wiil mark that church as consistent
does not build beyond its means. I
no doubt that many a church has

greatly embarrassed the -good

it might

otherwise have done, by runnidg in debt
in building, and then exhausting its energiesin raising moneyto pay for a building it did not really need. It is much better
to have a small house well filled, than a

large one half empty.
kept

Few

persons are

from attending church, because

the

‘house is crowded, even, but many lose
their interest in the midst of empty pews.
Build then as you have means to **finish,” this is the word used in the

of the wise

builder.

It is

parable

pleasant

dedicate a house free from debt, and

to

one

built with money cheerfully given.
And this im."
~ Thirdly, build well.
"plies, not only substantially, but with
reference to convenience and comiort as
well. If these two considerations are essential in building a home for the family,
they have equal force in the construction
of a house for the family of God.
Build
neatly and with
good taste. An awkward looking meeting-house, is never a
“ thing of beauty” or a ‘joy forever.”
The very best taste and skill can be employed to good

advantage,

in

the. con-

struction of a house for divine worship.
It will cost but little more, If the real
comfort of a family-home is promoted by
the skillful construction of its different
divine

of

comfort

the

§o

apartments,

worship is enhanced by the taste and
neatpess apparent in thé arrangement
and construction of the meeting-house.

turrets may

not shine as silver,

arranged.

It

done

is done can be well

seems

to

what

but

tastefully

and

solemn

a

me

the

and

be golden,

The pillars may not

mockery, to offer, for the worship of God,

a house inferior to one built for the fami-

ly. The beauty and arrangement ol the
pretty good test of
meeting-house is a
’
Christian culture and enterprise.
o> b>-0-&
ore

>
|

“POWER TO SAY NO."
a

Frasgisco pastor commenced

A San

discourse on the above subject with reading’ Neh. 5: 15, where Nehemiah says,
« But so did not I because of the fear of

God,” and proceeded to remark :
As we walk drough history with the

lantern of Diogenes in our band it is
od to find an honest man, and such was

¢hemiah, who dared to do right and did

it.

All over the world homage

but

I say,

to them,

All honor

thors.

is being

poets and au-

paid to beroes of battles,

after all there is a greater heroism than
that displayed on the battle-field—the
heroism of the heart, The splendid ca-

reer of Joseph turned upon his power
No."

say

(0

time is worth.

Each, moment drops

into

by the King of Babylon,

and on being

asked by the Prince of Eunuchs why he had
s it.”
refused, said; * My religion forbid

the young
Had it not been for this refusal been
heard
man Daniel would not have
great
the
about
story
a
ber
remem
I
of,
sevcolored orator, Fred Douglass, who,
eral years since, took passage on a steanon account of

boat, and found that

his

.
color he could not securea state-room
DougThe night was bitterly cold, and as
steaw-boat,
lass was hunting around the could
shellooking for a place where he
ter himself, he was accosted by oueivedof
the officers of the boat, who conce
the idea of providin

with

Douglass

a

oft’
) ~
state-room by having him pass b imself his
dwelling
communicated
He
,
Indian
an
only
not
4s
hfe,
civilized
of
demands
the
But
who turning around,

place of

worshipers.

happy

e to Douglasgy
require homes for the family, but homes schemd:
off for an Indian?
+ I pass myself
sai
There
for the public worshipof God.
No, sir; nigger.” The remark was po

of a great man and shows that Fre b

may, however, be mistakes in the construction and location of meeting-houses

over the side 0
oreis a little needle in the bin” :
ready in the kingdom, It is true, this con- ‘sacle D ard to a ; safe’ course, : ns
Bo
sideration must not be entirely lost sight | flog of God point
s fi the iH way to heave4 n d;
:
try if we.nllow Go
© gun nut
of. But the principal purpose in ‘build
isco Chronicle.
ranc
i
e
guid
to
ing a house for divine worshipis to gather
ng

od w

Tye

oa

Lah

¢

;

Pag

J

:

wao-

Had he listened to the

for
ton he would have been lost. Take, deexample, the case of Daniel, who him
to partake of the wine offered
clined

prayed most have been the greatest iy passions. ‘I stand near the veil, I
doers. I believe God does not interpose hear, as one said now passed through the acemomodation of those who are ale |

name of man, of humanity—the Son; a in our behalf sometimes because he that veil, ¢ the whispers of God”, and 1
then, and apply with as much force vital union by a Spirit ever inward—‘‘s would have us do our utmost, because he am filled with awe. I value myself and
and |
oty to Christian ministers of light lighting every man that cometh into would not have- us over estimate our- I valae others as I should. I know what

All these reasons are just as strong now

The question of distance can

not have a primary influence

thy
erick Douglass was trae to his manhoo
J and true to his rage.because
for the family.
as well as in houses
No.”
man has gone to ruin
to
ined
9
When the people have determ
the courage to say that little word
build, when the question. of necessityis and mean it, The power to "Yn 4
ion to men. i 1307
clearly and intelligently setiled, then the | ves true self-possess
s an old and very trite saying thethat vail
next somewhat difficult problem is that of ards
die several times while
location. Where shall the house be built? taste death but once. In the darkness 0
s are obscured,
mind. "Ifeel an’impulse stronger than |. It must be understood first, that the loca- night when the bighlandaide
boat i bY2
Be hiscan)
tion must not have especial ‘reference to 3 capiaio 0 who ries tries tot

* Prayer does not paralyze human en- ‘next the days of heaven, but the mild
of. faith and love, all full of rich,
deavor;
itis an easy shirk to ask God-te' hours
There is no charity in helping a man
clustering,
ripening fruit, full of tender
do
for
us
what
we
ought
to
do
for
ourwho will not help himself. =
'
selves, but he only “hélps those who help words, full of honesty, full of humbleThere is nothing that strengthens a themselves,he only helps
us to help our- mindedness; full of mellow sympathy,
man’s honestyso mnch as trusting him ;. ‘selves, supplying his strength where
‘may well be hard by the new Jerusalem.
«amplein their ministrations * preserve suspect him and you weaken his faith in
| ours fails. Christ prayed for those whom It does not frighten me to think thus of
vthe minds of the Israelites from confusion himself and everybody else.
:
he sent into the world, yet he died for ‘dying. It ennobles me. It steadies my
tin pegard to the distinctions made by the |

" “divine law.” The prohibition was plain-

sea of life.

gift. It
all that feel it lars. A
ever know of and upon
:
show off

the
the

3d, to
To-day

non-reconciliation on July
death of our noble chief.

to all,

and he helps us not by arbitrary decision in individual cases—for that would
make some haters of him, and others idle

the

its story forever!

With its

hearts mightily and painfully.

have been convinced by Christ's justifica-

III. The value of a pure life in public
teachers.

sacrifice on

to take coals in their censers, on which to burn
-incense in the holy place of the tabernacle.

first day

house is to be a sort of light-house to unfortunate mariners thrown out upon the

wrong, he who was wrong would not

Jewish funeral customs.

the great altar; the fire on that altar was to be
kept burning forever; from it the priests were

The events of this lesson

I hear

could not know the reasons for his decisjon." Christ could not interfere in the

Connecting Link.—The services of the
tabernacle were duly inaugurated: fire came
the

in this way educating us to a knowledge
of our greatest need.
The President's death speaks to all our

"| chief everywhere.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
punishI. The significance of incense-burning.

Notes and Hints.
from heaven to consume

THE NATION'S ‘PRAYERS.

trines so as to decide for themselves they

II.

down

cially the words ofeternal life. A meeting.

hsig-

IV.

10: 1-11.

see a vast ever-expanding something, and

either.

III. Pablic teachers often carry heavy

be holy;

TEXT:— Ye shall
¢GOLDEN
«am holy ."—Lev. 11: 44.

the infinite from my hand and I seem to

.
n
“audible voice is a deep undertone for the
Anciently one prayed to Christ saying, pation to interpret;
until she under“ Speak to my brother that he divide the stands it let her lie prostrate before the
inheritance with me"—but Christ said, throne of God—praying.
“Who made me a judge or a divider
But America is learning the lesson.
over you?” If both were wrong Christ's There was a spirit of non-reconciliation
interference would have been no gain to to the course of events on July 2nd, on

well as important.

READINGS.

DAILY

understand how low are the degradations
of sin and how pernicious is its influence,

BY REV. T. H. STACY.

as

tothe gospel feast, ‘those who need espe-

Communications,

,

i

gi

>

.

li

per bottle, and money returned
failure.

climb and no storms to face, the sturdy
mountaineer would show no such supe-

rather than for regret, that our

children take so much of our time just

now, that our housekeeping cares are so
absorbing, that we have so much trouble
with the servants, that our business interests are so perplexing, that our personal health is so
precarious, and that
the family is always
one and another of
getting sick. It would be worse for us,
rather than better, if we did not have
so many difficulties in the way of
- quite
carrying on our school, or our farm, or
“our factory, or our newspaper, or our
parish. The truth is, we should not do
80 well in the very work where we now
have these troubles, if we were without
these troubles. If a minister, for example, seeks a new charge because he

thinks that he can thereby get more time
for reading and _ study and for religious

visiting, by using his olsermons without having to write new ones, it is comgives no more time
menly found that he

study and visiting than before,

grow in inand that he simply ceases to
tellect or in spirituality. By
the removal
. of the demand for his constant struggle
be n
to keep up with his work, there has
an interruption of his progress in his
work, and a lessening of his power to
work. And itis net the housekeeper, or

©

x ug

teacher, or the

business

man,

who

that the price of a good religious paper is
more than they are able to pay. But the
value of such a paper, when taken and
read, is above all price in money. The
cost at the most is only five cents a week.
There are many mothers who so prize
the assistance of such a paper in the education of their families that they would
sooner wear one hat less a
year than dispense with their paper.
There are fathers who would buy a coat cheaper by
the cost of the paper than be deprived of

its blessing.

what'is

and

favoring

that

helpful,

of

opportunity

the

soul

IS

;

Perf

TIME SERV ERS.
The trimming, hesitating policy of
many, reminds us of Luther's words to
Erasmus:
‘You desire to walk upon
eggs without crushing

them, and

hold

of

God's

Rheumatism,

are

CHEMICAL

BROWN

the desired port.
sturdy

response.

‘Ay, ay!” was the

Only from one little

ignorant,

selisb,

fallible

voice, away in the storm, came a ory.
Revenge is a momentary triumph,
with the sadness of.despair in it: *
which is almost immediately succeeded
can't hold on!®
by remorse ; while forgiveness, which is
Another instant, and

the captain's arm

was around the trembling child, and he
was safe.

So often the groug Christian says to

!

;

the little une, weak

in faith:

Christ!” = But the cry goes up:

*¢ Hold on
“I can't!

Ican’t! Hold me! Save me dear Jesus,
or I perish.” And our mighty
Captain's
strong, loving hand is stretched out to
rescue the aiting.one,

a

.

Ah! this is a
blessed thought, a thrice
blessed truth, i.that when we
d

worn, and weak with life's tossteg in
tempests, with no more strength ‘even to

hold on

to our only hope of safety, there

2 our Captain, not only strong, but willn to save
, e mighty arm and
on whos
Ei love we may gladly rest with the
trustfulness of a child.
:

Never forget this, trembling

God

if you can't hold on, to

“but one heart cry to

will surely encircle

himjand

you.

the noblest of all revenges, entails a perpetual pleasure,

fections.

up in a saloon!

his arm

;

Who can predict his fut-

ure? The fumes of alcohol always under his nose, the oath, the blasphemy always sounding in his ears: He never
hears the

name

of Christ, except

ences there,
confifed in
‘people who
ease these

and yet hundreds of boys are
these dens of vice, and the
wish to destroy this traffic, reboys and save hundreds of

boys and men and women, are. fanatics,

Would to God there were more fanatics !
ol

Many

Hurrah For Our Side.’
people have lost their interest in poli-

tics and in amupsements because they are so
out.of sorts.and run down that they can not

‘The hand -that holds the water in its enjoy.anything, If such persons would only
be wise enoughto try that celebrated remedy,

hollow, that eares for the sparrow, and
clothes the grassof the field, is a resting
plas,
and strong, tender and lovng enough
for all who seek its refuge.—

Baptist

Weekly.

pT

Kidney-Wort and

experience

its tonic and

renovating effects they would soon be hurrab-

ing with the loudest. “In either dry or liquid
form it is a perfect remedy for torpid liver,
kidneys or bowels.—Ezchange.

to fae-

A few weeks ago I received a call from a charm-

cure

suffering from a paralyzed liver and wished toknow if l could in any way aid her recovery.
Now, imperfect as her statement was in regard to
the disease which troubled her, there is no doubt.
that
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
are suffering 15-day, from similar troubles, who
do not recognize their cause so nearly as this lady

Wounds,
Bruises,

for

did.

Paralysis means deathto the member

alyzed, and torpidity

pars

of the liver is the first

stage:

of its dissolution.
This is one of the most serious:
questions that can arise io the experienoe of any
woman ; for a torpid and diseased
cured at once, dnd
it carries with

of disease to all the other.
With an imperfect
sense of bearing

liver ean not be:
it the elements.

parts

of the

system.

liver, biliousness, languor, a.
down, constipation, displace--

ments, uterine troubles and
the thousand ills.
which are coupled in their train come: thick and.
fast. Then follow impure blood and all the evils.

for all diseases re-

which an imperfect circulation cause. A derange-ment of the kidneys or liver causes disease of the
organs which adjoin them. just as certainly as a.

bad peach injures the other peaches in the basket.
Not only'this, but when these organs are in a
healthy state they restore and keep

in

order

any

occur

when

‘he

irregularity which may occur in the lower
portion:
of the body... No woman was ever seriously sick:
for any length of time when such was the case..
No

serious

inflammation

can

blood is pure, and no blood can be impure when:
the liver or kindeys are in perfect order.
1 have seen very much of tha troubles and ills to-

CO., Baltimore, Md.

have

been

subjected,

and

| have

re-

man

residing in Rochester; N. Y., was given up to-

die of Bright’s disease of the kidneys.

DPR.

D.

DYER’S

restored health and continued happiness to ithe
| wonderful power of Warner’s Sale Kidoey and!
f Liver Cure. Mr. Warner has the written testimo-

ul

.
TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
great’ pleasure in recommending your
«1 take
pills, for fle do more than you claim for them.”
.)

gi.

Fernald,

N.

Melvin Village,

H., writes, * Your pills give the best of satisfac
tion, Please send me 40 boxes.
F. W. Kinsmun
(proprietor
of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,

says, * Dr. Dyer’s pills are better than Hes are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly increasing.”

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park

Providence, R. I., says,

8¢{. F. B. Church,

Dyers

* 1 have used Dr.

pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
ceiyed more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used.
From an honored member of the Society of
North

Friends,

:

4

v

IS NOT A
But

o

“AID

PAD,

an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
Such

for

as

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN, SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROFULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Larges Organ of the Human
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do. "It is intimately connected’ with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in ifs train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
unchecked,

Grosvenor's

in paralysis,

Liver-Aid

for immediate

action

is

insanity,

a

or death,

wonderful

upon the

Liver,

Dr,

medicine

and

thous-

ands of testimonials haye been received as to the
benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but never found any relief until she took

bottle,

the

Liver-Aid.

to her.

I told

our

It

She is now

druggist

how

has,

using

indeed,

her

gXcellent

been

fourth

it was

and assured him that he might sifel
ccommend
bkh headache,
fo
it as the best known remedy
dpough. I hope
He says it is not advertised half
will let it become better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER,
i
you
447, W. 22d St., New York.

For sale by all Druggists at 81 per bottle, or six
hottles for $a.

Vassalboro’,

Me.,

30,

July

1878:

« | have been aflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distresced me. My back was so weak
Feet and
that I had to lean en the sink to wach.
hands were socold that I had to warm them in
just before me. I
midsummer.—Death seemed
-| commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills In October,
1877, and found relief at once, snd am enjoying
good health, eat any kind of focd, work all day
ad ease. I havesold 3 degen ia one year, &n
cticm,
88
ey have given
DANIEL AYER.
good ;
E
y
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR, DYER—
Ointment
Golden
your
used
DEAR SIR :—I have
your pills. Iwas so low when I comad
for pil
friends
my
our ey pills, in 1868, that
hlusi
menced
Seemired of my life. I have been
and brn
prod by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
peculiariThey work like a charm. One
health,
ty in them

13. & Sontinved se

requires a less dose.

ness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
Sampla packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
orders to the preall
Address
$1.00.
for
box. b
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
.
hor id
Burnham Waldo Co. Maine.
29

‘With than

« SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
,CORRODERS

AND

GRINDERS

or

PURE WHITE LEAD,
AND

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

NARROW

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
1y1s

OF

PIPE
LEAD,

SHEET

SALEM,

MASS,

HOCK

i

THE

CHICAGO,

ROCK ISLAND

ny of hundreds of the best ladies in the: and, enthusiastically praising the remedy, and thankfully’

—~)THE(—

Chicago

& North-Western
RAILWAY

BEST
Is the OLDEST!
EQUIPPED!

L EADING

—OF

WEST

AND

CONSTRUCTED

RAILWAY

THE

Bluffs, Omaha,
LEADVILLE,
LAKE, SAN FRANCISCO,

Council

DENVER,

SALT

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

Cedar

Rapids, Des Moines,
Columbus,
and all
e Territories and the West. Also, for
ints in

waukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Hou,
n,
uron,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Volga

F

, Bismark,

Winona, LaCrosse,

y a points in Minnesota,
onna,and
consin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains

Dakota,

Owat-

Wis-

of the Chicago &

North-Western and the U, P. Ry's depart from, arrive at, snd use the same joint nion Depot.
AtC cago, close connections are made with
hore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
the Lake
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
Close connections made at Junction Points,
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
BETWEEN

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine Jour Tickets, and refuse
over the Chicago &
to buy if they do not rea
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling
Accommodayour tickets
this route,
tions yon will buy
FARD WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
ts sell Tickets by this Line,
All Ticket
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d Vi Be &Gen’l Hantr,
Cag0.

ISLAND 2 PACIFIC
\

RR

[EXE

=

RE

Ce

& PACIFICR. R.

E. ST. JOHN, Ger" isi. and Pass. 4g’t, Chicago.

expressing their gratitude for health,

These

let-

ters are sacred, and can not be given tu the public,

but they overwhelmingly verify all the facts above
stated. Nature has given women
a delicate,
watchful, alert instinet and she has found this
remedy to be what her sex for years has niecded,to
restore and maintain the
rfection of nature.
She reseuts the imputation
that she is bound to '
suffer all the ills that attack her. She recognizes:

that suffering is but an incident of her existence,
and that this incident is wholly within her control,

NORTHWEST!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
points in
No!
Mlinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne
b
a, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Coloevada, and for
0, Idaho, Montana,

i)
te has become
.
Thro, h Cars from Chicago Into (he State of Kansas Without Change.
nats Ralirand Owned by One Company’ Running
Tickets are sold at all Coupon Ticket Ofces
Its connections are made in Union Depots, and |

A KIMBALL; Gon’t Sup’t

BEST

and hence the

CHAIN
and LEAVENWORTH, fs the GREAT STEEL LINK in tho MIGHTY
AT
and COUNCIL BLUFFS, KANSAS CITY, ATCHISON
CHIOAGO
Petwoon
it patrons jx provided.
stretching
across the Continent
the safety and.comfort
for
appliance
every
and
track,
te
the
w
Atianie
the
h Expross Trains each way are run over its
Two
one of those FANOU PALACE DINING CAKS for
PULLMAN BALACK SLEKPING CoAckHs WEN THROUG , and to all Express Trains is attached

hy

So effi-

prove in the case of many well-known men, that it’
pegan also to be used by ladies. and to day thousands of wemen, in all parts of the land, owe their.

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
They are the
been Cured ty Them.
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

Rev. 8. P.

means

means of saving the lives of many others.
cient did
HIS DISCOVERY

Liver

and

Dyspeptic
Pills.

Headache

By

of a simple and purely vegetable remedy he was
restored to perfect health, and has since been the

when

taken in vain, ~ There are no moral influ-

child of

Jesus, send

By druggists.

What a sad sight to see a boy. growing

of

profes-

who are in health be continued in its enjoyment..
A few years ago a prominent and wealthy gentle

invaluable

Dr. Plerce’s “ Compound Kxtract of SmartWeed is a sovereign remedy for all bowel af-

or

ing lady, whose earnest face clearly showed ‘that
she desired advice and assistance, Upon qnestioning her she stated that she believed
she was.

N)0d

ringing cry from the old voyager's lips,
a8, amid the rolling and pitching and
tossing of the storm, his life-boat neared

for

multitude

carelessness

lieve there is a means whereby
those women who
are suffering can obtain complete relief and those

y

men to wield, if there were not an infallible One to refuse to grant mistaken requests.
He stood four-square to every wind that
blew.— Tennyson.
xP

personal

end, namely—to help those who are suffering ; and
1 feel it is my privilege to-day to state that [ be-

earthly existence ; use them and especial-

strament

by

sional incompetency, they have permitted
ten upon women.

GXVISI

hold on!” was tbe strong,

ills which,

se “AL a0"

THE STRONG ABM.
“Hold on!

Bi incapable of competing with the

lieve. * In endeavoring to carry relief I have. tried
to be free frcm prejudice and have in view but one

©

GaN

the:

learned to sympathize while I have sought to

Do moi con-

PON
>

believe

of the schools of medical practice have been utter-

which women

willing-

around the fireside circle. They are
e jewels beyond price, and
powerful to
heal the wounded heart, and make the
weighed-down spirit glad.
Men are responsible for the light which
they might have, as well as for that which
they actually enjoy.—Finney.
Prayer would be a very dangerous in-

If women

fatalism that disease is a
ry condition of
their existence it is chiefly because the disciples

especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Lossof Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches
They act
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves.
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic Symons, such
he only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
headache.
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 82 pp. of
useful and amusing reading—sent free,

Seventy «Fivé Cents
Ly! s for am eniire Meal.
Sound these Cars with To tel Cars.

cause we shall rejoice in them by and by.
—8. 8. Times

equal penalty against man.

quiring a certain and efficient tonic;

L2

_struer Christian manhood and - womanhood. Let us rejoice in them now, be-

of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

Chills Diarrhea,
Diphtheria, Neuralgi
Homme
a, Cuts,

recommended

2

~ After enumerating many of the ' blessings that.
follow perfect héalth the speaker continued :
All these desirable things can be accomplished,.
but in one way only. The Creator has‘given both
woman and man perfect physical forms, and each:
is constitutionally equal to all natural demands. It is a mistaken and pernicious notion that one is
"| strong and the other weak. No curse was pronounced upon woman which did not apply with:

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I

highly

laces

¢ woman's rights.”

STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

BITTERS

and

of the grandeur of maternity and the joys of a family. All this is not only woman’s privilege, it is.
her duty, and embodies the highest definition of

A TRUE TONIC
IRON

stays

and all the luxurious attendants ot a healthy
body come forth.
The maiden feels the glorious
possibilities uf life ; the mother becomes conscious

You can try it for the price

N

+}

it-

beautiful, and’

all other preparatious, powders,

Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in seasori.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption.- Under these cir-

JA sure

A PERFECT

is-

are contemptible delusions. With health and
beauty in all their attractiveness a new life dawns,
ENJOYMENT BEGINS

For Man and Beast.

We run Palare Slevping Cars for Sleeping purposes, and
Dining Cars for Eating purposes only,

selves. Those barriers are, under God,
a source of our hope for a higher and

LS

REMEDY

ic

within.
:

is the only known way to become

etc.

DAVIS

PERRY

one

even in features and forms once plain; indeed,
i?

certain to afford relief. No family
safe to use internaliy or. externally, and
be withoutit: Sold
by all aruggists at 25¢., 50¢. and $1.00 a bottle.
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Let us consider for a moment the possibilities:
which present themeelves to every woman. When:
the body is healthy beauty is certain to appear,

among

glasses without breaking them!” This is
a difficult
game to play at, and one which
is more suitable for a clown at a theater
than a servant of Christ. When you are
attempting a compromise, you have to
look around you and move cautiously as
a tight.rope dancer, for fear of offending
on one side or the other. A little too
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civilized women would resent the charge that they
are weaker because they are civilized. A distin
guished writer says: *‘If the women of eivilization are less able 10 endure the taxation-of their .
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PAIN

ness.— Phillips Brooks.
If there is any great and good thing in
ed in the struggle—for it is a rare cam- store for you, it will not cote at the first
distemporary
a
never
knows
paign that
or second call.
— Emerson.
aster or check to the soldiers who will
God's
providences
look best and brighthave final victory ;
est when they are compared with his
“ But noble souls, through dust and heat,
‘Word, and when we observe how God in
Rise from disaster and defeat
them all acts as he has said, as he has
The stronger.
spoken,— Matthew Henry.
And conscious still of the divine
Within them, lie on earth supine
This fair universe is indeed the starNo longer,”
doomed city of God. Through every star,
grass blade, and most
For our temptations, and our struggles through every
with them, we have reason to be grateful through every living soul, the glory of a
to God. The very things that seem at present God still beams.— Carlyle.
this hour to be the great barriers to our
Good work, like the spring buds, needs
progress in the Christian life are de- only to be seen; no praise of it can apsigned of God as means to our Christian proach the privilege of vision.
progress.
If they were removed, we
Kind words are the bright flowers of
should lose the struggle with them; and

gives

For

he

i
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So deeply do I feel the need

Son of God.”

but

istts.

LAA

of such a paper as an educating force in
my life and
howe that I count it not
among the luxuries but necessities of my
table. And I am sure that when itis taken and read, and not laid upon the shelf to
stay there, it will be an invaluable educa
tor 6f both the home and the church into

ance,
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years suffered, he thinks, as much

no return of the disease.

sets
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has least to contend with, who fills his or
her place pest, or who gets on most suc- much this way or that, and over you go.
A cat on hot cinders is not in an enviable |”
cessfully. Can you say that it is?
Looking at this side of the truth, what position. No true-hearted man will ever
have . you most reason to be grateful for bear such wretched constraint for any
when “you awake in the morning, and length of time, or indeed at all. Think
being able to go no further than the
think of the duties befure you for the of
that you have so much to afore-mentioned, timorous, time-serving
day? Why,
contend with; that there are so many Erasmus, who said, “I will not be undifficulties in your way; that you are be- faithful to the cause of Christ; at least so
get before and behind and on either Jar as the age will permit me.” Out uphand, and that you can not move in any on such cowardice; life is too dear when
direction without a struggle. Even your f bought at such a price.— Spurgeon.
0-40
very pains and dches ought to be a comfort to you. And what a satisfaction
ITEMS.
there may be in the thought of that stuNo
sooner
have
we something to suffer
pid servant, and that disagreeable neigh- than we have something to hope.
3 rival!
Dishonesty in business, in God's view
Really, there: sre obstacles enough in
What of it and in truth, is a violation of the
your path to be very encouraging.
eighth commandment, in purpose and act.
cause you have for thaukfpineg
In thé formation of personal character,
Some boys in a measure honor their faeven more than in material interests and thers, but disobey their mothers.
Let
in things exiernal to one's self, progress such read Prov. 30: 7.
is made only through struggle. It is
Prayer is not conquering God's reluctwhat one; has to contend with, rather
than

£9
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bly be reached by us,

some families feel

for Churches,

poets,

only within the last few years that she has begun:
to assume her right place, not only in society, but.
with the world in general. Why 80 desirable an
end should have been so long delayed it is difficult to understand ; byt that it has at last come is
certainly cause for gratitude. In her social
sphere, in her mental development and especially
in her physical improvement, woman has shown
wonderful advancement and such as astonishes the
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Permanently Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
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Lung and Throat Affections.
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Synopsis of a Lecture Delivered by Mrs.
Doctor Kenton, Before the Woman's
Society ot New Englana.
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Eleetro-Magne

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

every

A prominent clergyman of Chicago, after enumerating the variety of valuable
matter usually found in a Feligions weekly paper, closes with the following re-

ation,

ins rerio

And other Lung Affeetions.

opportunity of doing anything worthy of
an immortal being in the passage to eternity. The truth is, one’s vocation is nev- | er some far-off
possibility. It is always
the simple round of duties that the passing hour brings. No day is commonplace if we only had eyes to see its splendor. There is no duty that comes to our
hand but that brings to us the possibility
of kingly service—S.
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great deal to contend with,
who has had a
and has contended successfully.
natural for us to long for
It is very
well for us that we
ease; but it is very

have
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who has made progress through struggle,
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courage, and develop the highest manhood of the enlisted soldier; but it is the
march, the privation and the battle,
which transform him into the bronzed
and ennobled veteran, Not the receiving of riches by inheritance, but the securing of them by unintermitted struggle,
gives a capitalist the ability to be a lead-
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embowered valley. It is not the uni
form and the parade which bring out the

er in the world of wealth.
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Tt is a good thing for a young man, or
for an old one, to have a great deal to
contend with. There is no real progress
in this life except through struggle. UbJess there were a hammer to swing and
an anvil to strike, the blacksmith would

fon,RU HU
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PROGRESS AND STRUGGLE.

PLACE.

A good many people spend all their
life hunting for the place in this world
AAIN
which they were intended to fill. They |
I
WARRANT
ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
never seftle down to anything with any : CURE for a the noget
forme oy PILES, 2 to 4 do.
sort of restful or contented feeling.
n
the wors
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SY, SCROFULA,
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What they are doing now is not by any
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81A, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and
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i

if she can find the necessary

provides.

helps:

which

The changeable character of our

mate, the ofttimes

exacting

and

-

nature

eli-

enervatingcus-

toms of society, of fashion and of necessity, ail+
conspire to impair the vitality
of women. If wus
add to these the exhausting duties of motherhood,

and the mental

anxiety

for

the

success

of ben

husband in all his laudable ambitions, which play

upon her energies,

is it surprising

that

dened she should break down under the
strain?

By no means—on the

thas

vur-

physical

the won-

contrary

der ie that she bas maintained
her physical
strength as she has,
i
I have not the time to elaborate this point. Youn
yourselves very well know what the-eircuimetances are which have rendered
You also know that the

of physical

her

life

a

bwrden..

PRIMARY CAUSE
degeneration is impure blood.

erformance of

the

natural

The:

functions of woman--

ood and motherhood is not a disease, nor shoald
it be sn treated. Disease is the result of the

transgressions of physical laws by our ancestors
or by ourselves, and the natural coursings of the:

blood

should not be so considered.

the blood be impure,

it is

If,

certain to

however,

produce

its

poisonous effects in the parts with
which it.
comes in contact, and thus canse inflammations.
and the ionumerable ills that make the physi
cal life of woman so heard to endure.
An enumeration of the troubles to which woman:
is subjected, and the adaptability of the remedy
above named for their cure was then made by the
speaker, who continued :
1am dware a prejudice exists against proprieta—
ry medicines, and that such Jprcjugice is tov olten.
well

founded, but we

should

discriminate

in our

judgments and vot condemp all becante some are
meflicient, The merits of Warner’s Safe Kiduey
and Liver Cure have been proven beyond a
doubt, because they deal directly with thé causes
of all female troubles; they effect aud control the

body of the tree rather then

its branches.

Wai-

ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has indeed been

a

blessing for

the rich; a boon

to the

poor.

16.

has lifted men from the bed of death and restored .
them to vigor and health. But greater and better
than all this,

1t

has come to

woman,

has

raised.

her, restored her and kept her in consent hopefulness and health. It has kept back disease by fitting
the system to resist its attacks; it has regulated!
the life, purified the sources of life, and brofight.
innumerable blessings out of n
berlass wos. .
The women of America, both
ng and eM,.
have greater opportunities to-day
than these of’
any land ih'any age. Their rights are more jully
recognized, their privileges greater and possibilitie unlimited.
ey are permitted to emjoy life:
to its fullest extent, and fo do this their bodies
must be unimpaired. 1 congratulate the women

of this free land that the keenness of their percep-

tions has led. them to discover ther necessities.
and what will satisfy them. I congratulate them
that they, who have reaped the greatest benefits.
from the ‘scientific researches of independent in.
vestigation,
are to-day the most enthusiastic pro-.
¢laimers of the merits Of this
remedy of
which I have spoken. The spirit of intolerance, I
may say in conclusion, 80 rampant in this age
of
free investigation whea all shiogs are rode.
by
what they are and not by what they seem, must’
eventually
give way to the beiter, wiser, nobler
liberality in which alone can be found true securi.ty, true peace, true health and trie happiness.
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A man is sick ; we donot know whether

he is really beyond hope or not. Now
suppose we pray for him: with faith and

PRAYER ANSWERED.
The prayers connected with our late
President have led to. much newspaper

asked; and often they have been asked in
a kind of triumphant, skeptical way as
though the fact was settled that they were
ji
not in any sense answered.
A great many labor under a mistake on

Did not Paul receive it when he prayed
three times that the *¢ thorn in

had the answer, * My grace is sufficient
i
;
ee
for thee "?
So it was in the case of President Gar-

that a prayer is not answered unless the
identical thing specified in the petition is
bestowed. This no one has:any authority
to expect, especially in temporal things

except as a miracle.

field.

spiritual and temporal ; and there are two

in-

visible and the visible ; and there are two

factors concerned —the divine and the human. Both are involved in an effectual
prayer. Man prays and God answers.
In the praying there are two things esviz.

faith

in

God

and

submis-

sion to his will. We ** must believe that
he is and that he is a rewarder of them
A
diligently seek him.” We must have
faith to believe that he will do what is
best for us, and submission to his de-

cision.” We can

not

expect

more

than

«Christ himself had when he prayed that the

cup might pass from him, ‘ yet not my
will but thine be done.” He suffered passively, and we lbarn

that

treme {rial the ‘angels

before,

in

ex-

ministered

unto

him,” 86 now “ twelve legions of angels”
were at his service.
Will any one say

that his prayer was not efliciently answered, because the specific thing was
not granted? When our children ask for
something which we fear will injure
them, we answer their petition by giving +

them

something better,—something for

their good.
Effectual prayer has a man-ward and
God-ward side. Of the former we can
judge best; it has the elements which we
have already considered, faith and sub-

mission.

But in regard to the latter who

* can give us the elements?

and in his dealings with
in the tender relation of

God

is

man especially
prayer, we do

not expect him to violate his’ own

or laws. He must be actuated
which influences him
‘best interests of his
But God is a spirit in
‘his own, governed by

love,

nature

by love

to do what is for the
suppliant creatures.
a spiritual world of
spiritual laws which

are largely above our comprehension;
and in his dedlings with- man, who is a

complex being both spiritual and

“cal, he must have reference to
which govern both.

physi-

the laws

The union of spirit

-and matter is a mystery, while the fact is

evident.

The God-ward side of prayer is

gpiritunl,

God

are

« gpiritnally discerned.”
Here is
mode of communion between God
man-——a spiritual communion.
We
know something bf God thereby if
minds are renewed and enlightened

and

the

things

of

the
and
may
our
by

his spirit which dwells in us,

and

brings

- 18 into harmony with him.
Tn this way God becomes a source of
blessing to his children in answer to prayer. In regard to spiritual blessings there

-seems to be no condition but the asking.
«« Ask and ye shall receive.” The answers
are governed by laws of spirit, no . physi- cal laws intervening to prevent,so that the

man who asks for pardon or other spiritual blessing,

with

faith

and

submission,

always receives it,or its equivalent. The
law here is spiritual and unconditional,
i. ¢., he that prays aright receives an an-

swer.

There is no failure.

It may not

:always be the coveted grace which selfish‘ness and spiritual pride suggest.
But in regard to temporal things it is
different. God governs these according
10 natural laws which he has himself estabiished, using secondary causes in his
‘administration. How far the spiritual intervenes and intermingles with natural
causes, we do not understand. © We

that in our own being,

know

mind has a con-

trolling influence over matter. It governs
the body and employs natural causes to
secure natural results ; and can

-.do as much?

not God

Mind has annihilated time

-and space in the railroad, telegraph and
telephone, and by improvements in machinery and implements of utility has
made even the laws of nature subserve
its
ses. Now if ‘man can harness
the lightning and utilize secondary causes

- to compass his ends without violence, can
not God do more ?
Prayer is a secondary cause which God

that he

er with which he had endowed him, the
skill of the physicians who were anxious

In prayer there are two classes of objects for which we are taught to pray—

sential;

The people did not know

was fatally wounded. They did not know
but God might use the recuperative pow-

:

worlds connected in this matter—the

flesh”

the

—a temporal evil—might be removed,and

They take ‘it for granted

this subject.

If the man is be-

the prayer
ay be answered by a gracious prepara-.
tion to meet the inevitable. Did not
Christ receive such an answer, when sorely tempted, in the ministration of angels?

repeatedly

been

have

chapges on them,

er his child should live or die—if the nation had had the power

to say

that the

President should live, without the wisdom

to know whether living would be better
for him and the country than ‘dying, it
would have been a dangerous power
which God has never given to man. Prayer is not such a power.
God never in any
age has bestowed whatever his children
asked,

unconditionally.

‘how far

we-may

God to go in anexpect

Even

when

“doéth all things well.”

miracl

“miraculous faith, on otir

would requjre
whichwe

Then would be the dawn of a |.

to differ. Especially let faith, hope, love
abound; and faithfulness to duty bind all
to each other and to Christ.
Most of all must the essential faith of
the "gospel be maintained. The funda-

mental truths of revelation—those

which

show us our real character and condition,
our relation to God and his law, our dependenceon Christ, and the way of salvation must be exalted ‘and made precious
to our hearts.
2
There is danger that in the midst of
those good tendencies Satan and his emissaries should sow the seeds of error.

a lineal descendant of the bigamist who fell
a martyr to his faith at Carthage some thirty

vears

noxious.
right it

Provided we are honest and upmatters little,
some
would

ago,

said; ‘‘If Congress. undertakes

to

interfere with polygamy it will be the duty.

of

every Mormon, male or female, to offer res
ance, moral or otherwise, to the death.”
The

moirs of Dr.
pages.
3.

Day,—a

Orsend us 82.50

volume
with

the

of 431
name,

and you shall receive a copy of ‘the Centennial Record,—a volume of 266 pages,
with eleven steel plate engravings of

deceased ministers.

:

There is no time to be lost in making
this offer most available.
New subscribers can at once avail themselves of
these offers, and so the good work may go
on.

doSor
o>

Some

periods

in

the

history

of the

-church are noted for controversy, but the
tendency of the present is to peace

and

good will. ' Ours tends to union as those
did to division. The influence of the
Evangelical Alliance both here and abroad
has been highly
salutary, “also” the

Ecumenical Councils of religious bodies.

‘with harmony

a general “convention,

and

mutual

fs. the

Executors, Mrs. Bates and her sop-in-law

CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH.

helpfulness.

So with the Methodists and others. Hence

Mr. Hammond of New York,
wis to commence Tuesday at Cambridge, Mass.,

settlement and we

presume the trial is

now going on.
gh
gn gn og

dF ~CoRRECTIONS.

Bro.

Curtis

wishes

to correct some figures which appeared.io
thé Star last week in the abstracts of re-

ports of the Treasurer of the Benevolent

Societies.
Home

The $13,631.22, receipts of the

Mission

Society, were not all for

the inquiry why they‘may not godperate #general work,” but were the whole amount
more ‘and more until combined jan one.

of receipts, except the $450 trunsferrei

from the permanent fund.

The John Sto-

not the

rer bequest was $1,000 instead of $10,000,
and ‘the annuity to its two beneficiaries

shall cease, and the whole body of Christ
be one on earth as in heaven?
:

eign Missions, the note In favor of the Bi-

ists, or

Baptists?

And

may

good work go on until sectarian animosity
This

would require no

suppression

was $25 each, instead of $2,500. In For.

ble Schoolts $500 instead of $1,000.

of

day

by

any department

of government,

and that petitions to this effect be prepared,
or obtained, from the

Sabbath

Association

of

Philadelphia, to be presented by that society at
the opening of Congress in December next.

| investigation or discussion, no surrender
of prineiple, no unworthy compromise.

| The diffusionof truth in a good spirit
would never check the healthful tendency,

Then Christians, instead of wasting their

pF=Every minister--every church should
matare plans for

effeetive~religious

work

this fall and winter, wiser and more

com.

prehensive than, ¢ver. before. Every man,
woman and child can do something—there

ue

.'?

:

{|

ne

UY

presence

of

le

our

noble-dead,

we

would bow in submission to the divine

will as we recognize it in the dark dispen-

sation, and

seek

him whom

we mourn

for that

instruction

and

we recognize

the

feel

prompted

to contribute.

We

are

confident there are more than one hundred and fifty in New York and Pa. who

|will be glad to enclose a dollar each to
the Treasurer of the Asso. for Miss

Lov-

is quite an amount of interest
on notes to the permanent fund.
friends please remit at
once and
labor and expense of notifica-

highest type of a statesman, patriot, man

and Christian, and know that our country
has been blessed in that it has been permitted

to produce

such

a man as the no-

blest fruit of-a world's civilization.

Re.

solved, That already iu the allaying
of
sectional animosities and party pe
in
the sweeter sympathy of our sufferings

North and South, we find the leaven of our
pain working

for our good, and

we pray

that in purifying us from national sins, of
which in our sorrow as never before we
recognize the existence, this our great bereavement may be sanctified to the good

of

the state.

Resolved,

deeply grateful

That

we

for the sympathy

are

of the

Old World with us ia our affliction aud for

of, from

the tributesof respect they pay to the life
and character of our departed President.’

$5 to $1,000. If the parties could pay
these notes so that the amount could be
invested more compactly it would save

miration of the heroic fortitude of ‘the bereaved family of our fallen hero and that
we shall Lienceforth bear them lovingly in

tion?

These notes are in sums

Asso.

and thus be

expense

for the

a greater source

of

| revenue. Patties paying interest to: the
Asso. might raise the money nearer home

Resolved,

1
That we put on record

our ad-

our hearts as a part of our nation’s heri-

tage. Resolved, , That our prayers shail
ascend for him who now occupies the

chair of state, that the divine hand may be
upon him for good; that he may be able to
carry out approximately, in the fear of
The Foreign Mission Board.
‘| and take up the notes and in that way save God, the reforms begun by him who hasso
Association suddenly been relieved from his toil; and
At a meeting of the Foreign Mission both themselves and the
Those friends who so grandly + thus while we gain by the inspiration and
Board, held in Boston, Sept. 7, the fol- work.
are the richer in the memory and example
lowing resolutions were adopted.
: pledged support to Brother and Sister of our lamented Chief Magistrate we may
Marshall as they went forth to be mouth lose nothing in administrative wisdom,
Whereas, In Sept.,1878, Miss Nellie M.
Phillips was, at the request of the Free for the Asso. to the perishing in India, probity and power.
S. C. Wnrrcoms, Clerk.

and who have so nobly

supported

these years, will not fail them

them

and the

Asso. now. But more is needed than
simply the salaries of our missionaries.
To give them no more would be, using a
homely

illustration,

like

setting

men

place the falling off as a result of thoughtlessness rather than intentional witholding. Our Woman's Mission Soeieties are
more than the

name

implies,

they

are

strictly speaking, Union societies or simply Mission societies.

Every man, wom-"

an and child in the congregation is expected to give, and our contributions are
expected to come largely through this
channel. We hope the Secretaries of the
various societies will at once open correspondence with Sister Griffin and obtain from her supplies of blanks, cards,
envelopes ; and also confer with her as to

plans, and new modes of working.

All

tral Association Treasurer. The Central
Association certainly has a great work to
do. 'There are ample fields open before
us. We are sorry to be compelled to report our treasury depleted, so far as cur-

rent contributions are concerned.

We

.ern Division of the C.,M. & St. P. Railway.
The F. Baptists and United Brethren have

by devising ** liberal things,” or are we

ages is Torty“eight.

work.

The next remittance will soon be

The Penobscof Yearly Meeting met with

the Free Baptist church, Rockland,

Maine,

Sept. 2729,
Rev. E. G. Eastman, its
very acceptable pastor, was chosen Moderator, sharing the responsibilities of his office
tor.

with

Rev.

J. Mariner,

Asst.

Modera-

The work of the session was most heartily and happily
Meeting is over
and Rockland is
border.
Still the

performed.
Our Yearly
two hundred miles long,
on its extreme southern
attendance was good.

Reports . from the
showed that the year

Quarterly
Meetings
had not been one of

extensive revival.
Some of the churches
in the Aroostook have had additions by
baptism, and one church in Exeter Q. M.,
Corinna church, has almost had a resurrection; under the labors of J. Mariner, its

membership has increased

from twelve to

fifty, almost entirely throagh
At

Danforth,

an

important

conversions.
point

on

the

E. & N. A. R. R,, they are just completing
a new church building.
The church there
is a thriving

one

under

the

pastoral

care

of Rev. J. W. Carr.

After the reading of the letters a sort of

is manifested as shown by more abundant

at Apalachin,

' There was not enough however

pledged

a

state.

Rev. J. Marion Young, the pastor, is doing a good work and Is much beloved by
his people. - There were present at the
Convention ‘seventeen
ministers.
The
youngest is twenty-five years old, the oldest seventy-two, and the average of their

Hillsdale, New Hamp-

dreds of our members from New England
and other States who are scattered in the
new settlements, and waiting to be gathered into churches of their own choice.

We want men and

money

work successfully,
and we could get

men and we could
We pray the Lord
into his harvest.”

to carry on the

Give us the money
the men.
Give us the

command

the money.

to ‘send forth laborers
N. W. Bixsy.

EE

Bates College.
Bates College has béen making repairs,
both grounds and buildings receiving attention. The Wakefield house has been
removed and the campus between that
and Hathorn Hall brought to grade. Parker Hall is being re-slated and long
needed repairs for the comfort and convenience of the students are made in the lower story, while paint and plaster, whitewash and papering have changed the interior very much, and it now begins to
look tidy, tasty and very comfortable.
The. College has also made extensive repairs on Lisbon Block.
Forty-one entered the Freshman tlass
of Bates College this fall and ten entered
the Theological School, making in this

school twenty
a young lady.

in all.

‘One of

these is

Winisters and Chaves.
"Mame.
During

good

the last four weeks, there has been a

revival

interest

in the church at Steep

Falls; 15 have started to seek the Saviour,

The

new"“voices that are heard in our prayer-meetings and the new testimonies that are given for
Jesus have greatly encouraged those who have
borne the burden, and bave long been prayRev. F. E, Briggs of New Gloucester recently received twenty dollars, a present from
his church
irrespective of salary........
J. R. Frunklin of the Senior class Theo-

contributions,—giving

Auburn (Marston's Corner) church with good

to the

Lord.

The

most of the amount raised was for the
Danforth church.
The report of the Secretary of the Woman’s Mission Society showed that*the sisters are doing noble work for the common
cause.
They raised the past year nearly
$250, and this by no means reveals all that
the organization has accomplished.
The causes of Sunday-schools, Missions
and Temperance were discussed with ability and animation.
:

Excellent

sermons

were

preached

by

Revs. J. Boyd, C. Purinton, R. L. Howard and E. C. Cook.

x

J

The gloom cast over the country by our.
terrible national calamity necessarily ob-

ing

for

logical

results.

a revival

. School,

of

jis

religion

in our

supplying

the

midst.

South

Miss Haynes of Presque Isle, Dap-

tized this summer by Bro. Park, Has entered
Bates Theological School.
Rev. B. Minard of the Theological School is

supplying Gardiner church. ...Rev. Kingsbury

Bachelder, late Principal of the Maine Central
Institute at Pittsfield and now of the Theological Seminary, preached at Mechanic's Falls re-

cently, according to the Lewiston Journal,

on ¢ Sowing the Seed.”......The students of
the Theological Seminary recently held an interesting meeting, commemorative of Garfield.

Remick, Rideout, Minard, Churchill, Briggs,
Bachelder and others participated. .....Rev.

‘AT. Hillman

of Lisbon has been kindly re-

membered recentlyby his parishioners, ««-*
Sunday, October 9th, was a very pleasant

day for our church in Raymond.

A short

time ago our hearts were, saddened
by the loss
of a loved and valued member of our little
expression in the following resolutions :
Whereas, Our country” has just been, ‘band. He suddenly received a call'from the

called in an Hsdiutudle providence t:pase
an afflic

~unparalle

— of nations,
in the assassination of
our beloved President, James A. Garfleld,
uted for any purpose, as for Home Mis. who died at Loag
Branch, N. J, Sept. 19,
sions, Foreign Missions, &c.
There is after eighty days of almost vicarious suffering and heroic struggling for life; and
now due’ several hundred dollars of whereas,
Our agony has. been intense, the
Home mission funds, promised last year nation’s’ sympathy universal and tender,

pledged at the meuting

prosperous

judge, is in

fruits.
One thing especially assured us that as a
Y. M. we were still considerably alive, and
that was the ease with which over $200
was raised during the sessioh.
The happiest seasons we had were when taking

pay out then what is specifically contrib-

receive it. The Asso. has promised to
continue the support of a teacher at Storer College.
A part of the salary was

The F. B. church,

I should

ton, and Whitestown were represented by
their ‘former “students, also France and
the Asso. the disgraceful words, * short
Scotland. It was cheering to see young
remittance” ? The next few months—it
may be weeks—shall determine this." nen and those in the strength of manhood
Let there be a grand coming up all along devoted to the Christian ministryand earthe line, and the work will take on new nest in their work. Our Home Mission
life and a corresponding blessing shall be interest was a prominent feature in the
Convention.
The fields are ready for the
ours.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec'y.
harvest, not only white, but wide and inhaiti \
EN
viting.
Now is the time for us to work.
The Lord is giving us a grand opportunity.
Penobscot Yearly Meeting.
Towa, Minnesota and Nebraska have hun-

rough

to interests that are sutf ring without it,

houses of worship here.

willing now to have written over against

peed a new installment. for.-our foreign traded itself upon us and found some feeble

due. It is the fixed policy of the Asso.
not te incur any debt, nor to borrow

Convention.
At Wykoff, Minn., we had been called to
meet in a Convention of F. Baptists of the
Northwest.
This is on the Minn. South-

with no implements into a field of wheat
and expecting them to garner the grain.
They must have money for native helpers, for zenana teachers and for school
buildings and many other purposes. Bro.
Marshall pleads for these extra appropriations, as only a man seeing the need can
plead. Will the friends respond? Shall
we prove ourselves to be *‘¢ liberal souls”

inquiry meeting upon the state of the Y.
fin of Gilbert Mills, Oswego Co., N. Y.,
M. elicited many items of interest and enwas appointed a general secretary and | ..couragement, dispelling the feeling of deagent for our Woman's Mission Societies. spondency induced by the tone of some of
Sister Griffin, better known as Libbie
the reports. It was found that much monCilley, has had large experience in this ey has been raised and expended In repairwork and it is confidently expected that ing churches and in internal missionary
a new inspiration will be felt in every de- work. Sebec Q. M. is aiding one of its
partment of our mission field. It isa lit- young men in his preparation for the mintle humiliating that notwithstanding the istry. Several young men of large prom¢ good times” that have blessed our peo- ise are planning to enter the ministry.
ple, our contributions fell off a little last Some are almost ready. This is especially gratifying as we see the fields ready for
year. Do the people need ¢ hard times”
the harvest, and the laborers so few. For
to make them liberal? We think not, but the general missionary work more interest

1

[

her-

‘be the * child of the Association.”
Her
only support while at Hillsdale is to come
from what she could save last year from a
scanty salary and from what friends ray

great deal of labor and

Benominational,

prepare

He,

the

faith that shall make it possible for us to
self more fully for her life-work. But tind an overruling hand in it for our good,
we are to remember she does not cease to notwithstanding all. Resolved, That in

There
now due
Will the
save the

and that must continue to suffer until they

>ro-+re

tered Hillsdale College to

ett.

bath

Miss Etta Lovett,

who was adopted by ‘the Asso. as their
teacher, at the meeting at Fairport, has en-

+A cireular has beea issued to the ¢‘ Churches
of Christ ” in America, appealing to them to
unite in requesting Congress to forbid the
transaction ofpublic business upon the Sab-

Claim of the College is $100,000 with" “reports should be sent to Sister Griffin : all
interest, amounting to $122,000.
Upon remittances made as formerly to the Cengoing. to press there was no prospect of a

for the entire support.

sooner the contest is begun the better.

There is a liability to indifferentism most

i" The trial of Bates College

gh gn lon oo

Why should there be ten to twentydenominations, of Presbyterians,or Method-

d be a

over

Christ asked that the bitter cup might
pass from him, it did not, but he drank it
to the very dregs, and yet his prayer was
not unanswered. An angel from heaven
d@=Rev. G. W. Baker of Marion, O., fastrengthened him. That agonizing prayer ther of Rev. O. E. Baker, died on the 11th
in the garden was a blessing to the world inst., aged 77. Obituary soon.
BE
ny
a ——
—an astonishment to angels. So we may
p@=Bro. Fernald wishes to say as 2 postunderstand how that prayer in connection script to his financial report—A full Rewith the sufferings and death of our la- port from Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treas. of Ohio
mented President may be overruled to the ' State Association, comes to hand just too
greatest good of this nation ; and there we late for insertion in this Report. It will
may let the question rest with implicit appear in connection with the next monthconfidence in the hands of Ilim who ly Report.
|

in usage have held

to prayer. This
is positive. But

the world.

the gospel

is a place for every one + let him or her find
it immediately and go to work.

to do all they could for him, or some un- have us believe, whether we accept the
seen influences which are his prerogative, living
God or an abstraction; the Bible
and he be restored to health. But when as his inspired word, or as the mere work
the nature of the injury was understood,’ of man; Christ as our infinite sacrifice, or
as it could not be until after his death, it
then was seen that they might ‘as well al, spiritual, eternal ; or a matter of edupray that a falling stone be suspended in cation-and formalism.
Communion Baptist Association of Ohio,
mid-air, or that the dead be raised to life
We must contend earnestly for the faith appointed a missionary of this Board, that
and expect it to be done. We do not sup- once delivered to the saints. The’ wel- body becoming responsible for her outfit,
passage and salary; and, Whereas, her
pose that any miraculous faith was exer- fare of the individual soul, of every departure to India has been delayed two
cised.
branch of the church, and the progress of years in order that she might pursue a
| When death is inevitable, the prayer of truth on earth depend on our fidelity to course of medical study, therefore,
Resolved, That we approve of the delay
faith and submission smooths the path- God and the Gospel. Here, whoever is
way to the tomb. It may be answered not on God's side is arrayed against him. for this object,renew her appointment upon
the same conditions, and commend her
by the manifestation of divine grace-in{ fovea
+O
intentions to sail on the 24th Sept., or us
overrnlthe preparation for death and in
soon thereafteras may be practicable.
STAR SUBSCRIBERS:
2
Whereas, Mrs. H. C. Phillips became a
ing the event for the good of others. This " In common with other papers near the
is just what we think God is doing with close of each volume, we again call at- missionary of this Board in 1840, and has
a period of forty-one years renthe prayers of the nation. Christ would tention to the importance of an increased during
dered invaluable service to the cause,
not throw himself from the pinnacle of circulation of the Morning Star. If our "therefore, Resolved, That we gratefully
the temple, thinking that he should be doctrines and usages are scriptural, if our acknowledge our appreciation of her fibuoyed up in answer to prayer. That work is to be united and successful, if delity and usefulness, and recognize the
would be presumption, not faith. God our churches are to be strengthened and fact that no woman has rendered so many
years of service in the history of our mischooses ordinarily to rule nature by, or
sion. Resolved, That the grant of $400
multiplied, and if individual Christians
Sa-malaaccording to, established laws.
are to be encouraged and helped, then the per year, made to her for two years from
Dee. 31, 1879, be extended to Dec. 31,
ria,fever and wounds are under law; and
members of our churches and congrega- 1882, and that in accordance with her
yet science can not show that they are betions should read the Star—the only payond the spiritual influence invoked by per we now have devoted to our particu- own Tequest, she be honorably dismissed
as a missionary of this Board. - ~
prayer, both human and divine. Mind
Resolved, That in case Mrs. Phillips relar and general work.
has a large place in human affairs, espe- ...Unless we know considerable of each turns to India at her own expense as she
cially the divine mind, and when human other and the work we are attempting to now desires, and in which she has our
love and sympathy “can accomplish so do, there will be no union of plans or con- hearty approval, she be allowed such
compensation for service rendered, after
much, it is vain te deny the interposition cert of action. The Morning Star alone the time during which she is to receive a
of the Divine. Thus we can see how it is can give us this knowledge and inspire us grant of $400 per year shall bave expired,
as may be determined upon by the misthat God has and will answer prayer for with interest.
!
sion committee in India.
“temporal as well as spiritual blessings
Can not every one of our present subMrs. Phillips and daughter sailed from
without infringing the laws of nature.
scribers add another to our subscription
There are those who give to the promises list? Many of them, with.very little ef- New York for India Sept. 24, as they inof answer to prayer a literal signification, fort, could secure several ; and no one can tended, and may the prayers and sympa.
and suppose that God will really bestow hesitate in recommending the Star any- thies of all go with them,
At the meeting of the Board in Boston
upon honest, earnest, devoted Christians where. Think of the following offers,
Bro. A. C. Russell of Lowell was chosen
whatever they ask.
It will be noticed,
and let every one try for a new subscriba
member of the Board in the place of
however, that the promise usually con- er.
Bro.
Daniel Lothrop declining to accept.
tains or implies a condition, as, for ‘mnThe Morning Star will be sent to every
stance, it is said, ‘The prayer of faith new subscriber from the date of the sub- At the meeting just held in Lawrence,
shall save the sick.” If a miracle is de- scription to the first of January, 1883, for Rev. J. A. Lowell of Danville, N. H., was
chosen a member of the Board in the
manded to save miraculous faith is im- $2.00 in advance.
place of Rev. P. W. Perry resigned.
plied,and we can not,expect the sick to be
Tu addition to the above proposal,and as
Dea.
Moses B. Smith, of Concord, N. H.,
saved without. Christ says, ** Whatsoever an inducement to work,the following offer
was
chosen
Treasurer of the Foreign Misye shall ask the Father in my name I will is made to each and all ‘of our present
do it.” ‘In my name” implies submis- subscribers whose own paper is not in sion Society in: the place of Rev. Silas
sion, obedience, trust—that what we ask arrears (or when paid, if it is); and this Curtis resigned and whose resignation
must be in accordance with his will and offer is good till the first of next January. | tikes effect Jan. 1, 1882.
In behalf of the Board,
;
for his glory, and whatever we ask that is
1. Send us $2.00 with the name of the
J. M. BREWSTER, Secrelary.
not, to that the promise will not apply. new subscriber, and you shall receive a
gre
God in an unlimited sense does not’ grant copy of “Close or Open Communion,”
whatever we wish. Such a power be- post-paid,—a well bound volume of 175
Central Association.
stowed would be a dangerous power to pages.
At the annual meeting of the Associapossess both for ourselves
and for others.
2. Orsend us $2,25 with the name, tion held at Apalachin, Mrs. Libbie GrifIf the parent had the power to say wheth- and you shall receive a copy of the Me-

/has been pleased
to ordain. and use as a ‘The various sections of the Presbyterians,
.condition or antecedent of blessing man. though differing widely in sentiment and
other spiritual
good come

each other in spreading

could help

ty, and where we can not yetagree,agree.

law of mind or matter.

not answered? and

they

non-essentials,

which he may have without violating any

an-

‘Such questions Siig the reach of all these,

discussion on the matter.

on

swer thut prayer through the recuperative power of nature, the skill of a physician or by an influence over circumstances

may

Garfield, we know not but God

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

strength

brighter day and the nations be speedily
- BRIEF NOTES.
subdued to Christ. Not that the minor |: This trite and significant remark appears as
points are to be ignored, for they are the heading to an article in the Chicago Inter
often intimately connected with those "Ocean: * Germany teaches children trades in
more vital. But avoid bigotry, bitter- the public schools, America in the penitentiaTy.”
ness, jealousy. Remembering that we are
Ina recent harangue, Elder Joseph F. Smith,
brethren, we should ever exercise chari-

submission? as the nation tried to do for

aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

were

:

swered.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1881:

“Why

an-

absolutely

less true prayer will be

|

ly Jemediless] and
e
“ufid our loss is y seeming
whereas, The condition of our country is

such, just recovering from the divisions of

a To rful civil war, and in the furnace heat
of a blind and reckless partisanship, as to
make the issues involved in our loss moral
as well ae political, —therefore, . Resolved,

‘That while the whole land 1s filled with
mourning and our tears are yet undriedin

Master to come home.

On Sunday, our pas-

tor, Rev. W. J. Twort, received, by baptism,

three fnto our church. We then realized that
though the Lord oftentimes atid Us8 SOPPOW,OPPO
he will in his own good timé send joy also.

The baptismal service was very solemn and
impressive. We pray that the Lord will enable our
s to de good work for him in this

village, and that others may soon be led to
Christ,

TRY

RE

:

Resolutions passedat the Bowdoin Q. M. on

the death of Rev.T\ D. Clement :

HC

Beavermel ; bors

i

Fils

in his all:wise providenee

gh
TE we,
Y Resolved, *M.,
1, That
deplore

of Bone:

tg

te

Cr

:

os?
=

{a

the sudden death of our faithful brother, 2.
That we recognize in his public ministry and
brief history as a Christian

‘man,

those quali-

ties of heart and mind which have endeared
him to this denomination, and feel that we

‘who * doeth all things well.”

our sincere sympathy

§

.

and greatly cheered our hearts

al could say, * Praise God for what he has
one.
:
Next session at Stanyan Hall in Wentworth
village, commencing Friday, Nov. 4, and con-

That we tender

A. LIBBY,
B. M. EDWARDS,

=

be

were

favored with

boro).

the lubors of ministering

Committee,

|

A

very good degree of religious interest is now beoa wr

enjoyed.

Some

have

recently

professed

conversion and others are inquiring the way of

life.

The pastor commenced, the first Sabbath

in Oct., the delivery of a series of twelve illus-

«trated Jectures ou the * Pilgrim’s Progress.”
given on Sabbath evenings, and are
are e
Thes
followed by a service of prayer.
They are

.attended by audiences that tax the capacity of
the church, and are awakening much
feeling.

The church in Hallowell
.preaching since

the

religious
‘

bas been~ without |

first of July.

It

would

by

:

the

the

:

We are pleased to learn in connection with

touched

by failing

health,

and

though

he

expects to do some work for the Master on the
‘other side of
pose to sever
with whom
the prayers

the
his
he
of

continent, he does not pur.
connection from the church
has lived and labored.
Let
our people follow our dear

brother to his new field of toil, and,
‘of rest and health.

we

hope,

:

Massachusetts.
At a meeting of the First Free Baptist so- ciety, at Lawrence, Oct. 10, the following reso-

lutions were passed unanimously :
Whereas, Our beloved pastor, Rev.

C. A.

Bicklord, has resigned his pastorate to take the
responsible position of editor of our denominational
paper
the Star;
and
whereas,

his service with this church and

congregation

has. conduced to our upbuilding and happy
harmony; and whereas, the work of the year
has been attended with God's blessings and the
spiritual welfare of those who have enjoyed his
ministration,—therefore,
Resuvived, That while we deeply regret our
loss as a chusgh and congregation, we consdle

ourselves with the assurance

tbat great gain

will come to the denomination at large.
Resolved, That while we appreciate his
earnest devotion, scholarly ability and practical sympathy, as preacher, teacher, and pastor,
we ulso recognize in him the necessary qualifi-

cations

for the otfice to which

he has been

called,

;

Resolved, That as we have enjoyed the bless:

a

ing of God upon ourselves in response to the
Iabors and prayers of our dear pastor and his
beloved wife, we heartily pledge them our
sympathy and prayers in their new field of
labor, and shall cherish the memory of their
year's service with us with tenderest affection.

War. M. Dow

)

RUFUS ANDREWS » Executive

E. H. Lorn

. J

Rhode

Com.

Island.

Rev. S. 8. Barney writes that the “9th was a
day of especial blessing to the Graniteville ¥.
B. church, Johnston.
Our hearts were cheer-

od hy the addition of two to our

membership

by baptism.
A large company gathered at the
water at noon to witness the sacred rite, after
which the usual services were held, and the
candidates were admitted into the church by
the hand of fellowship from the pastor. That
the Lord may bring mdre of our congregation
into his fold is our earnest prayer.”
New

York.

On
October 8, a large number
of the
Byron
parish
made Bro. H. Whitcher
an
unexpected social
visit—a real joyful visit.
After a repast which the
ladies had provided there was left as a gratuity for Krother

Whitcher’sibenefit twenty

dollars,

for which

results for Dyspepsia and

but few
and feeble
churches
and
not
‘one minister doing the work of a pastor or
- receiving his support
from
the churches.
Two good, devoted and working ministers are
needed in this Q. M. to help raise it up to a
prosperous condition.” Bro. W. expresses his
deep anxiety that this object may be accom
plished, as it was in this Q. M. that be began,

«and has spent’ many years of his work

in the

ministry,
Pennsylvania.

Rey. S. Butler baptized four recent converts
at Marsh Creek on Sunday, Sept. 256. On the

+ 9th inst. he baptized five more, all of whom,
together with ive others, united with the IF.
B. church, making an addition of fourteen
within the last month,
Ohio.

. Rev. T. H. Drake has accepted
pastorate of Scranton Avenue
church, Cleveland, and will enter
bors there on the first Sabbath in

a call to the
Free Baptist
upon his laOctober,

Rev. R. 'M. Cloud recently baptized one
who united with the Harrison church....Rev.

M. L. Huntley has consented to preach for the
little church at Ewington,...The new meet« ing-house at Union Grove will be dedicated,

the

Lord

willing,

the 20d

Sabbath

in

November; sermon by Rev. T. E. Peden...

‘Revs.

W.

J.

Fulton

and

D. Powell

ex-

pect to hold a protracted meeting with the
Great Kanawha (W, Va.) church, commencing
the 2nd. Sabbath in next month.

Michigan.
Arrangements have finally been completed,by

“/means of which Rev. J. B. Drew will remain
with the Paw Paw church another year. We
are glad to see earnest, loving pastors appre« ciated ~and retained.....Rev. J, H, Darling is
preaching for the Waverly church in his own

neighborhood.

- to wear oiit, Wf

ug.

The congregation

on

Saturday

Wena Q. M., and Bro. F. Mudgett from the

Sandwie

M.,

who preached

snd

labored

through the session with much interest. The
* People were deeply moved, ns was seen by
* their tears and ome who rose for prayers.

~ As many us two hundred testimonies in favor
of religion were iven during the meeting.
In
“all, it wus
one of the best we ever enjoyed and
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consumption, scrofula
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Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

For sdle by all druggists, and E.

Platt St., New

May properly be called the * Hercules”

H. TRUKX,

York.

cine, for it cleanses Nature’s

1y6,

augean

-

of medi.

stables,

and

allows the 1ecuperative powers of the system to do
the work of restoration to health.
No medicine
cures; Nature alone cures.
This aperient opens
the proper avenues, the functions are permitted

Hotices and Appointments,

session with the
Opening sermon
Conference conrepresented;
the

New

To be beld in the Methodist
November 1—3, 1831.

manner; all enjoyed it. The interest of the
meeting was much increased by” the reception
of one new. church composed of 17 baptized
members and 13 candidates for baptism, being
the fruit of a protracted meeting held last winter by the writer.
The social meetings were
spiritual, the preaching solemn and practical,
and we have reason to believe that good was
done.
Chose Rev, Wm. Hosier as delegate to
Northern Ind. Y. M.
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AND GRAZING

GIBSON Q. M., with the Thompson church, Nov.
on Friday at 6.30, P. M. We
4-86, oe
hope to see every cliurch Tepresentod.
, Ce
TNEY, Clerk.
., With + the Turner church at
2
OTISFIELD
East Hebron,
Nov. 2, 3,. Conference Wednesday
at8 o’elock, A. M. Prayer-meeting at 9, A. M,
A. Mi,by Rey. L. W, Raymond.
10.30,
Sermon at
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y
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‘

:
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timeor.
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PRICE, $1.00
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R. M. NEW ORT, GEN. LAND AGT. *
4ST. PAUL, MINN.
MENTION THIS PAPER,

ANTED, AGENTS for the authentic and complete Lafe of JAMES Apfj ARFIELD, from child.
Conwell, with intro.
hood to burial, by Col. R-#
duction by His Exoelency John D. Long. Gov. of
,
Mass. The work is first-class and finely illustrated. Everybody will want this book. Address BBoston, Mass.

and Old!!
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using

them.

Send

for

CEPHALINE.

This
Invaluable Nerve Food
has been tested and approved by
=g#more than
100 New
England

FOOD Physicians. Itis an immediate,
f
permanent and infallible cure for
ell Sick, Nervous and Bilious Head-

BY
Ath

aches, Eieptic Fits, Dyspepsia,
Laver Troubles, Nervous Prostration, Sleeplessness,
Vertigo,

and all

Nervous

Disorders.

Is

=

J.

parts lasting vital orce.

:

It should be at hand

in every household.
U' ree your druggist to get it,
or w
ill mail it, po: tpmid, on receipt of price,
50 ets. per box, 6 boxes,
$2.50.
Send for Authentic
Proofs.
Address
H.F. THAYER & CO.,
13 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
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Agents wanted

Garfield.

for Life of President

A complete,

faithful his-

tory from cradle to grave, by the
eminent biographer, Col. Conwell.
Books all ready for delivery.
An elegantly illustrared volume.
Endorsed edition. Liberal terms.

Agents take orders for from 20 to 50 copies

daily.

Outrells any other book ten to one.
Agents never
made money so fast. ‘The book sells itself.
Experience not necessary.
Failures unknown,
All
make
immense
profits. “Private
terms
free. GEORGE STINSON & €0 , Portland,
e
4t41
WANTED

AGENTS.

Send 50 cts. stamps for a

pair of elegant Steel Portraits.

inches for Mementoes

Postpaid.

tail
¥.

Big Terms.

25 ets each.
L. HORTON

of

Plate paper 10x12
:

»

Re. Garfield

: & Wife

Genuine Steel Kngravings,
8!
& CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many ofthe best medi
st Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used.

different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
_ as it never intoXicates.
soc. and $1 sizes,

to gray hair,
C\

i

Hiscox & Co., Chemis!

X.

saving

buying

$1 size.

y

Er
for! Portraits of President J. A. Garfield.
Engraved in ure line by the celebrated ar
Worksof Artand new;copyrighted
m,
. Marshall,
i
this month. Thoroughly endorsed as to excellence of likeness,&c. Nearly
life size, and pridted on fine, heavy plate paper about 18x24 inches. Tohave sam‘ple copies ci
atonce,we wi send by mail, on receipt of the money, 2 copies for 60 Cents, or TEEN
OPIES for TWO
LILA RS, Canvassers are making big money. The portraits selling
11-face view, and the other profile. Excellent works both. §i
al Rates with the
in pairs; one befngt
10 Copies. Send for Circulars.
OSCAR
MARSHALL,
Publisher,
!
245 Broadway » New York.

LD.

CA
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Setect

buyer
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should

Organ

That guarantees good
Every day work and
Years

Every

of service,

os

Estey organ

Sold is made
T hroughout with
Equal fidelity, and

Yields unrivaled tones.
Sond for Illustrated Catalogue.

V6 |
J. ESTEY & €0., Brattleboro,
diyf

\

A NEW

Itcures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely

LANDS ARE FOUND ON

LOW PRICES ; LONG TIME: REBATE FOR IMPROVE"
MENT ; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS.
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS
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nown are here combined into a medicine of such vaoven as to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and

y
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No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New

and expenses to agents.

Augusta,

THE
Dr. Peck’s Artificial Ear Drums

tinctly.

Tond, Touch, Workmanship and Dually
WILLIAM

YEAR

ery,

descriptive circular with testimonials. Address
H,P.K. PECK & C0,, 853 Broadway, New York

FORTES.
"PIANO
UNEQUALLED IN

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 1881

B. RUSSELL,

A

Outfit free. Address P, O. Viek=

PERFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING
and perform the work of the Natural Drum.
Always in position, but invisible to others.
All Conversation and even whispers heard dis-

KNABE

... Northern Pacific R.R.

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

with fhe, Eau Charleston
a;
28.

AGE!
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AND

11 MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA,

Opening acrmon by EL. Me FIM. Fob, Clerk.
‘LISBONQ. M., with the church at Whitefield, |
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Dressing.
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For Sunburn, Prickly Heat,
Chapped, Rough or Chafed
EQUAL

Life

N VENTION just patented for them,
for Home use!
Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,
L W Boring, Drilling, Grinding. Polishing,
MR
Screw Cutting. Price $0 to $50.
:
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EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass,
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ARTICLES and FAMILY SCALE,
Weighs up to 25 1bs,
Sells at $1.50.
¥
Douzstic ScALk Co. Cincinnati, Q.

Pearl's REFINED
5

“AND NOT

Arnie)
00., 38 Dey St.N.Y.
il, 30 cts. ‘Ciren
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selling

Young

PEARI,S WITTE CLYCERINE SOAP

%
os
Kidney-Wort made him well
h
Center,
Coto of Montgomery
Michasl
suttsred Light years with kidney difficulty and
was unable to work, Kidney-Wort made him
“well as ever.”

[J

NE a

“barrels

ANGY taking

20th
Reduced fare on the Worcester & Nashua,
Nashua & Rochester, Boston, Concord & Montreal,
Concord, Boston & Maine and Kastern Railroads.
Quarterly Meeting

City,

&\

EI

for infants and
aa poreet ile earn, especialy
children. 1 Box conta.ning 3 cakes by mail 60c.

SAY;

Junction
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ASA HULL,
240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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suffered
Tenn.,
John B. Lawrence of Jackson,
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f hind from liver and kidney troubles

:
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& SMITH,

BOTTLE
PRICE 75 CENTS AND $1.50 PER.
Articles
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Toilet

Kidney-Wort cured him.
beyond belief, but
Anna L. Jarrett of South Salem, N, Y., sags
that seven years suffering from kidney troubles

8.

Mass.

10,

Stork,

says he was not expected to live, bein,

8.

O.

B.

is-

direct

Sti, Boston, Ms.
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pots,

Mass.,

deceitimpossible. Marchalds
Smith, 8 W, 11th St.,,N. X.

HULL,
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Boston,

ed Catalogue.
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ation which proects the purchaser and makes

:

give it a trial.
Size, 192 pages, 35 cents, $3.60
per dozen, $30 per hundred.
5
Specimen copy, paper cover, mailed on receipt. of

25 cents,

CO.,

Bangor, Me.
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M. M. B. Goodwin, an editor in Chardon, Ohio,

Connecticut.

Rev.

fd

says, Kidney-Wort cured him after regular Physicians had been trying for four years.
Mrs, John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
her boy was given up to die by four prominent
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Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS
and KIDNEYS at the same time,

©.

S.

formerly

TURKISH RUGS! cites “dares wien

-

nary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consti.
pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints.

*‘ Mis-

report their names and denomination to H.

the West

Rev. C. B, Hart from Rochester

1. P. M.
Sunday-

1,

wparkies

¥§

CURES!

may be restored to sound health,

Le possible.

Guarantees

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

MANUFACTURING

arsons’ Purgative Pills make New Ric!
Blood, apd will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks

if the

is ordered

Address

:

KIDNEY-WORT?
DOES
WONDERFUL

HEWITT

NEW RICH BLOOD:

Life of

the money

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Because it cleanses the system of the poisonous humors that develope in Kidney and Uri-

at Framinghani, &e.,” Rev. O. S. Baketel, Primary
Teachers’ Meeting, Mrs. M. C. Cutler. 2.45. Aa.
dress: ¢ The Adult Bible Class : 1ts Demands and
Opportunities,” Rev. G. W. Grover, of Nashua.
3.30.
Normal:
Lesson
4,
‘The
Teacher
Outside of the Class and the Teacher in his Class.”
Rev. A. F, Schaufiler.
4.30.
Reportsof Committees. Choice of) Officers,
7.30. Scientific Lecture:
«Bible Doctrine of the Moral Character of God,’
L. T. Townsend, D. D., Dean of the Chautauqua
School of Theology, Boston,
Delegutes desiring entertainment will
please

was

Q. M. came, filled with the spirit of the Master.

7.30;

“ Chautauqua

‘Nov. 4-6,

lent sermon,

F.

Pastors to Teachers and the Sunday-school,” Rev.
A, E. Dunning, of Boston. 1P.M. Praise. 1.30.

session

able ‘interest.
The meetings were spiritual
und Lpraftale.. Rev. KE, F. Blivin of the Union
Q.
M. was present durin, A pars of the . meets
ings and fayored the Con
ce with an excel-

Hour,
Henry

¢ International

Clerk.

churches were fairly represented by letters and
delegation. The session was one of consider-

A.

of Milford.
Primary Teachers’ Conterence, Mrs.
M. C. Cutler.
lL. Address:
‘The Relation .of

church,

FREEDOM 3. M.~Held its last session with
the Webster Crossing church, Oct. 7-9. The

2.30.

Atonement,” Rev. A. F. Schaufiler.

by

Clerk pro tem.

Rev.

THURSDAY, Noy. 3 —8,30 A. M. Sunday-school
T.esson Nov. 6. (or, if thought advisable, Worship.)
9. Address: * The Tabernacle and the Day of

Bowdotn church, the 8rd Tuesday in Dec.
«A. LisBY,

* Bible

Nashua.

Baketel, Methuen,

the gospel, A collection was taken in the interamounting to $10.
est of the F. M. c
Next session

Bible;”

11. Addresses: Progress

Address:

primary.

8.30,

>

There

of the

Manchester.

‘Alvord,

Union,”

d

Q.

| ie
$
[]

“Superintendent and his Duties,” Rev. A, F,
Schaunfller. 4.30. Children’s Musical Rehearsal. 7.

.

BowpoIiN

9.

and State Associations,” Hon. Edward
Danforth,
State S. -S. Secretary, New York, and Rev. Fred-

interesting and, we trust, profitable 10 all pres-

session with

<
[13

Ad-

Worship.

gion Work for our SBunday-schools, Town,

ent as there seemed to be a spirit of harmony
and a desire to labor for the uphuilding of the
Next

2.

L. Rhodes,

bly improved Wie skill of those taking part in
the exercises. The services of the Q. M. were

!

Nov. 2.—8.80 A. Mm.

‘‘ Perspective

Hampton.

Rev: F. H. Butler and T. L. Scott, all of
which were subjected to a theologicul . dissection in the Ministers’, Conference, which proba-

Master's cause,

l.—Greeting:

school,” Prof.H. E. Holt, of the Boston schools.
Primary: * Pestalozzian Principles
Apblied to
Sunday-school Work,” Mrs. Mary C. Cutler, of

M.

{reached

Nov,

Young,” Rev. C. E. Cate, Lake Village,
Praise. 1.30. Address:* Music in the

OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Otsdawa church, Sept. 80—0ct. 2. Essays
were read by Revs. E. C. Hodge, D,.Bayd and

and a sermon

[*]
[=]
{

in the Work of the Sunday-school,” Rev.
G. C.
Waterman,
Laconia; *
Spiritual Food for the

:

Williams,

Music.

Schaufller, New York.

with one exception are in a very prosperous
condition.
Next session with Beach Grove church, Nov.
JERE, MiLLs, Clerk.

C. C.

EVENING,

WEDNESDAY,

WARREN & CLARK Q. M.—Held its last ses

Q.

Rochester,

Reports. Appoictment of Committees. 10. Normal: Leegon 1, ** Bible Outlines of History;” Les:

church, Dec.

& Clark

church,

SOLD

2t42

dresses by President, Rev. C. E. Harrington, and

sion with the First Wayne church, Aug. 26—
23; Rev. A. M. Simonton, Moderator.
The
churches were well represented verbally, but
from some unknown cause or causes none of
them by letter, Revs. C. and John Hisey, A.
M. Simonton and C. A. Gleason were present.
Thé business was interesting and promptly
dispatched, and the religious services interesting and, we trust, profitable.
Bro. Nelson
Whitacre was present as Corresponding Messenger from Miami Conference, and gave a
good report of the churches in that Q. M.
Rev. John Baldwin and Jere. Mills, Esq., were
appointed delegates to Miami
Conference,
which meets in October at Pleasant Plain.

Warren

School

PROGRAMME.

17, 18; opening sermon by Bro. M. C. Miner.
I
ASA PIERCE, Clerk.

The churches in the

Hampshire
Sunday
Convention.

address THE

COMPANY, Box 868, Pittsburg, Pa.

Diseases.

or written guarantee to return

Do
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eral. Profits large and sells rapidly, as every
House=
keeper wants one.
Fxclusive territory Sen to agents,
No opposition. For prices. terms and
full information,

HOPE.

for

Brain

BY ASA

The

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach

ONLY

Is an illustration of the great
sible in Sunday-Schonol Music.

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a ‘single teaspoonful of

and Sontlemen to make none, The
€
anufacturing
Company ants an Agent n e very Con
in the United States, to take the Agency for the Ki n
mn 3 Somplste Irons in one: Smoothing, Crimping
and Flatin
and and Glossing Iron. Terms very lib=

for

Address Ivers&Pond
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Gem

EDINVAN

tubercular

and general debility.

YOUR

and

THE NEW

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds,

best.

DR. E, C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous
Headache,
Mental Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
over-exertion or over-indu'gence, which leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure recent cases.
Each box contains one month’s treat
ment.
One dollar a box, or six boxes fur five dollars ; sent by mail, post-paid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompas
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser

ITT

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $55 to $50 b per week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT &
.» 10 Barclay St., New
York.”

prices.

Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 1remont

Blake and Miss Willia Mine McCallister, both of
Warren.
Sept. 23, Mr. Fay E. Stokes and Miss
Marrilla Hill, both of Starksboro.
Oect. 1, Mr.
John H. Orvis, of Starksboro, and Miss Ella S.

the system. Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir
is a remedy well adapted to these diseases -in children, and should be used

Nerve

Kellogg and Miss Mate I. Hill, all ot Fairport.
In Starksboro,
Vt., June 7, by Rev.J. W. Burgin,
Mr. John H. Bean and Miss Lois L Purington,
both of Lincoln. July 4, Mr. Fred Baker and Miss

o-

are sown

J. Shannon,

Y., Oct. 5, at the house of Mr.

and Mrs. W. B. Bly, by
Mr. Orlando C. Adams

of Catarrh,

Asthma, Bronchitis and Consumption

N.

sel

nit-

for
circular
ask toms
cular
and
terms fo thee MwWoRIY F Knitting
Machine Co., 49 Washington St., Ay Mass.

It contains the full history of his noble and eventful life
and dastardly assassination. Millions of people are
waiting for this book.
The best chance of your life to
make money. Beware of *‘ catchpenny ’’ imitations.
This is the only authentic and fully illustrated life of
our martyred
President. Send for circulars and extra
erms to Agents.
4
Address Nationa PusuisainG Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Me

;

Also at the

takes in the seeds

AGENTS WANTED Erierscss,

lowest cash and fivs

ment

5,000 Agents

FREIGHT.

8. Brown

Substan-

ting
Machine ever invented.
Will kni a pair of
8
ngs, with HEEL and TOE complete,
in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancy-

or

GARMORE’S ARTIFICIAL EAR DRUMS
restore the Hearing when all others fail,
remain in position without aid, and are not observable. Conversation and whispers distinctly
heard, Irefer to those using them. Send for
scriptive circular. Address JNO. GARMORE,
8. W. Corner 5th & Race Sts., Cincinnati, 0.

$60
ee
Greentush Wis
Mich

Rev.

Alaska, Texas—

Sells to every class,

EVERYWHERE

breads,

Piano Co., 597 Washington St., Boston.

ACCEPT

Trask—

Wallace—H

Meredith, Sept. 11, by the Rev. N. S. Palmeter,
Charles J. Robinson and Miss Ellen V. Bixby,
of Mereditn.
Brownfield, Me., Oct. 9, by Rev. E. 8. Jordan,

In Fairport,

Manitoba, British Columbia,

-

Areas;

tly bonnd
10 jnches in length and over 7 in width, out"le measur,” “Addres
BRADLEY,
GARRETSON & Co.,
No, 66 N, Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
=
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both of Browofield, Me.

disease more readily than the adult, therefore parents should exercise great care, and not allow a

ceugh or cold to run

M

H

Mich., Sept., 25, by

Mr. Perley

been

Care of the Children.

hot

all Statistics:

+ nd secures the most unqualified endorsements,
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Standish.

For
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Asthma, and all
Lung
Aflections, use Downs’ Elixir, which has

has not
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cvery section beyond the Mississippi,

Send
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L. Chapman, of Milford.
Rev. E. Blake,
Mr.
In Steep Falls, Sept. 1, b,
Jenj. M. Jennis and Miss
izzie E. Spear, both.of

sunot

Keep in the stable and always at hand Henry

and

Sh

M Keach—

Mr. James B. Chambers, of Wixom, and Miss Ada

&
Johmnson’s
Arnica and Oil
Liniment,
as it is the best remedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains
ete.

stood
the test of fifty years,
found wanting.
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light,
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Warranted
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blood,
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I D Robinson
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Rev E H Webster
CD West Fairfield
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¢ rets, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercan-

luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

Nickerson—LO

Washburn—H

Whitcher—C D West—E
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and Liver-

such

to resume their work, and the patient gets well.

and

. Bung uy Svs large and all the meetings
were
full of futerest. Brethren A, Sargent,
Huntoon,
Waldron and Jones were with us from the

E Tuttle—L

Mrs O True—F M

3

.C yndition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils,

‘Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

aration makes

Oaks—E W Poiter—Edgon Pinney—C F Penney—
SM Pettengill-E
N Royal—O’S Ricker—R P
Simerly—E

AgentsPdie
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(5t42)
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peretng

1 vge Pages, Retails 88.25 and $5.00. Te 1s all about
tang;
Farming,
Homestead, Railroad and other Lands;
ransportation, Prices; Sucial, Educational and Religit us

Absolutely Pure.

and Edunca-

Hodgdon—L

Malvern—S

and

1 vy in colors, made expressly, showing évery Railroad snd
«very important Town.
Réautifully Illustrated. 1812

POWDER

Russell-F E Stinson—R Swinburn—H H Smith—
John Spinbey—A
Sargent—W
Sheperd—D
M

of.

Pr. Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters are a
perior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs

a fair attendance. Some of the churches reported revivals, others’'were praxt
for and exting better days. Bro. R. W. Churchill of
heological school was licensed to preach |

“WENTWORTH Qn M.—Held its September
+ sessionat West
Cannan. The weather was
somewhat unfavorable, but it did not binder
the people from coming long distances to the
oa

Kennedy’s

1t is for sale by all
LAR a bottle.

their President

~ SALEM Q. M.—Held its last
Salem church, Sept. 17,18.
by A. Pierce, after which
vened.
Churches nearly all

of God fs like the

@uaiterly Bleetings.

Kidney

Dr.

diseases

for two years past, who has so ably conducted
and led the noble band in the glorious work.
Nearly all the officers who had served the former year were re-elected,
Next session
with the Bloom & Scipio
church. commencing on Saturday before the

with the West

¢

’

Mitchell.

BY
Warner’s Safe

The old broom does not seem (Dec. 2-4, Rev. D. Boyd was appointed corresponding delegate to the Chenango %, M.
by the grace

garments of Israel in the wilderness and is better. than a new one.

E Hall-D N

DD

most reliable

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

its

business of the Q, M. wus done in a Christian

8 Hoyle—L

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc,
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.

last session with the Venice church, August
20, 21. A very pleasant and profitable season
was enjoyed.
Our meetings were harmonious
and interesting, giving evidence to the world
that we were determined by the assisting grace
of God to lift the standard of the cross higher
in the future, that more souls might be enlightened snd brought into the Kingdom.
The
congregations that were gathered during the
session were highly edified by the labors of
Brother D. W. Stewart of Cleveland, who
pointed to the “ Lamb of God that taketh away
the sin of the world,” with power and excellence, making glad even the hearts of those
that had not as yet any hope in Christ, by way
of the promises set forth in the Word of God,
giving hope and joy through obedience to his
word.
Saturday evening was set apart for
Woman's Mission work, the exercises of which
were “seleet readings, declamations, singing,
&c., and closing with the election of officers
for the coming year; which resulted in the elec-

Monroe Q. M. is in a dying

use

|

W 8 Leigh—A Libby—B F Lane—A B.Loomis—G
R Melick—A J Marsh—J 8 Mendall—B S Moody—

miseries

moderate

Ayer’s Pills,—the surest, safest and
Cathartic.

BLUE VALLEY (Kas.) Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Prairie Ridge church, and there
was a good attendance. Bros. O. A. Chapman,
H. W. Morse, G. Burdette and W, H. Northrop
delivered some stirring discourses. The prayer-meetings were well attended, as well as the
conference meetings, and were a means -of refreshing to all present.
The three churches
composing this Q. M. are still struggling to
maintain their position in the ranks of the
Lord’s host,
Next session with the Hope church at the
Ensign school-house, seven miles easteof Blue
Rapids, on the Blue Rapids and Frankfort
road.
;
Jos. Bates, Clerk.

3rd Sabbath in Nov., at 11 1-2 o’clock.
I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

with

Victims to Constipation and its untold

contributiens
8
Societies, should

Decker—G W Dally—Everest & Zerrahn—G R
Foster—M C Foster—L A Furbush—D A Gammon
—J H Goodrich—L W Gordon—E A Hackett—H
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can keep in good condition by a

all
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Money Letters Received.

Parties about to purchase a Piano will do well
to correspond with the Ivers & Pond Piano Co.,
and see the advantages they offer.
Their instruments are fully warranted, and rank among the

laugh

Just issued, 20 months in preparation by
t Geo.phical scholar, County Maps of every State and Terri-

J Aldrich—Mrs C F Bonney—J H Butler—F J
Berry—H L Brown-—L A Baker—S8 E Bailey—J M
Carr—P

Everyone

you.
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Crys
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Clerk,

Cleveland, O.

J

Speed pd
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Rey. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

Clough—H

TCS

TR WoT

(1028)
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y.,
Treasurer
Central Association; to whom all its funds should
be sent.
.
'(52639)

B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all druggists.

best made.

say “

"7, Sermon,

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

proprietor, A.

AGENTS!

Tens of Thousands
are now waiting for it. I
Ce
in press. 10 0
book
fr men
denisand 65
doth howd
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18 the harvest fine,
wanted,
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munion Baptist Associatioh, Marion, Ohio.

Rev. T. H. Drake,

Send for circulars,

chance to make money.

BOOK

peest selling

tion Societies.
(25t)
Rev. J D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M, Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. ©

and

A grand

xaly
John B. Gough-2%
Thisis the best book to make money on ever offered to

52t38
Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to ly Mn
money contributed within
the bounds of the Mich.

2642

Sold by the

moves all impurities

Eastman,

|

Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.—That pleasant
and active agent in the cure of all’ consumptive
symptoms, * Wilbor’s Compound of Pure CodLiver Oil und Lime,” ig being universally adopted

in medical practice.

discussion.

For the Committee.
C. A. BICKFORD,

‘myste

SUNLIGHT yo SHADOW

All money. contributed for the Mane State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
(25622)
:
Me.

know

Cephaline is a positive cure for Dyspepsia
Chronic Indigestion.

py

CARFIELD.

It includes 48 fine illustrations
with

AGENTS!

at

il
Prayer Service.

Rev. E. N. FERNALD (to whom
from the churches for our Benevol
i
. be sent), Lewiston, Me,

Times.

pound in all female complants.

were all represented and the business of conference transacted satisfactory to all. Reports
from churches were not as good as at the last
session, yet by no means discouraging.
The
covenant meeting on Saturday was full -of interest and many expressed a determination to
do more for Christ, and sacritice more for his
Kingdom.
On Saturday
evening we had a
very interesting sermon
by Rev. [. Stone.
On
Sabbath morning the house was filled to its utmost capacity and the exereises opened by a
social meeting in which a half hour was pleasantly and profitably spent.
A sermon immediately followed by Rev. E. Root, from Cor. 4:
67 On Sabbath -evening 4 sermon by Rev. E.
Root, from these
words: “ Who is on the
Lord’s side?”
Great attention was paid to
both sermons and we trust much good may result therefrom. ' The meetings
throughout
were interesting and much enjoyed by all.
Sabbath collection $4.30,
’
Nex: session with the Centerville church, 1st
Satarduy in December; opening sermon by
Rev. 1. Stone.
B. F. ALLEN, Clerk,

tion of Sister Wm.

and

followed

@ history
of

OF

Publisuing
Cor Hartford, Cons.

Post-Office Addresses.

to the curative properties of her Vegetable Com-

Co. (Neb.) Q. M.—Held its last session

&. HURON (Ohic) Q. M.—Held

Eastman,

by Rev. J. Mariner.

Write to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, No, 233 West-

Next session with the Larue church.
8. D. BATES, Clerk.

SENECA

Debility,

the best Selling book. out.

8. Perkins. 1.30. P. M. Prajor-mecting 3. . Paper:
** What Makes a Live Church?” by Rev. A. J.

Other

ern Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets relative

in all

he felt very grateful.
Rev. H. Whitcher attended the recent ses
sion of the Rochester Q. M., and writes that it
is in good condition, all the churches being
supplied with pastors who give their undivided
time and attention to the work.
** But the

condition,

by Hood's Sarsaparilla.

it to be a sterling health restorative.

the statement that Rev. N. L. Rowell is aboutto with the Belmont church, ‘Sept. 17, 18. Rev.
remove to San Francisco, that the change was | E . Root was elected moderator. Churches
occasioned

cured

MEETING,

M.

9, A.

includ

T H

tfe,” Wwonde:

portraits of President and Mrs. Garfield.

10.30. Paper : “Denominational Growiliy by Rev. C.

dy of merit with quack medicines. We have
used Parker’s Ginger Tonic with the happiest

;

Cass

by Bey, Lh Malvern,
ursday,
Oct. 20.

Washin

“inner

with Extra Terms to Agents.
i» Address, The Hartford

M. Graham, D. D. 6. Prayer and Praise Se vice)
conducted by Rev. E. W. Porter.
7.30. 8
on,

Tt is a Foolish Mistaketo confound a reme-

Liverpool

a chord of sympathy

Stomach.

proof that it combines rare curative agents, and
when once used secures the confidence of the people.
gid

MARION Q. M.—Held its fall session, Oct. 8, 9,

earts.

Clerk.

cures effected
by this medicine are so wonderful
that the simplest statement of them affords the best

church, Nov. 46.
We shall be exceedingly
glad to welcome ministering and lay brethren
at this session.
G. H. DAMON, Clerk.

Some, and

been

QUARTERLY

in

AND DE

secret doings, ete., of the Capital, * asa, woman secs them,’

W
Catuon
“Nov. 4,at
1, Pa.

Fri

EA

gives sketches of The Ladies of the White House, and is

Amesbury, Oct, 19, 20. PROGRAMME. Wednesday, Oct. 19, ¥ A. M. Devotional Service, conducted by Rey. J.Durgin. 10. Business. 2, Pp.
Paper: ‘ The Social Element a Needed Power
n our Christian Work,” by Rev. OAT. Monlton.
3. Paper: ‘‘Sciewee and
Religion,” ‘by ‘Rev. D.

with all thé characteristics of these complaints,
have

brethren
whose care for Zion
is ever
ardent and earnest and who were with us
session to be held with

in the

MASSACHUSETTS

Village

Much of the distress and sickness attributed to

oldest lay brethren of the.
Q. M., was with us
ain,
whose prayers and exhortations are as
vigorousas in his. youthful days; so of other

Next

]

at Mill

commencing

Years

LIFE

It portrays

Teams at Belmont onthe G.
R. & I. R. R. on Friday to accommodate those ‘desirous of attending
the meeting.
'F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.

dyspepsia, chronic diarrhea and other causes occasioned by humor in the stomach. Several cases

meetings were excellent. The illness of Rev,
G. W. Baker prevented the attendance of

.pastor of the Washington street church,Dover,
Jast Sabbath,

Humor

meeting; a fair attendance
was encouraging,
and brothely love and harmony were manifest.
Bro. B. Rogers of Liverpool church, one of the

to counsel and entreat and pray.

held

B. F. PARKER,

Pemberton Randall,a pioneer minister who dis-

with the Big Island Church.
Rev. J. A. Sut.
ton,
moderator.
The attendance was not.
large but the interest was good, The social

-seem that somé one with the requisite strength
might for the present supply both this church
and at Gardiner, four miles distant.
A
New Hampshire,
Three young converts were baptized

church, O., who did us excellent service; Rev.

licentiate, or the Lorain Q.
M., Rochester
church.
Bro. Stevens is earnest and strong in
the faith of the gospel, and his presence and
preaching added much to the interest of the

The ordinance of baptism was administered

ing

It was an interesting meeting.

Next session will be
(Wolfboro) , Noy, 4—~6.

cqursed to us on Sunday morning in an interesting and instructive manner, and G. Stevens,

Oct. 9 by the pastor of the Augusta church,

Clerk.

WOLFBORO
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at Melvin Village (Tufton-

CLEVELAND(0.)0. M.—Held its last session,’
August 26—28, with the Hinckley church. We

“Ten

Conteroocs fe
leas
-

please remem
ber their quarterly collections. A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
GRAND RAPIDS Q. M., with the
W.
church,

ful Christian wife and family of our late bro- -brethren Rev, W. C. Hulse of the Mainville
ther. 4. That these resolutions be printed in the
of them

L. WARNER,

y

AGENTS WANTE , for MARY CLEXMER'S

at time fixed

asta of
4
the church; Minibiers®
uesday, al
P. M.
urchesw

C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

and prayers to the faith-

Moruing Star, and that a copy
sent to
the family
;
MARK GATCHELL,

:

Meeting on Tuesday evening

church,

Friday before the 8rd Sabbath in Jan,

:

:

while he pre-

sented Christ to us from the pulpit.
Next session with the Scotsborg

tinuing over the Sabbath.

‘have great reason to mourn his loss. 3. That
‘while deeply feeling the loss of eur brother,
‘we will bow in humble submission to him

333
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Poetry. |

tall,

arms and bands that looked as if they

Tl tell you two fortunes, my fine little lad,

:1
!

For you to accept or refuse;

The one of them good, the other one bad;

|,

i}

simply looking at him that he was

A house and a hundred good acres of land, .

trusted, that his heart was pure,

With harvest fields yellow as gold.

a great orchard with boughs hanging
down
:
With apples, russet and red;
: I see droves of cattle, some white and some
brown,
But all of them sleek and well fed.

d

That he were less wretched to see;
For his boot toes they gape like the mouth of
:

s

fish,

a

And his trousers are out at the knee.
In walking he staggered

this way, now

now

that,
.
And his eyes they stand out like a bug’s,

And he wears an old coat and

a battered-in

hat,

And I think that the fault is the jug’s.
to

come

shall

For the text says the drunkard
be poor,

5

And that drowsiness clothes men with rags
And he doesn’t

look much

like

a man,

I am

sure,

——Yho-hashonest
hard cash in. his bags.
Now which will you have?

To be thrifty

an

d

snug,
And be right side up with your dish,
Or go with your eyes like the eyes of a bug,
And your shoes like the mouth of a fish?

5

— Alice Cary.
SO
0

0-0

THE BLUE-BOTTLE FLY.
Buzzing and gay in the early dawn,
Fresh from:anap on the parlor wall,
Out for a flight over garden and lawn,
Fearing no tumble and dreading no fall,

care

( From

He didn’t send me away

from

father,

like

When
go.
spot he looked

world should

petals are fashioned and fed out of the grosser:

who had

on drinking. I went from one thing to
another, doing whatever I could, till got

ling between

‘Was repiete

|
|
|
|

S

choice

from

him.
him.

her small brown fingers,

and

|

+

forgot

The missionary

his peculiar care.

3

wit
.

boys, itll be all your own |
"| yet; andyoumind,
ain’t every one of you as good

« Here, boys; let's put him out,”
cried the first speaker.
‘‘I guess Uncle
Zack's mad at us for bringing such an

But, alas for the plans he had laid!
And alas for the day just begun!
For this fly soon lit in the grateful shade
To escape the hot rays of the sun;
And to dream
Of the sights that should soon greet his eye;

‘When unseen,

From the green
3 1m
Above him,

led the poor, trembling old man gently to

two brothers with very

the other’s shoulder, he said, quietly :
“Boys, this is my brother, Edward
Armstrong.”

them, at
Temes.

on | jaarned a lesson that 5

| a seat; then, standing with one hand

On his head,

By athread,
Fell a spider,

‘Who coolly devoured that blue-bottle fly !
—Christian Union:

| The boys, dumb with astonishment and

Family Circle.

ing fire.

name

sometime before the time of this story,
‘been occupied by a man who was good at yo i vuln’

id

Upon one occasion a companion of his

anger

was

gone

proposed to visit a mutual acquaintance
in a distant part of the vicinity where

from

they lived, on the Sabbath.

have wasted ihe! go if you |

dangerous to go near him.

But I feel very sure

don’t believe it.”

His name was Moses Black,—which you'll never do it again. Edward, you'll
the boys had changedto “Black Moses ;" forgive the boys this time, wont you?”
/butits owner was very far from resem- “Yes, yes, of course, They didn't

The Crane's

mean harm,” replied the old man, with a

Corners’ boys were enough like a good

«pitiful sort of smile,

many other boys not to lose the chance
g
« Black Moses” gave them of teasin

+ Aid tell them

will you?

hina by all sorts of tricks,
‘and’ tormenting

fan. What
‘ge.d youThe callboysit whocalledare itreading
© ‘woul
this,
lads?

2

heart.

men

against the

are very

lightning

pay for *‘ rods” to

mother

would

:

it,” continued James.
+I don’t know

whether

ready

and

to insure

of heaven.

They

their houses,

protect

They pay liberally for ** policies of in” when the red bolts flash
surance,and
%
4
|...
in one

boys?

the

Have

sense |
you

done all you can to insure them against
« lightning whisky" —that bolt that does
not mercifully kill at once, but striking

successively and through the long, weary
years, makes a sickening wreck and ruin,
to which the sudden and swift bolt from
above would be a merciful deliverer ?

Have you insured, or striven to insure,

your boys?—Chicago Signal.
PEP
a

While driving along the street one day

I answered him, * Yes, if you

good boy.”

looked up

would,

pleasantly and -said, * Yes,

sir.”

« Can you prove it?”

to

]
mine

n

He climbed into the sleigh: and when
1 again asked, ** Are you a good boy?” he

opinion,” renot consent

.

are a

|

’
Yes, sir.”
;
)
« By whom P”
“ Why, by mother,” said he promptly.

and I don’t care; I sha'n’t ask her,” said | 1 thought myself, here is a lesson for
boys and girls; When a child feels and
David.
.
o
«I never should go anywhere ‘against knows that mother not only loves, but has
confidencein him or her, and can prove
my mother’s advice,” continued James,
« [ know what she thinks of the Sabbath,”

their obedience, truthfalness and honesty’

air,

and

sky

4

With the light of his genius he glorified ** the
banks and braes ” of hi¥ native land, and,
speaking for the universal human heart, he

set.

its sweetest thought to music:
* Whose echoes. roll from soul to soul,
And grow forever and forever.”

— Oration on the Anniversary of Burns's Death.

DR. HOLMES AS A POET.
If anybody has any doubt of the pronnnent
and secure place which belongs to Dr, Oliver
Wendell Holmes in the company of American
poets, we commend to him these two beautiful
little volumes, in modernized * Blue and gold,”
into whose united 870 pages are gathered all
the songs that he has sung, since fifty years
ago his melodious voice first burst forth, in

the Boston Daily Advertiser, in that stirring,
matchless lyric, * Old Ironsides.,” Was ever
true note more accurately struck than in those
passionately pleading lines?
Nail to the mast her holy flag,
Set every threadbare sail,

And give her to the god of storms,
The lightning and the gale!

With this and the piece which

follows

in the

present collection, ** The Lust Leaf,” the poet
‘might have rested his pen, sure that nothing
finer could drop from it, sure that his voice
would be always thereafter recognized and
remembered. It is a great change
of key from.
the flery indignatien over the proposal that

Yum theo gentle,

=o 3 Valles Ye bite

a

1u their bloom,

And the names he loved to hear
Have been carved for many a year
On the tomb,

.

The

emotional

opening

the

poems

poetic gift;

space

between

these

discloses & wide

and they might

pillars at the door of

two

range

stand for the

Dr. Holmes’s

of

twin

temple of

sings with equal readiness in a third and

i How human hearts thelr griefs may share—

which voice is the most effective.

Farewell! the leaf-strewn earth enfolds
Our stay, our pride, our hopes, our fears,
And autumn’s golden sun beholds
A nation bowed, a world in tears.

stand around them, may be compared to an
organ of many stops,in which one is the sono-

fame were it not for one fact; namely,

It gave our land & WArtyr’s grave.
Nor oun the teacher vainly sei

A group like that of the American
Longton: i
Began, . Leto;
:

The lessoi woman's Jove has Jent
What hope may do, what faith can bear!

GARFIELD’'S

that

poets,
ier,

rous diapason, another the limpid flute, a third
PS
WIT

NS
tremutotts
vox humana; a fourth the ring-—
ing trumpet, a fifth the brilliant piccolo, and
50
on,
But we should be at a loss to
confine Dr. Holmes’s qualities within the limits

WORDS.

Ideas out}ive men.

So good a critic

of any such single analogue.

School-houses are less expensive than rebel-

hiw as “ The.

-as Mr. Sanborn has lately rated

We

Of vur poets of the second class.”
Pest inclined
~The student should first study what he needs | are
to mark the rate as ubuve

most to know ; the order of his needs should be
the order of his work.
feet

whose

this
esciwate ol -

point, and we think that a careful

his complete work of these fifty yeurs will

a time

and for

slowly,

travel

Great ideas

noiselessly, as the gods

he

still
totally different’ key, the humorous, and that
the attentive listener is left in doubt as to

justify the higher estimate.
The English poet whom Dr. Holmes more
closely resembles than he does any other and
whom he resembles more closely than that
poet is resembled by any other American poet
is Thomas Hood.
We may even
say o
Holmes, as Mr Stedman
has so forcibly said,
for substance,of Hood, that he has a portion of

were shod

with wood.
In the long, fierce struggle for freedom of
opinion, the press, like the church, counts its
martyrs by thousands.

He who would understand the real spirit of

almost every gift belonging to atrue poet;
alone, but rather go to the fountain.
3
head, and trace the little rill as it courses | that he is the poet of the heart, and sound at
along down the ages, broadening and deepen- | heart hiniself; that he is the poet of h

period

gy, world’s

history is a divine™poem, of | mentalism.

which the history of every

Stedman’s

nation is a canto

Dr.

Mr.

Holmes

:

To read his pages is to laugh and weep by twrns; to
take on human charity; to regard the earth mournfully, yetbe thankful. , . , . for what sunshine fulls
upon it, and to accept manfully . . , » each one's

ebudition, however toflsome and suffering, under the
changeless law that impels and governs all,

Holmes’s severest lyrical faculty, like Hood's
in Mr. Stedman’s judgment, is'again ‘‘ musical
!
and sweet ;”
Its product is as refined as the most exasting need re-

quire, and keeps more uniformly than other modern
poetryto the idiomatic measures of English song.—
Literary World.

Many books we can read in a

]

NOTES.

mallsgud at und ke . pectiony between the
the rain and

to

Applying

exact words of Hood we may fur-

ther say :

and every man a word, Itsstrains have been
pealing along down the centuries, and though
there have been mingled the discords of warring cannon and dying men, yet to the Chris
tiun, philosopher, and historian—the humble
listener—there has been » divine melody running through the song which speaks of hope
and halcyon days to come.
The greater partof our moderd’ literature
bears evident marks of the haste which characterizes all the movements of this age; but, in
reading these older authors, we are impressed
with the idea that they enjoyed the most comfortable leisure.

y i gman
ng bu
oh

ntiment
n _
ih bby a. livi
A holarified
JeBiimens

of thought which the

ing into the great ocean
storm and
night, there is a comfortable assurance | yen of the present are exploring.

be made good.

earth,

* He did but sing because he must,
And piped but as the linnets sing.”

of the Boston Globe.

through the thick darkness of

that all possible losses can

beauties of

deep

lived in his

filled and transfigured him;

literature should not select authors of any one

their stables, their horses and cattle.

The

and

the hasteof the author; |

nr. monnugon

has

been

meditating

on

3 hoe tue Shakespeare at Stratford-on-Avon,

DOLD SHloy ne Set ALOT:

WHI 1shus » ew and eomplete
Se Oe Bre, sud all tho equanimity of upirite | John Mutya
the works of Dean Stanley.

edition of
be:
Bodenstedt, the German poet, is said to
.
writing a book on the United States

Then the genial good na-

we ean command.

ture, the rich fullness;the persuasive eloquence
of those old masters will fall upon us like the
warm, glad sunshine, and afford those hours of
calm contemplation in which the spirit may
expand with generous growth, and gain deep
of
The paggs
and comprehensive views,
gojden
us
friendly old Goldsmith. come to likea

An old saying in a new dress: A man is:

known by the company he keeps out of.

Phillips Brooks's article on ** Dean Stanley”

has ever
in the October Atlantic is the first he
written expressly for any magazine,

Alexander H. Stephens is suid to be writing
a history of the rebellion, taking issue with
ih
Jeff. Davis on many points.
ry now
Libra
ating
Circul
on
Lonti
e’s
‘Mudi

autumn day; when every object which ‘meets

the eye bears all the impress of the completed

forest.—

year, and the beauties of an wutumnal

Theodor

Essay on “ Karl

Korner?”

in

William's Quarterly, March, 1856.

contains upwards of a million of volumes.

achievements
To appreciate the genius ngandto comp
are him

iCassino, of Boston, is soon to 18sue a _beaut

Flowers
ful illustrated volume on * ‘The Wild
i
of America.”

of Robert Burns,it is fitti

the
with others who have been eminent in
‘lyric
of
class
est
high
the
same field, In
Their field

now
You have Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes

¢

e
|

ive fct, that each

is an interestinandg suggest
money.
of nt
1 of these sprang fromithe humble walks of life. same amou
tell you. I was the oldest one of the
d Abbott, of Cambridse,
Edwar
The Rev.
do not think he will go to the saloon, the Euch aay be described as one
of Harper &
familandy,the smartest ove, they said.
is carrying through the pressof Jaco
not’ theater, or the gambling-house. Children
b Abbott.
“ Who begs a brother of the earth,
sketch
rothers a biographical
| Handsome, too, I was, though muybe you _ *“Rather than go on Sunday, I shall
memorial
al
speci
To give him Jeave to toil,”
a
to
mothers
and
mothers,
praying
have
‘who
ded
reply.
ap
be
emphatic
James's
wil
was:
all,”
eh
| won't believe it. My father said I should go at
n,”
stia
Chri
oung
The.
¢“
the “If 1 had no scruples of my own about.it,. who have children they can’ trust, are and each proved by his life and aéhievements edition of
| have as good a chance as any boy in
olph, and
« Reseda,” & novel, by Mrs.eranRand
iso
and
1 would take no comfort, feeling that I blessed indeed. Boys and girls, can you that, however bard the lot of poverty, “a
saved,
and
worked
he
so
story, by
land;
ce
temp
a
k,”
Spec
The Black
:
« prove by mother” that you are good? man’s a man for a’ that.”
added to
ntly
rece
been
| did the rest,— father was a carpenter, and went against mother’s wishes.”
have
n
abinto
A great writer has said thatit took the se Eo
This emphatic refusal ended the mat- Try to deserve the confidence of your
there were six of us children,— and I
lin Square Library.
such an.gld ‘shack’ always,

What do you suppose God

e

asked Uncle Zack.

pure, and good.

be any better, certain-

in my

beautiful,

its taste and love for the
.But

friendship,

of life glowed

.erpinent,
by mother they are pretty Safe. That boy poetry their names.
volume ”—two of them—edition
| @Yes, ; oh, yes, I will, and glad, too. and 1 respect her feelings. 1 sha'n’t go |will be a joy to his mother “while she covers eighteen centuries of time, and the three in a‘ handy
not where you cin get more
know
we
and
;
Iv11be a lesson to em, perhaps. I wasn't on Sunday.”
are Hortice,” Béfwnger "iid Burns. It ¢?,
panies
in racier form for the
ment
senti
and
sense
lives. She can trust him out of her sight,

just for the fun of seeing him fly into 8

my

about yourself, too;

joined David.

nothing worse thin
be pretty good fel-

=

its

—all its sweet:affections,

question, ** Please, may I ride ?”

., Besauge jt is not right.”

“My

s soul jtself
but it shrivels up and blastthe

or seven years old asked me the usual

. whyp»

niore sorry than
«Ifyou andI do
were
as well accustomed to oaths as his
treat anybody's brother so. He has only ‘that, Jim, we shall
brawny arm was to swing the hammer;
been here a few days, and t)-day was so lows.”
he was very often at the bar of the
I had him go out for a walk. I
“ We should not
« Eagle,” just across the way, which pleasant
never thought he might be abused. If ly, for doing that.”
probably accounted, in part, for his vioanybody had told me you boys would
‘ Nor any worse,
lent fitsof passion, in which it was often have abused him
have said, ‘I
,
I should

* the meekest man.”
bling

sympathies

Not ours the verdict to "decide
Whom Death shall take or skill sball save;
The hero's life though Heaven denied

last Winter in my sleigh a little boy six | rushing of

+¢ Not on Sunday,? said James.

but I'm |
mown he was.I canmy tell brother;
to think you'd

his trade, but bad in his life. His ips

- A HEROIC BOY.

boy to imitate.

Uncle Zack's voice now, and I'm
his eyes
sure
were growing kind again.
8
7m
gen
:

the blacksmith shop at the Corvers had

&§.

courage, that it would be well for every

said

Uncle Zack.
Will stopped.
« Boys,”—the

forgot.—S.

never

boy, the son of a poor widow, who exemplified a spirit of heroism and moral

At last, ove of the boys nearest

‘the door turned to go away.
¢ Wait a minute, Will Hastings,”

given to a score of houses, a church, a
* tavern,” two stores, and a blacksmithshop, all clustered cosily together at the
foot of the mountain, just where two
broad highways crossed each other. For

i

Some years ago, on the frontier of
Ohio, when the. country was rough and
sparsely settled, there lived an industrious

body said a word. The shop was perfectly still, except the faint noise of the dy-

A LESSON FROM LIFE.

The

which sone

ning whisky” not only destroys the body,

Bat how about

|

at the two men,
a long time, no-

shame, stood looking
and, for what seemed

least,

sober faces

‘Light

corrupted and destroyed!

3

.

fault if
as he is~—1f you want to be like me you
can do it by drink; if you want to be like
Zack, don't you never touch a drop of
old shack in here.
Lend a hand now!”
liquor—not one drop—I say, not one
« Boys, stop!
Don’t one of you dare drop!”
10 touch him!”
:
* The old man's voice was husky and
The boys drew back.
They had never
tremulous, and, his teeth being nearly
heard Uncle Zack speak in such a deep,
all gone, he pronounced his words very
angry tone; and they would not have queerly ; but no orator ever bad a more
:
:
: audience.
white, ’ and
grow so oho
feel
hisx facecescould
The boys didn’t
thought
attentive
5
ae prow
Re
the
at
looked
but
all,
at
laughing
He | ike
n.
y
sC
gray eyes

pass
All sweet things
Dinner brings!”
Quoth this riotous blue-bottle fly.

_

‘to her beating heart, and all the rich and

his very | lions.

SHOCKED by ** lightning whisky,”

or forty years
But Zack is good for thirty
3"

o

:

third.

glass
OF each
That may

ave

« Memorial Number”

:

Apes
man feebly plodding the streets from whi gh
bis old friends have gone:
Tho miossy miarbius rest
On the Hp that he had Prost

in

poem

Holmes's

the Divine
Artist
he plants a germ of

Burns was a child of nature. He lived close

So while we mourn our stricken ruler slalo,
Qur deeper loss but gives us deeper pain.”
Wendell

its delicate

the rose.

Toecentered interests of his nativé land,—

Olwer

by which

it in the human soul, and out of that soul the
peem springs and grows as from the rose-tree:

He honored it and it was glad to honor
He had made the great thoughts ofthe

From

mysteries

peerless beapty. When
would produce a poem,

of the country laid hold of

¢¢ The scholarship

the

The earth and air and sunshine conspired to
unfold and adorn it—to tint and crown it with

the influence of Presi-

Congress through

as

elements of earth. We do not wonder at the
perfection of the rose because God is the artist.
When he fashioned the germ of the, rose-tree,.
he made possible the beauties of its flower.

Librarian Spofford used

dent Garfield; and it was with reason that
Edward King spoke to the Vienna Congress
of men of letters of the loss that cause has sustained in his death. The literary journals do
not omit to pay the dead due honor. The
Critic says:

+ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these, my brethren, ye have
done it unto me.” So, taking the little

for

now,

now's your time.

they

sail)

funy,

I

rT

|

the

of

concerned in every

there, either Sumner or Garfield has it.” Some
months age the Atheneum spoke on the matter of international copyvight with hopeful
ness of a treaty and appropriate legislation

reached | side his brother.
and felt that God had put a
the Corners. Here the old man stopped, | The boy's eyes all turned to Uncle | his weariness,
When Ive done
his mouth.— Selecte d.
into
word
looked about him, and then turned into | Zack, with a look of great respect and | good
;
With my fan!”
‘Uncle Zack’s shop, the boys, whooping admiration.
And he wickedly winked his wee eye!
and jeering, close behind him.
« That's right, that's right,” said the
HAVE YOU INSURED YOUR BOYS?
“ Then I'll go and dance on grandpa’s head,
older giving
man,
a nod of approval.
I
«Look
here, Uncle Zack!” shouted
The—innoeent—ehild, stricken by the
‘While he struggles to brush me away;
one. * You've got 8 visigor} Ain't he a knew you wouldn't any of you want to be
lightning of the heavens in his cradle, a
And tickle his ear till he’ll wish I was dead!
fine old gent, though?”
like me. I don't intend to drink another parent could bury with something to mitAnd over the table at dinner I'll play
««
Wonder
where
he
got
his
elegant
suit
drop as long as I live, but my life’s all igate his grief. But what of the boy, the
Back and forth,
And feast on crumbs from a freshly-baked pie! of clothes ?” cried another.
gone now, and I pever can be any use. MAN. the fetid form, the helpless wretch |
:
fo think Yory

After me

was

derstand

one.

to sayof any rare books in the Congressivnal
Look on such a shelf; if it is not
Library:

The old man rose feebly to his feet, and
pointing at him, calling him * old ragbag,” ** old shaky,” * rickety-bones,” and stood beside his brother. It was the most girl by the hand, he went back to the
lecture which school-room, and told the people the simtemperance
soon. The old man went on as fast as impressive
he could, evidently trying to get away those boys could have had. The poor, ple story ; then spoke of the great love
from his tormentors; but the boys. fol- miserable wreck of a man and Uncle that all should bear to one another, even
who were
lowed, still keeping up ySaels Sree] Jokes 1 Zack, such a true man, through and | ag our Saviour sought out those
them
making
estate,
low
of
and
humble
|
bean inventing names whic they seemed | through, looking so strong and grand

i= Wal & yr
Sal eho Iv i %

Corners”

of

a patriot dead, sheds
| « Ah!” said the missionary t6 himself, | Notfor a leader lost,
| « here is a text for me to preach from: | Aloneour gxief J2 SUL, OU toa EE Inca,
madness Ailled
| « Because she was a stranger, and seemed | A noble Intellect In Hy
A
Ee
BT
| al] alone, and needed somebody to be
page
the
read
he
still
student
A tireless
You canbe which you're kind to her.'” The words came to him:
That yields life-lessons both from wit and sage.

Take your

a mind to.

The boys ran after him, laughing

When Rover lies by the kitchen door;
Pll waken them both and make them roar!
"
Q, what larks! »?
Cried the rolicking, reckless blue-bottle fly ;

Vii Crane's

loss

natural

nature. We do not wonderat the perfect
beauty of the rose, althoughwe may not under-

with him as long as I live. And now see
what I am! - Zack, he never would touch
liquor, and see what he is., Look at him
and me, boys, ‘and see which of us two
you'd rather be.

:

{ ble sight.

“ What glorious fun Pll have to-day,
When the baby’s asleep and the nurse away ;

From the lip

the

enriched his mind with learning

interest of literature.

not knowing

his | Zack wrote to me to come here and stay | to be kind to her.”

trembled, and, altogether, he was a pitia-

With the mischief that laughed in his eye!

And Pll sip

commemorate

all the ages, and was truly

what to say to them. He noticed a little
girl, shabbily dressed and barefooted,
shrinking in a corner, her little sunburnt
face buried in her hands, and tears trick-

went to the city, and got a place in a
store; but I didn't keep it long, for I kept

a

the highest and best sense art is as

found himself at the
round for the assembly

great. misgivings,

with

I

then I thought I wis too good for that.

he

the Springfield Republican.)

We are apt to be misled when we:

' The mourning for the murdered President
pervades every interest; no business of men
but joins in it. It is very fit that the literary

for the task, but reluctantly consented to

it,

was

But we-

seek -to find the cause of greatness in thé
school and universities ‘ alone. There is no
necessary conflict between nature and art. In

GARFIELD'S LOVE OF BOOKS,

school. He had preached in the morning,
and was wearied, and felt quite unfitted

Zack ?—but I mustearn my own living.
I wish now I'd stayed and learned the
carpenter's trade along with father; but

white hair hung about .his shoulders in
long, ragged locks, his face was haggard,
and of a sickly, purplish hue, his limbs
tottered, his whole body shook and

sod hie foot
Were as neat,
"And his style
As Spee

.

and never

hibited.

or ‘net,

did

really

he

his eyes were dim and bloodshot,

bottle iy;

ATively.R ee

all

Lo

ought not to be surprised at the power he ex-

and sobbing as if her heart would break. past his own. He drew upon the experience
a place as bar-tender in a saloon. 1t was Soon, however, another little girl, about of the-ages for his guidance in statesmanship.
in no sense pedantic, he em| and laughed the longest and most heartily a poor, dirty place, that I don’t believe eleven years old, got up and went to her, Though he wasoratory
with the gems of literahis
bellished
of them all. The next day, after school, any of you would want to go into, but I led her toward a brook, then seated her ture. He loved his library, and books were
they tried it again, and were again disap- stayed there a good while. 1 was about on a log, and kneeling beside hier she took to him beth a recreation and an inspiration.
pointed. * And this time Uncle Zack in- twenty-five when I went there, and I'm off her ragged sunbonnet, and dipping He loved to talk of them at table, to read them
vited them into the shop, and told them sixty now. I've been what folks call a her hand in the water, bathed her hot | with his children. He loved the ancients and
He
to help themselves to as many apples as loafer, and I've just managed to get eyes and tear-stained face, and smoothed found them fit society for the moderns.
intelléctual
‘the
with
sympathy
in
himself
kept
enough to live on. I've never been the the tangled hair, talking in a cheery
they wanted.
life of his time, His relations with his old
i
«I like boys, you see,” said he, heart- least good to anybody, but I s’pose I've ‘manner all the while.
professors were touching; his boyish
college
The little girl brightened up; the tears love for the old sgholarly companionship has
ily. “Itdon't plague me to have ‘em done a good deal of harm. My brother
around as it does some folks. 1remem- Zack here had tried to help me ever so all went, and smiles came creeping been a very refreshing thing. When we
had learned to look for the ward politician at
ber so well when I was a boy that I know many times, but he wouldn't do anything around the rosy mouth.
and
forward
stepped
.
ry
for
me
unless
I'd
quit
drinking
I
wouldmissiona
The
elbow of greatness, it wasa delight to
the
just how boys feel. I wish you'd look in
had now
and see me whenever you can. I'd like fq't do that, and so I went on. Three said—*1Is that your little sister, my discover that the college president
love for books seems to have
This
show.
some
oe
years ago he made up his mind he'd save dear?”
| it first-rate.”
strong but joyous and
- the child, with made him not ouly
- «No, sir,” answered
The boys were completely won, and no me if there was any such thing as doing
happy. His lifg appears to have been all the
day passed after that without one or it. He started out to look for me. It tender, Sarvs! gps «I have no sister, sweeter in the home circle. There was a
_[ _
"fiore of thet Stopping
to took
tm at Hook-him-a-geod-while to-ind-me;- buthelgig»
quiet and generous atmosphere there. There
I'd
of the neighbors’ children” was an ambition above ambition: a higher
when
one
Oh,
night
+««
one
last,
| Uncle Zack. ‘And sometimes, when they did find me at
* Alittle school end when the highest hid been reached. It
had been sent to the store, they ‘looked just been put out of a bar-room into the replied the missionary.
seemed as if we were te have at the head of
he
in” so long that their mothers thought street. It was awful cold, and I should mate, perhaps?”
the nation not only great action, but * plain
not
do
I
me.
found
stranger.
a
is
hadn’t
he
she
if
sir,
death
+ No,
the sugar or starchor soap was a good have froze to
living and high thinking.’ Itisbut a brief
‘| He took me to one of those ’sylums where know where she came from. I never while since it began, and now that glorious
while coming.
i
hope is dashed once more.”
One afternoon, as the whole troup of they cure folks of drinking, and I stayed saw her before.”
out,
her
but
take
to
cured,
you
was
I thought I
. «Then how came
there a year.
This is a good deal to quote, but so true and
them rushed out of
the school-house,
do
you
if
her,
for
well said that we could not resist copying
again,and
so
care
a
bad
got
I
such
have
wasn’t;
I
and
out
which stood about a quarter of a mile I found
Weekly contains these
:
it. The Publishers’
| from the Corners,” they saw an old then Zack came after me the same as be- not know her?”
verses,
signed
*
E.
8.
B.”
and
sir,
stranger,
« Because she was a
man passing whom they had never seen fore, and put me back into the ’sylum.
I've only been out u little while, and seemed all alone, and needed somebody “ Not as for one who held with steady hand
before. His clothes were old and ragged,
the joke, whether

lad, you woul
:

my

resist

oft

vance of the thoughts of his times.

Literature,

to a new settlement to address a Sabbath-

so

take

that wasn’t

home;

expecting the same results. But never
were boys more disappointed in their expectations. Uncle Zack seemed to enjoy

And a little brown jug in his hand.
him,
y

of myself.

Zack as they had done on * Black Moses,”

A man with a fire-red nose on his face,

this

consent to anything that would be displeasing to your parents. That noble
boy, whose example we hold up for your
imitation, was James A. Garfield, the late

heart

his

with my bad ways, when he'd worked

hard for me,—and now I must

tricks on Uncle

and then began playing

broke

more for me,—I'd’ most

After the shop was in full working order again, the boys waited a day or two,

And see rising dismally up in the place
‘Of the beautiful house and the land,

beheld

His
but,
the
and

‘week before * Uncle Zack ” was the only
Loge
name by which he was known.

And now the bright picture has past.

! if you
wish

and that

at Crane's Corners a

he had not been

1 see droves of swallows about the barn door,
See the fanning mill whirling so fast,
I see them threshing wheat on the floor—

Oh

to be

his life had been true and upright.
name was Zachary Armstrong;
wherever he went, people fell into
habit of calling him * Uncle Zack,”

I see

by

tell

saw a kinder face, and one could

T see by my gifts within reach of my hand,
A fortune right fair to behold;

temptations to wrong doing,

like

behave, so I made up my mind to do bet- martyred President.— Evangelical Messen:
ter. 1 stuck to that till'T went to college, ger.
and there I got into bad company again, |
‘SHE WAS A STRANGER.”
and went on worse than ever, till I bad
A missionary was requested to go out
to leave. Father said he couldn't do any

better. ‘No. one eyer

it was something

heroic boy, frankly and openly

come home and learn his trade if I didn’t

face, but

wasn't a handsome

it certainly

Now hear them, and say which you choose.

Boys, respect the

Sabbath and your mothers, and

two; then I got in with a bad set of felwith
spear
lows, and began to drink a little. From
might have hurled Goliath's
fifabout
be
to
d
seeme
He
drinking a little I got to drinking 8 good
perfect ease.
ty years old, his hair was gray, and he deal, and acted so bad that I came near
bad a short gray beard; his face—well, being expelled. Father said I should

TELLING FORTUNES.

fi

with

character of James.

studied hard and get on well for a year or

and

shoulders,

broad

great

“

boys, I can

y | went away to school to fit for college.

+ And you can’t go on any other day,

because you have so much to do,” added

I for.” It was an illustration of the noble

not run. into evil.
feeling thathe will

parents and every one else.— Exchange.

forty years to catch Burns, so fur was he in
ui

#7

ad-

the Frank

A

oh!
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THE

welfare "of the whele H community,

n

attempt.”
p

she uld w wait even on Pathe

MRS. ABIGAIL CHENEY,
Déilcon Moses Cheney, died
dence in Ashland, Aug, 3,
She was the daughter of
Morrison
* three

makes a public distribution of awards to
rsops who have performed remarkable
acts of courage in good causes. Among’

«certainlyis that the people love their
chief magistrate and cherish his person

a little boy of nine, whose exploit
was
may be contrasted with the behavior of
the people who allowed the little girl to

of other

chief

Let not the suggestion be deemed un-.
republican. The theory of a republic

-and safety. They do so. But it is not
.essential to the theory that every indiwidual shares this sentiment. Notwithstanding the majority have elected the
man of their choice, and the minority
‘have acquiesced, there may at any time
be one man mad or wicked enough to at-

tempt his life.

Kensington

at

drowned

be

having rescued-her

through

was

treason, using

the term

as law-

with

as

Salling

owe allegiance.

An

nannaturalized

ry work among

thought-

ty

walk

receive

such

punishment

as Congress shall prescribe, though it be
not called treason. Ifany one asks under which of the powers of Congress
such a law may be made, the answer is:
Under the general power ‘to make all
laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into executionthe
. . .
powers vested by this Constitution in the
«Government of the United States, or in
any department or officer thereof.”
A
law protecting officers against attempts
at assassination is, clearly, one pecessary
and proper for carrying into execution
their official powers.
Hence it
1d

operate

throughout

the

country; Unot

merely within the District

of

—Chris. Union.

Columbia.

Arr

DON'T TROUBLE YOURSELF WITH

HER.

“Let her go. let her go. Don’t trouble
yourself with her.”
This is the answer that I received in
reply to some question asked in reference
to a young girl in whom I had become
interested. Her mother was a dissolute
woman, and the girl bright and winning,

was

giving reason for suspicion, that she

was following in the footsteps of her parent. This answer is painfully suggestive,

The poor woman who uttered Ro little
thought that she was proving herself to
be one of a great company,

unsympathetic negligence

who by

are

their

permilting

the ruin of scores whom they might save
by timely warnin
and expostulation.
Many of the girls who are now pure

and unstained, might be saved from a life
. of shame, and become a bleesing to the
world, if people were not so ready to
accept it as a foregone conclusion that
hey are beyond hope, and so slow in
trying
to prevent it. Many of the boys

. «who are now treading with timid steps
*the haunts of vice might be lured from

their danger if instead of pronouncing
them ¢ncorrigible, and leaving them the
undisputed prey of the tempter, some lov-

ing heart should recognize the possibility
- of a brighter future, and seek to convince
them of its Joality.

There is indeed a fearful” responsibility

resting upon the one who by whatever
device seeks to ensnare the youth, but
our garments are not clear from the blood
of anyiiost soul who ‘might have been

saved

by our watchfulness
and care. It

is not wise for us to pronounce
r ev gon y ally

i
¥
tA

hopeless that is in dana
80 not until we havet

every means

two miles and

day.

be

now

tired,

Raises

no

more bloody matter.
No cough.
Sleeps and
eats well, All that
I can say is, ‘ Thank God
and Drs. Starkey and Palen!’””” Our Treatise
on Compound Oxygen, its Nature, Action,
and
Results, sent free.
DRS. STARKEY &
DALES, 1109 and 1111 Girard St., Philadelphia,
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for more than forty years. She was a devout
and earnest Christian worker, whilé hedlth
and strength remained, and when these failed,

she

trusted

ber all to Christ and was very hopeful for the
Of the family

of once eight

children

beloved sister Ruth,

there is left, alone, a

who

cared for the late deceased in her long illness.

"Chey lived, thought and prayed together in
anticipation of a reunion and a better life on
G, H. PINKHAM.
the other shore.

Mgs. Eviza HiLL died in Gilmanton,

Aug,

4 days. She
22, aged 72 years, 7 months and
was a widow for a number of years, and made

her home with her son and daughter, princi
pally with her son. She was ardently devoted

to the welfare of her children und grandchildren, and they will greatly miss her affectionate
care and faithful services. .She was a good
woman; her Christian
life was uniform and
consistent; she had the confidence of all who
knew her; made herself useful in many ways,

She was a member

the sick.

especially among

of the Lower Gilmanton church;

took a lively

interest in its prosperity and loved the place of

Frayer and home
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identified with the’
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church of Christ to the end. She was an honored mother, and a faithful ie
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cure me.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
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for my aged fathervand to enjoy life, keeps
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from my own.
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SARSAPARILLA

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetabie
kingdom known tomedical science as alteratives, blood-purifiers, diuretics,and tonics.
Sold by all druggists.
Price $1, or six for

85.

C.I. HOOD

& CO., Lowell, Mass,

Is made froma Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is a POSITIVE Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
all

Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and

the Kidneys,

Liver,

Diseases,

Female

and

Urinary

difficulties

Organs.

of

For

Monthly Menstrurations, and

during Pregnancy, {t has no eqnal.

Itrestores the
the best

blood, and hence is

organs that make the

known remedy
Blood Purifier, It is the only
For Biabetes, use
that cures Bright’s Disease:
Safe Diabetes Cure. .
Druggists and Dealers
by

Warner's
For Sale

ONE OF THE OLDEST. AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
:
THE CURE OF
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

«| per bottle.
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DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
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Prepared by SETH W, FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
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contains

results

the

of

the ripened experience of these 2 mort successful
teachers and conductors, and is just what might
ve expected from real live, progressive, widewake men,
* In presenting this Work to the musical aspublic,
fully
we believe we can heartily recommend it
meeting the requirements of a book of this scope
and design, and

that its practical use

wiil demon-

strate that it is indeed

THE: PRINCE

JOHN

per

& CO.,
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HUNT BRO
608 Washington

BErizasetH C, OAxS, wife of Kelsey Oaks,

died in Franconia, Sept. 14, of ulceration of
the bowels. Sh¢'was born in Shirley,
Mass,

¢bserved by a family reunion.
twelve children engaged Sister

A family of
Oaks’s time
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Dover. N, B,

Hillsdale. Mich.
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name is

Woman’s
Sound

Friend
Health

ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey,
principal, with eight associate teachers.

Ph.

D.

courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institutionis the best commercial college in
New

England.

Telography
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Specially.

Best
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COLLEGE.—Michigan.
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arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,

Relief,

$12 a term.
Music'$12 and Painting
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

R. M. BARRUS.

Friend.

Compound

Mandrake

Bitters.

It
and all Bilious and Liver Complaints,
the
the Blood, Promotes Digestion, and makes

cents.
skin clear and fair. Large bottles only 50 d by
‘Prepare
For sale by Druggiets generally.
Huropean
the
of
or
propriet
Clarke,
Rev. Walter
16eow
Me.
Cough Remedy, West Buxton, tre

College

Maine.

— Pittsfield,

INSTITUTE.

Normal, Classi-

I’reparatory,

of study for both sexes.
Expenses low.

S. HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. Also one in Macomb, N.Y.,

cal, Scientific courses
Full board of teachers.

Another, who was
your Woman’s Friend.
discouraged because she had used many things
which did no good. I persuaded her to give,
the Woman’s Friend a trial; she did so, and,
my case it- proved a
was perfectly cured. In
I gladly
a cure.
perfect remedy and effected
gend these, hoping they may benefit those who

Full board
SEMINARY.
HESTER
Students
of teachers and course of study.
Business
college.
for.
are fitted for teaching and
Admits both
practical,
complete and
course
sexes. Secures good influences. For further in-

after suffering a long time she was relieved by

MARY A.D. LEAVITT.
“ Woman’s Friend” is the

best remedy known for diseases peculiar to
1tis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy’s Sons,
women.
roprietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale
oh druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bott.e.

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSE
By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
e relate President of Oberlin College, Ohio.

Masonty soon after his conversion to
nounced
Christ. Messrs. E. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash

in Paper

covers

35

They also keep a full assortment of Antl.Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16.page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
1yl
Ji

STAR
THE
AND BOOKS FOR SALE,

Rev. 8, M. Weeks, of Milford, Mass., has the
Morning Star complete, from 1836 to 1880, 18 vols.
are bound; also the Register from 1833 to 18562
bound, first8 vols. of F. B. Quarterly, 6 vols. of
Oldshausen’s Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols.
Bromfleld’s Greek Testament, with notes, 2 vols.
Master of Pulpit Eloquence, &c., &c., Which he
would gladly sell, being in poor health.

J

' Gene agers.
Street, Boston.
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ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of .Sept., Dec., and March.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a com lete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
For further particulars address the
or college.
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Ree. Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

Normal,
the
of study are
The courses
Commercial, Oollege Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientifie8econd, Oct.
Calendar. First term, Aug. 22.
Third.

81.

23, 1882.
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Fourth,
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College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25
year.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15
For further information apply to A.
TON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co.,
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Her feelings varied, but her trust, neyer.
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Price 6 cents,

ational progress for the century, zives a history of’
our work
in the causes of Foreign and Home
Missions, Educationl Sunday Schools, Temperance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the
.General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pablications and Aged Ministers.

;oents.

dozen

from

& CO., #7 Park

Treatise.

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Centennial Record.
|

S.C. BUZZELL.

Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price

SONG.

OF

$7.50
Price, 75 cents each, by mail,
by Express.
f
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8. M. PETTENGILL

;
paper covers, embracing

the first 42 pages of the

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
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GENERAL AGENTS.
Dr. 8. HARDYS SONS, Cornish Flat, N.H.
:
PROPRIETORS.

tives are

er. Four years since their golden wedding

;

Dr. 8. Hardy's

assured
that for
gain. ' Nearly 20 months. before

. 11,
1807. Her
maiden name was
Mead.
At the age of twe
she married Bro. Vaks
and they have very happily journeyed togeth-

one summer.

are suffering.

Classes,
Choirs,

Singing

By

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES;
“ It does not dry up a cough, ang leave the cause
behind, as is the casé' with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

& CO.,

$1.25

Music
A Collection of Sacred and Secular
for Elementary and Advanced

including

CONSUMPTION.

at

bottle in the market.

THE PRINOFCESON

Every affection of the

DO

Doctrinal Views
is-a small book in
%

ot

of thei

EAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb. 12,1881.
Dr. 8. HARDY’S SONS: —Dear Sirs:—I am
Hillsdale, me
more than pleased to givein my testimony in
favor of your valuable remedy, the Woman's
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent asFriend.
My daughter Rosalia bad very delicate
health,especially after the age ol 12 0T 1o years, | |sistants.
Three complete courses of
A first-class school.
not being able to go a full term at school, and
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
sometimes would commence a school and have
Address,
Catalogue.
for
Send
Classical.
to give up teaching on account of poor health.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced to
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
Theological Department of Hillsdale
her sound health. She is now teaching by the
College.
year in North Carolina. - Others have tried it
the
There are two courses of study, embracing
in our community with similar results.
TheScriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
Respectfully yours,
TheologiHistory.
Church
and
ology, Homiletics
A.J.KNIGHT.
cal students have access to the classes and lecFinancial aid is rendered to
Dr. S. Hardy’s ¢ Woman’s Friend” is the tures of the college.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
needing it.
those
teobest remedy known for diseases peculiar
“H#lsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, pro
women.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming. Co., New
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale by
This schoel was never in better condiYork.
Price $1.00 a bottle.
druggists generally,
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instrucary instruction. With three caretion.
ed courses of study. The Classical,
For full catalogue.
English Course.
and
Woman’s
by
Cures
Four Cases of
address the Principal.

HooD’S SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for it is a duty. you owe to mankind.
With:
best wishes I remain ver truly Sous
SARAH
C.
ITTIER.

HOOD’S

$1.00, including postage.

penses
the State.
4eacher of Penmanship
ommended in the world. It saved my daugh- less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
ter’s life atter the doctorgsaid she was liable to of 10 weeks each.
Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
die at any time.
begins February 6, 1852. Summer term beMrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says term
gins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
one bottle saved her the price of a hired girl
REV. A. B, MESERVEY, Principal.

to

I trust you

the

;

Christians in New York, till thé time
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00,

Lois Pine.
1 have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s ¥'riend for
the last fifteen years, and can positively say I
know it is the best medicine for what it is rec-

Best

SARSAPARILLA,and I cannot refrain from ex.
pressing
my
titude for the permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in my
- case nearly two years ago, while living in
Lowell, when all my physicians
gave me up
as being in an incurable condition.
One
thing before I close. I have recommended
your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more than a thousand cases, and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula has bewonderfui
cures itias—
come absolute bY tTie

effected aside

for pamph-

Her

:

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body

.
STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.
S. HARDY’S Soxs:—I sold some Woinan’s
Friend to a lady from New York, who came to
Waterbury.
The doctors said she must die of
consumption.
Isaw her and persuaded her
to try Woman's Friend, aud when she had taken one bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile
to ghurch.
When she commenced taking it
she could not gheak loud, nor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and now she

works in the telegraph office.

consider it the best

When

history.’

Saved Her Daughter’s Life After
the Doctors Had Given Her Up.
A Woman Cured of Consumption by Woman’s Friend.

Indian

adults

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred Melod
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 10 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational

biliousness,

coustipation,

5

worship,but is often used in churches.

and torpidity of theliver, 25 cents per box.
ga Sold by all Druggists. <8

get a ‘slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right, In m
own case I use it; and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and

:

Dr. Plerce’s
Favorite Prescription” is a
most powerful restorative tonic, also combin-

known.

family medicine

postage 4 cents.

Mention this Paper.
cure

They

PILLS.

for both

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind mow before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book . and is for the vestry and social

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
years, and

Send

lnternational Series,

100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance, Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
’
The Psalmody
is the . demowinational Hyma Book, exten.
sively used. Large boek, in Sh
80; Morocce, 90; Morocco Gilt, 1.25;
ey (silt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, & cts;

—

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

LIVER

Manchester, N. H.

for the past two

Papers

of the

laints and Weaknesses
female population,

Address as above,

he

Sabbath-school papers, printed alternaid

and children, are printed monthly. af the rate of

Is a’ Positive Cure

freely answers all letters of inquiry.

the

Sample copies sent free.

gestion.

let.

paid strict]

8. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 82 pages, contains the International lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be squsl tothe best.
; a katite or
8: 20 cents per copy. in
r the
year, or 25 cents to single subscribers. 6 cents tor
one copy.

LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham

mend it to be a reliable feniedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

2 constant suf-

Intense personal interest

Johnson's

A

if

weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of reaaers than the
YRTLE.
Terms; single copy, each, - \ 35 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, »
+
88 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinped when
time expires, and no commission alowed on mo=ey sent.

Compound is unsurpassed.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use, I recom-

to ourselves

and others.— Chris. Secretary.

&

Mgs. H. KNOWLTON.

death she fractured her hip by a fall,
* to convince them of their folly, and point her
which cause she was confined.to ‘ber bed the
them to the better way.
great
'most of the time with severe-pain that
' |
"
sin-| sy or Christian patience Fond progd toetd
“A destiny has often hinged upon a roof.
the
| her sufferings with a firm trust in God
le word of warning, or a kin

our | 18st.
+ Kone are 80 low that it is worth
. while to ‘* Let them go. It is a sugges-

Invigorates. .

Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.
3

ferer from serofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condition, as described in ny, letter to you in Se

alivemy

Dr. Clark

are

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Iiflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
3
1t will dissolve and expel tumorg.from
the uterusin
an early
stage of
dev l
t. The
tend
to cancerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use,
It removes faintness, flatulency,
destroy
ving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

spiration.

I have used

a

year,

The Little Star and NMyrile

It will cure entirely
the worst form of Female
Com-

It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its manufacture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly

r,together with

Bu t they are.

:
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for all those Painful
socommon toour
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ble—a precious book to her—nor the Morning
Star, of which she had been a constant reader

future.
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Postage is paid by the publisher.
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It carries off the Ol As an Tnviioraet
It fons the pores of the skin and ind
Heal

BETSY PERKINS departed this life at Meredith Center, July 21, aged 82 years and about
4 months.
She experienced religion at the age
of 25, was buptiz
by Rev. Dr. Simeon Duna
and united with the church at New Hampton,
of which she continued a worthy member until death.
For the last three
years enfeebled
by sickness, she was denied the privileges of
religious meetings and the ordinary duties of
life, during which she was a great, and Je patient, sufferer, For the last four months she
was
,and could no longer read the Bi-

still retaining her mental powers,

and

Terms ;—$2.00

in advance ; $2.20
if
aid Pith
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
\JECETABLE -GOMPOUND.

.

Be Nowrtthon
ourishes, atrengions
Stren

Din

d

SOLD
SINCE 1870.
This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the

|.

WARNER, N. H., Jan. 21, 1870,
GoERs, C. oop & oo Lows, Mags.
entlemen— For
ten ye
revious to the

temberof that year.

so much improved in

not

dgiue, | id
cart Disease, Bil

Drop

11,000,000 Bottles

A remedy that can destroy the germs of
scrofula, and when once settled has the power to root it out, must be appreciated by
those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children ard the more wonderful cures
of those of middle age and late in life, as illustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
HOODS SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable remedy, containing remedial agents which do
S tively cure scrofula and eradicate it from
e

ealth.
When she began using the Oxygen
she could not sit up more than four hours at a
time: could not walk a quarter of a mile.
Improved from the first inbalation, and now,
having used the treatment for six weeks, does
considerable work about the house, and can

[3

BLOOD.

spepsia, Liver

{ousness,

SCROFULA.

the red men is not without

prised at finding her

her interest

to her family.

equally efficient as the dry.
ville Post.
:

“VICTORY!”

«has a tendency towards subversion of government, may

other

But

>

&e., (* poured out as a drink offering ”—Rev.
being required
in attention to directions.
Ver. margin) ; which words were fittingly reDRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.
ferred to at ber funeral as applying to her life
77
West 3d St.,
as well as death.
She read every number of FL aboratory,
YEW YORK CITY.
the Star, from the first to that issued within a
week or two of her death.
WW. L. NOYES.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 18771 had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entire 4 prostrated,
Another Candidate.
I concluded
to try Dr.
‘| with no appetite.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
By a large majority the people of the United
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
States have declared their faith in Kidneygoon made a great change in my appetite and
Wort as a remedy for all the diseases of the
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
kidneys and liver, some, however, have dis.
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
liked the trouble of preparing it from the dry
young, for purifying the Blood.
form. For such a new candidate appears in
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
the shape of Kidney-Wort in Liquid Form. It
is very concentrated, is easily taken and is
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.

Under this caption, a gentleman in Iowa,
who bad procured the Compound Oxygen
Treatment for his wife, writes: *“ I am sur-

ot—amount—to—treason-bul
arniarind

the

tism,

She made all arrangements for her

utterance, “ I am

some marked
results.
Native instinct
never taught the chieftain this civilized
trick.

fui, comprehensive law punishing attempts of this sort with severity commensurate to the peculiar value of the President's life, and the special dangers to
which he is exposed. Congress has the
power. ' The constitutional restriction
«upon treason does not forbid such a law.
This was decided by the Supreme Court
«in one of the trials arising out of- the
Aaron Burr's notorious enterprise; when
it was said that a crime of, this nature,
ont

soda-water,

of infirmity.

DISC

ARED

she was known to repeat was Paul’s trinmphant

Such little evidences as this should convince the most skeptical that our missiona-

for-

eigner can not be guilty of treason. Yet
it would be very unfit that any new law
on the subject should omit aliens.
The general sentiment of the country

demands from Congress some

for

All were

ness to go home became almost an ecstasy
as
the hour drew near. The last Scripture which

One of the Indian chjefs now in Washington winked at the drug clerk, when

not be charged against one who does not

HEART

of

funeral, and with as much calmness as though
preparing for an ordinary journey. Her eager-

vocates.

treason

years

by no means restricted

last hour.

Genin,

tude of those who are constantly finding
fault with the methods of temperance ad-

would be defective in this, that the law
would not reach aliens. Treason is a
breach of a subject's allegiance; it can

Cheney

ears of life, except as her friends called on
er, which afforded her great pleasure.
But
her interest in the church and in society was
never diminished by seclusion. Her intellectual faculties were clear and strong almost to the

-courts might pronounce almost any con-

«over, to deal with the offense

President

felt by the church. By reason of infirmity she
was much excluded from society the last few

and afterward told the whole truth, which

-duct obnoxious to
government, treasonable; and they prohibited this doctrine,
wholly. An attack upon the President
«can not form the crime of treason unless
there is something
which can be called
war in uid of which it is made.
More-

the

life was literally ¢ pourof those she loved. And
abundantly reciprocated
cared for her tenderly

F. B. church in Ashland.

it, can not be enlarged to in- was corroborated by the evidence of an
at the President. Even the eye-witness.
“clude shootin
facts then’ became.
The
murder of a President would not, ordina- “public, and young Genin was summoned
rily, be treason. Why not? Becunuse the to Brussels at the fetes to receive a naConstitution
declares
that
‘‘treason tional recompense.
He was of course
against the United States shall consist loudly cheered as he stepped up to the
only in levying war against them, or in
latform, and M. Rolin-Jacquemyns, the
adhering to their enemies, giving them De minister, in-pinning a medal to his
aid or comfort.” Our colonial ancestors breast, called him a little hero.—St.
:
were sensible of the evils which arose in James's Gazelle.
English history from the doctrine of “‘con0-404
structive treason,” under
which
the
yers use

was

Ww
a
Sb

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
temperance, or religion. She is said to have
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi=
been the first woman in town to affix her
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
name to a temperance pledge and give ‘her in- Souring of the food in the stomach, If
fluence for total abstinence. She and her hus- . themedicineistaken immediately after
eati
the fermentation of food is preband were two of the original members of the

virtue ot Lis office exposed to special like a good hearted little boy, wanted to
-danger ; since simply as President he is a shield her from the punishment she had
shining mark for any lunatic, vengeful deserved by playing too near the river
office-seeker, or fanatical partisan, he contrary to her parents’ orders. So he
should have special protection by law.
took the blame of her disobedience on
It i8\ scarcely necessary..to point out himself and received a beating from his
_ sthat the word ** treason” is used above in father. The little girl, however, could
"a metaphorical or figurative sense. The not bear
to see him suffer in this way,
crime’

She

terests of society, whether relating to freedom,

was, he

Not content

ten.”

She was thoroughly alive to all the moral in-

Gardens.

from death,

and

sense of the word, her
ed out” in the service
the mother’s love was
by her children, who

The child turned, ont

sister.

to be his own

Since the President is by

of

moral training of her children was of no
secondary concern.
A true mother in every

plunged into the river, and after some

troubie saved her.

cne

present at the funeral of their mother, also at that
of their father six years ago. Her devotion to
her family was unceasing. The education and

in a fiel a few months
Genin, playing
ago, saw a little girl fall into the Sambre,

Without knowing who the child

years

Bates College and Ex-Gov. Cheney.

the other day

those who were rewarded

score

living, among whom are

an oa

officers—must be protected somewhat
differently from that of the citizen.

the lives

was

mother of eleven children, all of whom lived
to have families of their own. Nine are still

ot resident need not ever again be
AN HEROIO BOY.
feared. They now realize, sadly, that
additional laws or safeguards of some:
Every year on the occasion of the nakind are needful. The life of the Presi- tional fetes the Belgian government
dent—perhaps

and

and women, and nine reached or passed their

to New Yoik any time for a smile trom
such jintlemanly ladies !”
And he retired hastily into the next car
amid the cheers of his fellow-passengers.
Bh J

Sanbornton,

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
ori,

twelve children, all of whom lived to be men

:
ness, to accept it.
When Jackson was attacked the act
gallant
the
said
that!”
mind
Niver
«
was condoned as the causeless freak of a Hibernian ; * I'd ride upon a cow-catcher

lunatic. When Lincoln fell, the nation
attributed the malevolence of the assassin
ime, and
ito the turbulent spirit of the
e retu
\ Sade sud
trusted that with
upon the life
general content an'attempt

of

widow of the late
at the family
resiin her 86th year.
the late Jonathan

Mornin
Star.
;
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in 1
fifty-third volume.
It 1s able, literary and progressive.
All
shoul be ad i
Dw
BU a co RUDE cations,
ions, should

is the Hope of the Race.

Treason
to the
aud ha death

member

The

of Woman

b

seems

can Sympathize with Woman.

fellow citizens;

my

fron

guarded

1843, of which she remained a worthy

‘till death. As a neighbor and frien
Mrs. O.
wus very highly esteemed, and will be greatly
missed from the community. Funeral services
atisnded by Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson of Sugar

the stations a couple of evidently wellbred and intelligent young ladies came
in to procure seats. Seeing none vacant,
they were about to go into the next car,
when Patrick arose hastily and offered
.
them his seat with evident pleasure.
« But you will have no seat for yourself,” responded one of the young ladies,
with a smile, hesitating, with true polite-

I

is incomplete.

ure, proving herself in every sense a good
mother.
Eight of the children survive, while
four have passed over before her. She was
baptized by Rev. N. K. George and united
with the F. B. church in Franconia, Jan. 29,

pleasant-looking Irishman, and at one of

Freewill Baptist ‘Publications.

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

and heart; she has given both in large meas-

Woman

‘DEATH SHOULD WAIT ON THE ATTEMPT.

«day
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Ith

‘* JINTLEMANLY LADIES."
A contemporary appreciates the following specimen of characteristic Irish
gallantry—and grammur.
So do we.
In a railroad car the seats were all full
except one, which was occupied by a
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legislation
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Rev. D> POWELL. Flemington, W. Va.
TWOOD INSTITUTE.—Send for circulars to
L. C. CHASE, A. M., Principal, Lee, Athens
Co., Ohio.
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Latest News,

Petos Summary.
Senate.

States Senate, Thursday, by &

United

The

vote of 36 to 34pelected David Davis, of 1llinols, president pros tempore of that body. A

the stand-

continuing

resolution was adopted

ing committees as they were constituted at the
Several nominations were sent in
last session.

%

Session

in executive

the President, and

Hamlin’ was confirmed as Minister to

annibal

Spain. There is Bo probability of a final adjournment before the latter part of the week.

The election of Mr. Davis occurred after the
three mew Senators—Miller and Lapham from
N.Y., and Aldrich from R. I.—bad taken
“
their seats.
Josiah

Gilbert

Holland.

Dr. J. G. Holland, well known as a man of
letters and as editor of Scribner's Magazine,

died in New York Wednesday morning. about?

by

attacked

was

He

o'clock.

heart disease,

and before his daughters could be summoned
He had suffered for several years
he expired.
from angina pectoris, and he had long auticipated a sudden death.
He returned from. his
summer house at Alexandria Bay on the 5th
inst., and was engaged daily in his editorial
duties in the office of the Century Company
until
Tuesday.
Wednesday
morning
he
awoke about 6 o’clock, and talked cheerfully to
Mrs. Holland, but while still in bed he suddenJy began to struggle for breath and died almost

The business portion of Humboldt, Tennessee,
was destroyed by fire Saturday afternoon, the
proge
loss aggregating $175,000.——Governor
Wiltz of Louisiana died in New Orleans Sunday.
—The department of agriculture reports a decline of four per cent. in the condition of the cot|
agaifist“the
conspiracy
It is reported that a
ton crop smce the 15th ult.——It is reported in
life of the Czar is on foot.
Washington that there 18 good reason to believe
Governor Crittenden, of Missouri, has ac- that President Arthur bas tendered the Treasury
portfolio to Judge Folger of New York.——The
cepted the office of Gemeral Manager of the
grand total of the New York fund for Mrs. GarGarfield Monument Association.
field amoants to $357,851.21.
In the superior

Great mortality from fever is

Umritza,

Mr. Windom’s resignation of the

Treasury

ERE

portfolio ‘is authoritatively announced. His
management of Treasury affairs has been re-

AR

be associated with one of the most brilliant fiof Republican

adminis-

tration —the refunding of a large portion of the
public debt at a lower rate of interest than was

ever before established for a United States
an since the Government was founded. This
he accomplished without the aid of special legislation
from Congress, and in the face of

much

opposition in political and financial cir-

cles.

r. Windom

turned

will

undoubtedly

by the Minnesota

between

be

Legislature

re-

to the

reported from

two

and

Secretary

Windom’s resignation, to take effect

upon

confirmation of his successor.

was made

the

Mr. Henry Garfield, oldest son of the late
President, has been chosen vice-president of
the freshman class at ‘Williams College.
Twelve persons were

burned

to

death

and

twenty-one injured during the destruction of a
Philadelphia mill by fire on Wednesday

night.

Mrs. A. C. Hayes, wife of Prof. B. F. Hayes
of Lewiston, spoke on “Missions,” on Sunday,

at West

Falmouth,

to the

Freewill Baptist

church.

Ex-Vice-President

Hamlin

who has

just

President who goes

Wiggin, of the Senior class in Batéd
from

riage at Brunswick, Monday morning, and

“ Armenia,” from
The vessel
sank,
drowned.

GATHERING AND STORING

Barcelona for Marseilles.
and eight persons were

A vignette of the late President Garfield will

seat in the Senate which he resigned last
March, and which is now temporarily filled by
Mr.
rton under an appointment from the
Governor of the State. No intimation comes
from Washington as to who is likely to be his

appear on the checks for the six per cent.
bonds; continued at three and one-half per cent.,

is prudently

Guitean has written to his lawyer not[to
waste any effort trying to prove his * actual
insanity.”
He says: ‘“ Legal insanity is all I

successor in the

Cabinet.

President

Arthur

keeping his own counsel in refer-

ence to this and other important questions.
i

Parnell.

Charles S. Parnell was arrested on Thursday
and lodged in Kilmainham jail. Great excitement prevails in Dublin,

In announcing

the

arrest in London Mr. Gladstone said: ‘1 have
been informed that the first step has been taken toward the vindication of law and order, of
the rights of property and the first elements of
civilization, by the arrest of a man who, entirely from motives which I do not challenge
or examine, has made himself prominent in an
attempt to destroy the autherity of the law.
‘We are not at issue with the people of Ireland.
I firmly believe that the majority
of the tenants earnestly desire a fair trial
of the Land
Act. The power with which we are struggling is that which endeavors to say how far
the people shall obey the Jaw. We have no
fear of the people of Ireland, but do fear lest
more should become demoralized or in.»

Blaine

Secretary

Wants

Blaine

he ever made

an effort to remain in the Cabinet. He asserts
on the contrary that his efforts have been in
the contrary direction, and that while he shall
leave the Cabinet, he will leave with the most

friendly feelings toward President Arthur, and
for reasons that will be entirely satisfactory to

the

lic,

:

Touching
hd

In
Se

the

Da

RK LOE:

Senate,

one

day

resents

“i

week,

Sast
ne

the
read

Senator Anthony then feelingly

addressed the Senate, and paid a high tribute
to the character, virtues, and distinguished
services of his deceased friend. He was at one
time so overcome by emotion that’ he was
compelled to pause for a few moments before
he could proceed.
The scene was touching
and affecting.
At the conclusion of Mr. Anthony’s remarks the Senate, out of respect for
Senator Burnside’s memory, adjourned,
The
usual eulogies will be pronounced in both
Houses at Lhe regular session.
George

The

G. Fogg.

Hon. Geo. G. Fogg, of Concord, N. H., died
on Thursday at the age of 66, after a long illness. He graduated from Dartmouth College
in 1839 in the same class with President Cheney, studied law and was admitted to the bar,’
was elected to the New Hampshire Legislature in 1846, and soon afterwards became Secre-

tary of State and editor of the Independent
Democrat, was a delegate to the Buffalo Free
Soil convention in 1848, in 1855 became Rerter of Decisions, was appointed by Lincoln
inister to Switzerland in 1861, and in 1866

was appointed a Senator in Congress to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of Senator
Clark, and served
one session, He was a generous benefactor and trustee of Bates College.

memory of Garfield.

¥.

Durant.

It is said that the late Henry F. Durant, of
Boston, left a fortune of
lars, though he suffered
the Tappan defaleation
will be remembered that
been the most successful

nearly a million dolheavy losses through
three years ago. It
Mr. Durant, who had
jury lawyer in Bos-

ton since Rufus Choate, relinquished

ghis pro-

fession on experiencing religion, founded Wellesley College and engaged in religious work.

The ognversion to the
late

Orthodox

faith of the

Vice-President Wilson was ascribed:to his
oy

Panic.

panic, and there has never been a better illus.
tration of this fact than was furnished on Sunday
evening week, in the Methodist church of
Txadford,Penn. The Genesee Conference was

_ “in session
and the building was crowded almost
+

A

woman

in

church

in

:

tree and still retain its stem.

It should

laid (not carelessly

in

mun to commit murder there is
which is both legal and actual.

emptied upon a table fixed for

damage
bushels
vegetaand .in
“on the
caught

vent bruising.

the official

The assorting
in doing which
apples—the one
inferior quality,

and

a half

figures show

that

destruction.

mines.

He

fainted, some

servance

people

do not deserve a word of

.

.

:
to a friend

upon his election
express

that I shall be called higher, I can only say
that my idea of the highest ambition of a public
man ought to be to.discharge fully the duties
he

is already

It is said that the cancelling and stamping of

will

soon

be done

by

is

already

used

in

machinery, a

380 offices.

Itrestsona

stand the size of a sewing-machine table, with
carefully adjusted parts, enabling it to separate

a single letter or card of = almost any
thickness from a pac

, and

cancel it so rapidly

that 400 can

ig

not forget what they owed
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estab-

as

Vicar

of Wakefield,

latest

Beurre

others,

which

These, like the apples,

receive

atten.

If commercial fertilizers, then next

| ; spring will be a better time.

~ FALL PLOWING.~—If
there is any time this month

when men aud teams are short of work, they can
be very profitably employed in plowing,
For
heavy
ly valuable,

mellow

i

a Pad.

and

Tai

canning

We mean where coarse manures are to be

applied.

gro

We sent for

?

Me., planted
the

Top dressing grass-lands should

tion.

The fire spreadto

She ls now gaining strength

the water

stfould be kept in the coolest place until very cold
weather comes on.
Corn, if ripe, should be gathered and husked
evenings and rainy days. The husks are better if
not left out too long expesed to the weather,
Celery should be earthed up.

Insanit

what doctor's callf Bright's disease.
I

such

may be left until the last.

winds

by being left somewhat

will

blow

Ploughman.

uneven

and

the surface

Ha

soil

cine will effect

Pierce's

‘‘ Golden

a cure.

' No

remedy

# bbl. Western

is dull. with sales
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‘no young man addicted

to the use

of tobacco,

has graduated at the head of his.class in: Harvard

College, though five out of six of the students
J

have used

it.

The

chances,

you see, were

five

in six that a smoker would graduate at the head
1!
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OHEAP ENGRAVINGS.

We are prepared to furnish

N.

a limited

number of steel plate engravings, on thick

paper, five inches by eight in size, as follows :
B

2

ob
11,

arks,.

y an

Stinchfleld

and the following on
all brag! sheet
separate sheets i Martin Cheney, Geo. "wv
Day, Ebenezer

Knowlton,

lips, Elias Hoyehiue,

Jeremiah Phil-

William, Burr and

Hosea
Quinby.
;
We oil send either or all of these at six

cents each, and pay the postage.

- But a

much better thing to do isto pay $1.10
and take the CENTENNIAL RECORD,
postage
paid, nearly 300 pages, and have all these

engravings bound in a valuable book.
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Fine portrait. 40c.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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Ideal success in an Ideal singing class will result
from using the book.
.

Costiveness,
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Books and Bibles. Prices reNational
Pub. Co., Phila. Pa..
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an

from

sic, combined in a practical and thorough course.

Publishers,

ach

Portrait

by Bierstadt,
, Garfield order1 he
Bu last

$1.

y

Co.,

Favorite

WANTED

MORNING STAR

pins;
Wor 23 carits$30 recivd Bid Vin
we will Toesend the di
Star
;

bu.

|

ed ot everybody, and

GARFIELD’S FUNERAL MARCH.

most fully illustrated annual
oy

28

2).

;

By FORESTIER
and ANDERSON.
A collection of weird,
and yet strangel
captivatin
s and
es from’ the host ip of
Ole Bull ; Fast
e music that inspired his
ation.
‘Norse and English words.
A musical
novelty that will delight lovers of what is wild,
Pr
romantic
legend and song. Price

BY

a

and

merica

New York.

for a long time,

all the Purposes Of a Famil
ysie.
' CURING

safe

FOR TRE MosT

a)

'S

IT.

yer's Cathartic

Western, 24 8
at

y No 2 alike,
Cltotommine:

ROBERT FRANZ ALBUM OF SONG.

Under the
ent of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B,and J. ¥. PA
NS, A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, itoffers advantages superiorto those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study
extends over three
years, of three terms each, each term thirteen
weeks
in length. Winter term begins December
13, Summer term, March 28th, 1832, Expenses
are as low
as In any similar school in New KEngland.
For catalogue, or further particulars,
Send to
;
J. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

ble and.

bu, and some are Dern aorng.

.

Life, by Rev.
Dr. Draper, of NewYc
TREAT, 758
Broadwaj

This large and elegant quarto contains more
than a hundred illustrated stories by Pansy not
published elsewhere.

ov

»18@

gents wanted

©€O., Boston, Mass.

a
Artist of New
of which
ed over two thousand for

(NEW VOLUME)
FOR
1881.

SL
e@ %
Do
do
fair
@ 18
do common, .uessee
@ 16
| Do
CHEESE, Northern factory cbaice pm]
18% ¢;
Nortt.ein factory, fair to
;
yA
180, Non!
ern half gkim, 6 @ 9c; No:
skim, 3 @ So.
Western factory, choice 12 @ 12%c; Western facto
Western, commgn
5
|-

S20;

-

Old and new. Approved by the master himself.
A book
in which every note 1s a gem, German
and English words. A hundred exquisite songs.
$2 in boards.; $2,50 in cloth.
.

THE PANSY.

0

L

WAT

MUSICAL ALBUM.

Hazelton, Ind.

3 io

Zai Canada

WANTED
taking

G

;

sold Vegetine

Lewiston,

Eaos. Eastern, dozen

2

customers.
:

Hare hows

vet

°

@ 30
a@ 32
@ 2
@ 28
@ 25
@ 2

SA

y

lar.
ENTERPRISE

THE

[¥ reanme! chiois, IEOh MAdC.sssseessesl
minder.
33 @@ 8

Vermont, 26 .

given awa,

a

ure
hours.
su,
» an
wholly unlike-any other. . Somethi Tod:
A
scramble for agency.
agents,

H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

for

3 lower for all kinds.

made

ark

subscriber and beat for canvasser; inevery
throughout the
nd

speak in its pralse

Vegetine

The sales ot No 1 and extra white have been at 55
@58c;
No 2 white at 54c; No 83 white at 53c; and
No 2 mixed at 48 @ 505 ¥ bu,
BUTTER. There has been a slow trade for
kinds of Butter except the finest ‘fresh
wna
which is in very light supply and 1c 4 Ib higher. = |\
NORTHERN,
Creamery
fresh made b.... ..¢
@ 35

Da

or

i

and

and cleanser of the blood

PREPARED

$925
@ $050, Winter wheat Patents range from
$825 @ $8 75 ¥ bbl, but the latter
price is difficult
to obldin for the best brands that come: to this
mari
CORN MEAL. Sales at $3 25 3 $3 30 ¥ bbl.
OAT MEAL. Sales at $675 @ 715% bbl. for common and very choice Western,
CORN. The market has been very unsettled
and in prices a considerable decline has taken
place.
We quote No 2 and high mixed at 75 @ 76c
¥ bu, and steamar corn at 78 @ T4c ¥ bu.
but Joes are entirely nominal,
as the
demand is quite limited for export and consumption
at these prices. To arrive from Chicago the price
is nominally 74¢ ¥ bu. for high mixed.’

Do
Dairy

!

SEWING

A'Seifng Pictoral
eA 33 par oun.

M. D'S. HAVE

os

and choice brands lave been fold in small lots af

summer

purifier

:

the best spring patents if sales were forced. The
old Stock of
Minnesota wheat,from which the best
brands are manufactured, is fast disappearing,
and new wheat is hardly in a condition to grmd.
It is b:lieved that before many weeks leadin

Do

my

and find it gives most excellent satisfaction.
8S. B. DE PRIEST, M. D., Druggist.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 15, 1881.
FLOUR.
The market continues very dull and
the business for some days past has been very

fara. Market dull and

better;

and thousands

THE

Boston Produce Report.
rtedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eges, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,

$9 25 could

Cey

MEDICINE.

MR. H. R. STEVENS:—
Dear

Not over

ew

BIG PAY to tell our Rubber Printing Stamps,
Samples free, TAYLOR BROS. & CO., Cleveland,

Vegetine

flies,

MARKETS.

Quincy Market, Boston.

Strout

All New
le Chromeo
10 ame on, re: Clinton Bross

who have been restored to health.

HOUSE.
Rats.” It clears

out rats, mice, bed bugs, roaches,
ants, insects,
15c. per box.

light.

y,

and

H- R. STEVENS: —

discovered,

Re

=

Dear Sir,~I take pleasure in saying, that I have
used the Vegetine in my famuly with good results,
and I have known of several cases of remarkable
cure effected by it. I regard it as valuable family
medicine.
il om,
«.
BEV.
. MCDONALD.
The Rev. Wm, MeDonald is well known through
the United States as a minister in the M. E. Church,
THOUSANDS SPEAK ~—Vegetine is acknowledged
and recommended by physicians and apothecaries

De-

function,

sent b;

orion.

Something New!

JAN. 1, 1878.
MR.

bilious

pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

THE

feel

FAMILY

MAN.

debility
$1. At

One

on

fo East Ninth

er

I Regard it asa Valuable

limb, or vital

vous weakness, sexual
Wells’ Health Renewer.

$40 per 100.

BICLOW& MAIN,

Vegetine

Liver

atest tonic, best

DECLINE

Price

| mail for examination

DR. 8. H. FLOWERS.

minstrels

and liver remedy known. $l. Druggists.
pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

Impotence of mind,

Ts the Standard Song Bask for una schools.

ALL DISEASES OF THE BLOOD.—If Vegetine will
relieve pain, cleanse, purify and cure such diseases, restoring the patient to perfect health after trying different Juysiciana, many remedies, suffering
ror years, is it not conclusive Brod if you are a
sufferer, you can be cured? Why is this medicine
performing
- such cures?
Jt works in the
blood, in the circu ating Hula
It can truly be
called the Great Blood
Purifier. The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicine that does not act directly
upon it, to pueify
and Efenoyate, has any just
upon public a
tention,

AND DYSPEPSIA.
The

to

best women,

liv-

A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia * Wells’
Health Renewer.”

S.LASAR,

goLD AND SILVER SYALTHAM

spirits both felt the benign Influence which it exerted, and in a few
months from the time I commenced taking the Vegetine, the Cancer came out
almost bodily.
C
IE DEFORREST.
I certify
that I am personally acquainted with
Mrs.
orrest, and consider her one of our very

Bron-

and

Fryorite Remedy”
;
VIR for Sule by

THE NEW HYMNARY,
By

GENTS

Arlington's

were taking Warner's Safe
Cure. It made them happy.

. Ken!
all druggists. y

CANCEROUS
HUMORS.
The Doctor’s Certificate.

In April Last,

twenty-four

Bladder complaints,as well as all those disSach id he .
peculiar to females.

Read It.

chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
87
>

“ Favorite Remedy” does inYigorute the Blood, cures Liver; Kidney and

ASHLEY, WASHINGTON CO., ILL., Jan, 14, 1878.
MR. H. R. STEVENS : —
.
Dear Sir,—This is to certify that I had been suf.
fering from a Rose Cancer on my right breas
which
grew very
rapidly, and all my
friends ha
ven me up on? Arie dy I heard of your medicine,
egetine, recommended for Cancer and Cancerous
Humors. I commenced to take it and soon found

Cherry

Colds,

of Rondout, N.
him what to do..

tion which he cannot afford to’ fopfelt or im. peril; that the

Vegetine

See adv.

It cures

°

VEGETINE.—When the blood becomes lifeless
and stagnant, either from change of weather or of
climate, want of exercise, irregular diet, or from
any other cause, the Vi
e will renew the
blood, carry off the ob
humors, cleanse the
stomach,
regulate the
bowels, and impart a tone
of vigor to
the whole body.
;

be pre-

There

BY ALL

MRS. WM. i. FORBES.

prices

medicine known that will do this as surely

the father advised the son to.

had been assured by the local physicians that

Dear Sir,—I take the pleasure-uf writing you a

altogeth-

Nearly all the Ills that Affi'ct Us can

this jour-

they could do nothing more for him, tried
** Favorite Remedy” at a venture.
After two
weeks’ use of it he passed a stone 3-4 of an inch
long iad ofthe thickness
of a p stem, Since
no symptoms o
‘return of
the trouble. Here is a sick man healed. What
better results could have been ex;
éd? What
grater benefit could medical science confer?
he end was gained; that was surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy assures the
public, by a reputa-

small certificate concerning Vegeline prepared by
you. Ihave beena sufferer with Dyspepsia for
over forty years, ang have had the C|
nie Diar.
rhoga for over six months, and have tried most
every thing; was
given up to die, and did not expect
to live from
day to day, and no physician
could
touch my case. I saw your Vegetine recom:
mended to cure Dyspepsia. I commenced ‘usin
it, and I continued doing so, and am now a we
woman and restored to
t health.
All who
are afflicted with this
terrible
e, I would
kindly recommend to try it for the benefit of their
health,
and it is excellent as a blood purifier.
By DR. T. B. FORBES, M. D., for

POTATOES.—The potato
crop is apparently
much smaller this year than last, iv the United
States, and prices are higher. In Canada the crop
has been a good one, and dealers there are taking
adyantage of high prices on this side of the line
to get rid of the surplus. . The Montreal Gazette
mentions the receipt, by one firm, of orders from
the United States for 100 carloads, or 40,000 bushels. The Gazette fears that the present activity
and good prices may induce too many to hold for

vented and cured by keeping the stomach,

of the disease

write to Dr. David Kennedy,
Y., who,he said, would tell
Dr. Kennedy replied, su

VALLEY STREAM, QUEENS CO., |
.
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
MR. H. R. STEVENS :—
;

** Oh,

high

$19 50,

Physicians.

We have very

and

at

x

nal in connection with an article similar to
this, was, like his father, afflicted with Stone
in the Bladder, only that his case was more
serious thanhig father’s. On the appearance

$14 50 @ $15 ¥ bbl,

‘

Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives an appetite and imparts new life and energy to all the functions of
the body. Try a bottle and realize it.

er,” as the crop is a heavy‘one,
limit consumption.

:

whose name may have appearead in

demand for Boston
are firm at] $33 @ $24

Vegetine

good food in China, and they spend more time in
learning how to cook there than in this country,
‘They have here too much beefsteak and lamb
chop, too much hash made out of remnants; and
you never know what it is. At college we used to
sing the song:
“ I know a boarding house,
Not far away,
Where they have onion Lash
Thiee times a day.”

higher prices still, and “ miss the mark

|

5

SMOKED HAMS. There has been a steady deg ‘“ Kennedy’s
mand, with sales at 12 @ 13c & Bb,
|
; Favorite Reliedy 2 wh
ad worked so sucLARD. Market fairly active, with sales at13 @
cessfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who
Bc ¥bh.
4

Adige

we prefer our native Chinese fare.

ACCOUNT

Mr. S. W, Hicks, of Pleasant Valley,
Dutchess Co., N. Y., the son of Mr. E. 5 Hicks

Extra prime is scarce, and commands $16 50

mand

as the “ Discovery.” John Willis, of Elyria, Ohio,
writes: * The * Golden Medical Discovery’ does
positively cure consumption, as, after trying every
other medicine in vain, this succeeded.”
Mr. Z,
T. Phelps, of Cuthbert, Ga., writes: * The ‘ Golden Medical'Discevery’
has cured my wife of bron.
chitis and incipient consumption.” Sold by drug-

’

bbl.

INTERESTING

Stone in the Bladder Expelled by Using
Dr. Kennedy’s ¢ Favorite Remedy.”

BEEF. Western extra mess is in fiir demand at
$12 @ 813 ¥ bbl. Family
extra and plate com-

pos.

A Chicaman on being interviewed, said:

AN

bbl.

good
prices

in

scrofulous, tuberuclous, and pulmonary affections

gists.

$8504

Bigg

PORK. There is a
clear and backs, and
[4 2.

Medical Dis-

known

ee

Nor

Concords, and 7 @ 8c for Catawbas. * Pears are

quiet at $3 @ $1

sesses such healing and soothing influence over all

off.—Mass.

“ Within Lalf
a century,” says Dr. Dio ‘Lewis,

improv.

Mg,B. L. SPORM.

soils fall plowing
is especialas the soil becomes much more

light through the winter to the action of the frost
and weather. Fall plowing is not advisable on
light soils, or on slopin
nds, when heavy
rams are liable to wash §
nd; or where strong

DAY KipNEY CO.: Gentlemen~My mother, an
old lady of sixty-two years, was given up with

ing every way.

with

d’Aremberg, Lawrence, and some

THE DOCTORS OUTDONE,
;
SHARON, Wis, Dec. 11, 1679,

mop

It is better

Pears. ' It will do to pick all but the very

sorts,

and

“The New York Fourth-avenue car Stables
were entirely destroyed by fire last week, and
it is estimated that between 30 and 200 horses

dollars,
or nearly ninety

by the use ot Dr,

DON'T DIE IN THE
Ask druggists for “ Rough on

lismentat that place. The yield is about 1,200
cans per acre, for which the farmers get three
cents per can, or $36 per acre.
The factory is
turning out 9,000 cans daily.
:
|.
Apples should be picked, beginning with the
early winter varieties. There are fewer than last
year, and they will comn.and a good price.

on Thirty-second street, and ge, bullding
entirely consumed. The
esti
lossis upward of $2,200,000. ated, property

- and

plowed

The farmers. in Cumberland,

was assigned for the Bommencement of the
trial, and the question’of jurisdiction is to be

orrell’s extensive furniture storage

as fast as they naturally waste.

acres of sweet corn to supply

a crank, or, if steam power be applied, the
number can be increased to 1,000 per minute.

perished. in the flames.

in case

being in it. The use of the roller is, however, rapidly extending among our most intelligent farmers.

be completed

and malpractice will be
of the Fig
We principal

ob-

of them all success in the production of

more cloddy by being

in a minute by a boy with skill enough to turn

determined prior to the 30th instant.

for

uader any circumstances the quantity of new
wheat from which they can be manufactured is
quite small compared with previous years.
This
act must have an influence on prices as the sea:
son advances, sepesially as the difference in price
between spri
stents and winter wheats is less
than usual.
inter wheats continue to come
along slowly and there is very liltle accumulation
as yet. Supplies have to be purchased to arrive,
partiuclarly
Michigan brands, of which there is
No farmer cau afford to keep through the winter
no stock on the market. The
Michigan Flouc this
a fowl or an animal so poor that it wont sell. Jear 18 considered rather better than usual.
1
wheat
crop
in
that
State
was
small it was of
The place for such is in the bone heap.
,
very
quality. The Principal stock in the
market is medinm Patents,
for which there is at
.\. The farm-roller is much more extensively used
in England and France than the United States. It present very little inquiry, but there is an easier
feeling
for
all
kinds,
aod
forced
sales conld only
is perhaps more necessary, for plowing frequently
be made at concessions. The sales of sprin
goes on in all weather, wet or dry, and ground is wheat Patents have been at
$350 @ $950 ¥ bb

fool

transformed intd's howling mob. Many persons, ho doubt, in the terror of the moment

exportation to England

It will pay to winter a large flock of pullets, but
they must have a warm place to live in, warm
food a portion of the time to eat, plenty of drink
and gravel, more or less miéat, and some kind of
green food. If you can’t give them these, don’t try
the business,

Guiteau was arraigned in the criminal court
screamed that the galleries were giving way,
at Washington, Friday, pleading not guilty to
another that the church was on fire, and inthe charge of murder. The 7th of November
stantly a decoronus and devout assemblage wag |

*

for

brands of this description will become scarce, an:

size and

postmark

careful

to place salt where stéck can have free access to
it than to give it occasionally in small quantities.
They will help themselves to what they need, if
allowed to do so at pleasure; otherwise, when
they become salt hungry they may take more than
is wholesome,

to higher places and laboring to sécure them.
The post of greatest usefulness ought to be the

letters

intended

appearance on being opened.— Baltimore Sun.

again

called.

:

Party”

covery,” thoughif the Lungs are wasted no medi-

Too much care can not be tak-

It is said that balfof the saline matter of the
blood consists of common salt, apd as this is partly dissolved every day through the skin and kidreys, the necessity of continued supplies of it to
the healthy body is sufficiently obvious. The bile
also contains soda—one of the ingredients of salt—
a special and indispensable constituent, and so do
all thé cirtilages of the body. Stint the supply of
salt and neither will the bile be able to properly
assist digestion, nor the cartilage to be built up

A man is not in Josition to discharge his
duties fully and without bias if he is aspiring
highest honor.’

Revolutionary

Salesat $33

Consumption, in its early stages, is readily cured

the

SALT FOR FARM STOCK.

by this fall in the prices, but there will be few
to mourn their loss. The body of men who
prey on the public by taking
advantage of, the

Irish

JN

GREEN APPLES, PEARS, &0. Strictly choice,
Apples are not plentiful and command $2 50 @ $3,
but there 1s a Jat56 sup ly of common to good arniving which will not sell over $150 @ $2 # bbl.
Crapes are in good demand and selling at5 @ 6c

straw. The same is true of sheep. We have taken this hint and furnished the cow-stables with
dry earth bedding. In the pig-pens dry earth has
no equal. In very cold weather we add straw or
leaves, but until the weather is very cold, the animals will be more comfortable with a bed of fresh
soil, or of soil changed once a fortnight or week.
In the chicken- house we have learned its great
value as a deodorizer.”

o>
+O)

pay more than a fair rate for these staples. A
good many of the speculators have lost heavily

of the

Cc

ONIONS.

strip

of transportation,but it gives them a more attract-

:

oi

@ Se; a
Foy 08 Se:
Potatoes, ¥bbl., $3 @ $3 50

the bare ground, rather than the sod or bedding of

In placing

per, as a further securily against bruising,
ive

Tuesday the price of corn, wheat and oats
took a fall in the Chicago market.
This will
be good news for the great body of people who
have lately been obliged by the speculators to

of the position to which

a

apples for’ :§ale, their preservation is not only
greatly enhanced by wrapping each apple in pa-

kind soul had decorated the bed in anticipation

to the hope you

have

six

had better sell his fruit for what he can get, rather
than attempt to keep it for a better murket or more
satisfactory prices.
The barrels so filled may then be headed up and
set away in some cool place until the approach
of winter, when they should be placed in a cellar
the temperature of which is never so cold as to
freeze.
If one wishes to put up a few barrels of choice

When Mrs. Garfield paid her last visit to the
room in the White House in which her husband so long lay ill, she grew so deadly pale
that the friend who was with her believed she
would faint, but with her customary self-control she maintained her composure and grate
fully noticed the flowers
with which some

* As

about

first-class fruit depends and withont which a man

A colored preacher in Louisville, Ky., has
found in his church a daughter from whom he
was separated at the auction-block 20 odd years
ago. He was much rejoiced, but was a prey
to conflicting emotions when he learned from
her that her mother is still living, he having
been legally married to another woman after
becoming a freedman.

General Garfield wrote in answer

and

en in the above respect, for upon the

ww

of her coming.

wide,

be

and packing may new commence,
it is best to make three grades of
of perfect fruit, another of rather
and the third of such as are fit

process of filling.

is

gether.

table should

to shake the barrel well & time or two during

quoted as saying that the Indians are so dangerous in that neighborhood that he and his
family prefer that if one must run the risk all

to the Senate:

the

the first two sorts in barrels, lay a single course
on the bottom, stéms downward, and so proceed
until the barrel is full, except that the last course
should be placed with stems upward, taking care

Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll is going with all
his family to New Mexico, where. he has be-

sympathy.

carefully

purpose,

only for cider or to Be fed to the stock.

sion of General Weaver, of Grand Rapids. If
was made by him for the President and presented with the agreement that it should be
returned to him when General Garfield had
discarded it. After the President’s death it
was found und sent to its loyal maker.

needs of the

the

to keep the apples from rolling offs

other buildings, the loss of over 200 lives and
Yet

basket,
be

the

gently

duri

the yard or pasture, it will be seen that they choose

about two inches wide nailed all around the edges

of territory in the late Michigan fires, the destruction of 1147 dwellings and hundreds of
the property damage of Dearly two

This

feet long and three feet

It is almost impossible to realize at this dis.
tance the total dévastation of 900 square miles

the fires caused th immense

the

be

same to be covered with a blanket or quilt, to pre-

The late freeze did considerable
throughout the State. Thousands of
of onions, squashes and other garden
bles were badly chilled and damaged,
seme sections apples actually froze
trees. Flowers and grapes that were
out of doors were entirely ruined.

milliens.

thrown)

contents of which, when full, should

a punishment

Boston man having invented a machine which

Hamanity never appears to less advantage
than when subjected to the influences of a

40

a

claim.” It isto be hoped he will soon find
that for the “legal insanity” which leads a

who had congratulated him
- MH.

Americans

building

[ES

of th& Providence
city
council
on
death of General Burnside, which were

by the clerk.

contemplate

come interested in” some silver

Scene in the Senate.

ADLNONY

London

+Thé hat which General Garfield wore on the
day of his inauguration is now in the posses-

to Go.

denies that

which are being printed.

APPLES.

In gathering apples from the tree to store away
for winter use, provide yourself with a strong,
light ladder, some two feet wide at bottom and tapering to a point at top, the two ends to be beveled together and pinned; this style of ladder
being more easy
to handle and place amorg the
top branches of a tree than the ones commonly
used and not so much danger of knocking off the
fruit. A half-bushel basket, made of white-oak
splints, with single handle extending from side to
side, and a strong hook fastened thereto, to hang
up by on the limbs, answers the purpose best. In
picking, take hold of the apple, and by a gentle
twist of the hand it will separate readily from the

harm. But

will observe when the cows choose to he down

persons were

his

ankle sprained. He has gone to Massachusetts
for a few days’ rest.
An explosion of petroleum occurred on, the
4th instant on board the Italian brigantine

member

do beetles,

to suppress, as far as pos.

“Baral and Bomesti.

a car-

d

where they are to be letloose for the purpose of
preying upon English crops. Instructions have accordingly been issued to the Customs officials at
the British ports directing them to be vigilant mm
preventing the introduction of the beetle.
The Cincinnati Commercial says ! “If any one

Company

wounded, and twenty arrests were made.—Friday's hurricane in England was one of the most
terrific and disastrous ones known in many years.
Several disasters at sea are reported, but the loss
of life is not supposed to be very
great.——The
Sultanis reported to have recalled the special
commission
to
Egypt.—A waterspout killed
sixirfve persons at
Milah, Algeria, oa Satarday.—
ars on the London and
Brighton Railway are
lighted by Faure’s electric lJamps.——Meshed advices report the capture of
Herat by &n army
from Turkestan.—The
relations between Mexico
and Guatemala are critical, growing out of the
disputed boundary question. ;
’

:

school, was thrown

Quidnick

law-breakers several times. Several

Van Buren, Tyler and Buchanan, all*but the
bachelor Buchanan havibg been widowers,

Theological

the

iftobaceo

Tis

has been in the State of Illinois collecting Colora-

sible, the operations of the Land League, and to
this end has arrested several more members of
the organization. A further warrant has been
served on Mr. Parnell charging
him with tredsonable
rackices, and. his ©
utors, arrested on
Sa
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versus Trustee Chaffee of the Sprague estate, permitting the sale by Chaffee of all the estate except
$1,500,000, which must be reserved to meet the is-sue of the suit of the Quidnick Company.—The
excitement in Ireland over the arrest of Mr. Parnell continues: unabated. The government, how-

been appointed Minister to Spain, is‘in excellent health and spirits; and with his wife, he is
to sail for Europe early in November, so as to
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